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Progressive Concepts in Television Technology

The Leitch STILL FILE lb
setting new standards in

still stores.

Our customers wanted more from still stores, definitive still store system...We have.
so they came to us. They knew that our The Still File R is the most responsive,
experience and leadership in quality video versatile and complete system available.
products would lead us to develop the We designed it that way.

 1,500 stills expandable to 10,000.

 Compact control panel and 6 rack unit frame.

 Built-in descriptive management assists
any operation.

 Flexible sequence facility for live/automated productions.

 Superior tape archiving software.

 Outstanding multi -generation & color frame quality.

LEITCH
Circle 100 on Reader Service Card Page 75

Ammonia=

 Digital mix effects.

 Compression, keying, bordering, drop shadows...

 Keying of irregular shaped graphics with "Super Black".

 RS -422 and GPI interfaces.

 Simultaneous second user operation.

 Ideal for live/post production, film transfer,
automatioi...

STILL FILE

Leitch Video International Inc., 10 Dyas Rd., Don Mills, Ont., Canada M3B 1V5  Tel: (808) 387-0233 Fax: (416) 445-0595 Telex: 06 986 241
Leitch Video of America, Inc., 825K Greenbrier Circle, Chesapeake VA 23320  Tel: (800: 231-9673 or (804) 424-7920 Fax: (804) 424-0639



CTR124, CTR34 and CTR14 shown

The Dynamax CTR.30 Series
Our latest recorder has three decks

The DYNAMAX CTR30 Series of Three
Deck Recorder/Reproducers is loaded with
innovations. A built-in constant current
recorder standard equipment on every unit.
A unique trouble free motor that never
needs adjustment Proven CTR10 electronics.
Audio switcher and mixer. Three cue tones.
Independent removable decks, each
equipped with a cleaning switch. And

serviceability so simple you'll never need
our super service.
Production studio, newsroom or on -air
workhorse, the DYNAMAX family gives
you the features you need at a price you
can afford. Find out why DYNAMAX is fast
becoming the world's leading name in
cartridge machines. Call Fidelipac or your
authorized DYNAMAX Distributor.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEJJPAC ®

Fidelipac Corporation  P.O. Box 808  Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A 0 609-235-3900 0 TELEX: 710-897-0254 0 Toll Free 800 -HOT TAPE

DYNAMAX products are designed and manufactured in the LLS.A.
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Geta sharper
image...

The SVHS format behind the
Panasonic® Pro Series will change
the way you look at half -inch recording
systems. Because it delivers over 400 lines of

horizontal resolution. At an affordable cost. So you can
get a sharper image even as you sharpen your pencil.

In the field, the Panasonic Pro Series offers you a host
of benefits existing formats fall short on. Like two hours
of recording time on a single cassette with Hi-Fi audio
capability. In a highly portable package. To capture
more action and sound on fewer tapes. Which means
you'll have less to carry in the field and on your budget.
And the Pro Series easily interfaces with a variety of ex-
isting component or composite cameras and VCRs. So
you can easily integrate the Pro Series in your present
field operations.

For editing and post -production applications, the Pro
Series takes full advantage of the SVHS format as well.
With easy to use features and high performance ca-
pabilities. Such as digital framing servo circuitry to
provide highly stable edits. And time code input/output
facilities for frame accurate editing. The Pro Series edit-

ing VCR also features 7 -pin dub capability to maintain
component signal integrity throughout the system.

For studio production, Pro Series components are de-
signed with flexible operations in mind. With VCRs and
monitors outfitted for total systems application. And
cameras designed for use both in the field and in the
studio. To help minimize your investment without limit-
ing your capabilities.

For duplication, Pro Series monitors and VCRs
provide you with the convenience and versatility of half -
inch cassettes. And the performance of SVHS. When
duplicating, you can maintain excellent picture quality
thru component or composite signal transfer. And dub
Hi-Fi audio simultaneously with the video signal.
There's even a Pro Series cassette changer to help
increase the efficiency of your duplicating system.



even as you sharpen your pencil.

Whether it be a small or large operation.
For video network applications, the Pro Series pro-

duces high quality images on both large projection
systems and small screen monitors. With features like
auto repeat playback for unsupervised presentations.
And the system is upwardly compatible with standard
VHS. So you can continue to use your existing library of
recordings without any type of conversion.

Pro Series VCRs also incorporate a number of fea-
tures designed for network automation. Such as video
sensor recording. So you can transmit video programs
to your network locations during off-peak hours. And
save on both transmission and personnel cost. You can
even interface Pro Series VCRs with computers for
interactive training programs.

So whether you're looking for high performance field

recording, post -production, studio, duplication or
networking systems. The Panasonic Pro Series can
sharpen your image while you sharpen your pencil.

For more information, call Panasonic Industrial
Company at 1-800-553-7222. Or contact your local
Panasonic Professional/Industrial Video dealer.

zVHS

Panasonic
Professional/Industrial Video
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for the JVC Format

Mobility. Versatility. Hall -inch speed and
portability with one -inch quality. You
can have it all with the new JVC M -II
Video System.

From a full function editing recorder to a portable M -II
recorder for field use, the M -II system is designed for
easy integration with 3/4" U -VCR and S -VHS recorders
as well as M -II equipment and component digital
effects units.

Through use of the M -II format with Chroma Time -
Compressed Multiplexing the picture recorded and
played back maintains full broadcast quality over
several generations.

The higher recording density of the metal particle
tape and CTCM recording in the M -II format make
possible a continuous recording and playback time
of 90 minutes with a single cassette, approximately
the size of VHS with the quality of one -inch.

Get the speed, mobility and versatility you need in
today's fast -paced broadcasting world. For more
information on the M -II format, contact your Midwest
representative today.

For all your video production needs rely
on the recognized leader. Midwest . . .

the Source.

11/IIDKEST
Communications Corp.

One Sperti Drive/Edgewood. KY 41017
(606) 331-8990

As the nation's largest JVC representative, Midwest offers you immediate delivery and
dependable service on the full line of JVC products including JVC M -II equipment.
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On the cover:
"D-2 Diagnostics,"

photo by Hudson
Edwards, staff
photographer

Ampex Corp.

63
Radio Engineering
Section

BME
100 It CHNICAI AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

SEPTEMBER 1988
VOL. 24, NO. 9

Features r

32 D-2 Diagnostics
Troubleshooting a digital VTR poses problems un-
known in the analog domain. Sophisticated signature
analysis techniques provide an accurate, simplified
solution for the VPR-300 D-2 DVTR.

51 Digital Timetable: Too Much Too Soon?
Is the transition to digital video happenning at a pace
advantageous to stations and facilities? At the recent
ITS Convention, a panel of experts considered this
question.

The Letter of the Law: PCB Compliance
The EPA's PCB compliance directive is in effect now.
Is your station up-to-date?

60 SBE Brings the Rockies Down to Earth
Engineering skill sessions, regulatory topics, and up-
coming technology will dominate this fall's show.

63 Radio Engineering

65 Radio News
FCC Plans to Create New Class 3 FMs..AES
85th Convention to Los Angeles...Pizzi Named
Contributing Editor

66 Measuring Synchronous AM in FM
Transmitters
Incidental AM modulation is hotly debated by
FM and TV stereo engineers. Here are some
causes of synchronous AM noise and practical
ways to optimize transmitter tuning.

74 NRSC Update
Converting to NRSC is one important route
to AM improvement. Here's where the issue
stands right now.

80 Radio '88 Preview
AM/FM improvements, the digital radio station
and the most FCC rulemakings ever will be hot

51 topics.
Digital
Timetable
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DESIGNED FOR RADIO BY PEOPLE WHO KNOW RADIO...

/1/11X TRAK 9ON -AIR CONSOLE

Unlike other consoles that try to be all things for
all applications, the new Mix Trak 90 modular console
from Broadcast Electronics is strictly designed for
on -air use!

Mix Trak 90 features include:
 Split Program Buss
 Three Telephone Mix -Minus Busses
 Balanced Patch Points Throughout
 On -card Voltage Regulation
 Transformerless Inputs and Outputs

Another Mix Trak 90 value feature is the optional
Source Sequencer. The Source Sequencer permits
your on -air talent to automatically execute an entire
series of events (such as a multi -spot commercial

Circle 104 on Reader Service Card Page 75

break) with the touch of a single switch. When the
Source Sequencer is at work, your DJ's are free to
concentrate on what they do best: communicate!

The Mix Trak 90 offers full VCA gain control, Penny
& Giles precision faders, independent Audition and
Program metering, silent Hall Effect switching,
automatic monitor dimming for easier cueing and
a wide range of accessory modules.

For more information about the new console
designed with your special needs in mind contact
your Broadcast Electronics Representative or
call Tim Bealor at 217-224-9600

I=E
O

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N. 24th ST., P.O. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305, (217) 224-9600. TELEX 250142, FAX: (217) 224-9607
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THE REASONS FOR
BUYING COMARK'S

KLYSTRODE®

TRANSMITTER
KEEP PILING UR
$50,000 A YEAR IN ENERGY SAVINGS

IS JUST THE BEGINNING.
Comark's 120 kW Klystrode transmitters can slash
your energy bills up to 50%, compared to today's

most advanced pulsed klystron transmitters. To learn
more about Comark's Klystrode equipped

transmitters with output power levels of 10 kW
(air-cooled) up to 360 kW (liquid -cooled)

call (215) 822-0777.

COMARK
COMARK COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

A Thomson-CSF Company

Route 309 & Advance Lane  Colmar, PA 18915
Telex: 846075 Fax: (215) 822-9129

Klystrode' is a registered trademark of Varian Associates, Inc
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Technological changes
are challenging our in-

dustry and causing us to
rethink old ways.

VIEWPOINT

echnology can solve an array of problems, as we all know, but often it
brings about a new set of problems while solving the old ones. New technol-
ogies, furthermore, may displace older and more familiar ones. For the engi-
neer responsible for keeping a broadcast station up to spec, it can be discon-
certing when a new and presumably better technology throws a monkey
wrench into established procedures. Suddenly, the familiar pattern on the
waveform monitor is changed, or meaningless, or not there at all.

This month, BME looks at some of the technological changes that are
challenging our industry and causing us to rethink old ways of doing things.
The advent of digital video recording has already made a big impact on
teleproduction facilities, and is poised for its inevitable, gradual entrance
into the television station as well. Unlike analog recording formats, the dig-
ital video signal is an abstract stream of data with few or no meaningful
characteristics on conventional test equipment. One means of extracting
useful diagnostic information out of the composite digital signal is described
in this month's feature on D-2 diagnostics.

The rate of technological change is another bone of contention, with some
users-especially on the teleproduction end-champing at the bit in impa-
tience and others feeling rushed into premature decisions. This summer, a
panel of industry experts, gathered at the first annual convention of the In-
ternational Teleproduction Society, attempted to determine whether the
movement to digital video is progressing at a rate beneficial to all con-
cerned. Their comments are excerpted in "The Digital Timetable" in this
issue.

Radio broadcasters often feel overshadowed by their showy sibling, televi-
sion-even though U.S. radio stations outnumber television outlets 10 to
one. When we recently asked a sizable sample of our readership how we
could serve them better, radio engineers spoke out loud and clear demand-
ing expanded coverage of their unique industry.

It's my great pleasure, therefore, to introduce BME's new Radio Engineer-
ing section, which debuts in this issue. This radio -only section, dedicated to
the needs of radio engineers, will appear every month. Our premier edition,
which coincides with the NAB's Radio '88 convention, features a technical
piece on synchronous AM noise in FM transmitters, along with an update
on NRSC standards work. The new section is ably coordinated by BME se-
nior editor Beth Jacques, and the coming months will bring a multitude of
useful technical pieces. We're delighted to offer this section as a service to
our radio readers. 

Eva J. Blinder
Editor

BME September 1988 11



Triple Filter Parade -
1 H each of Flat, Low
Pass and Chroma Filters

Triple Vector Overlay-
SMPTE Bars on A, B and
C inputs delayed by 6°
and 12° to demonstrate
phase error

Videotek's new combo monito
gives you more inputs, more
output and more memory
for less money.

TVM-620

to,

Cis

-C)

VIDEOTEK

Combination Display-
Simultaneous waveform
and vector displays of a
single input

Only Videote
waveform monitor/vectorscope
gives you three selectable inputs
for multiple viewing combina-
tiom, a roster of other winning
feat ires and the economy of a
two -in -one unit.

Paade or overlay modes let
you /levy any combination of uo
to tf- ree inputs simultaneously
with one touch of our new mem-
bran control panel. And ours is
the only combo monitor that
currently offers user -defined,
one -Dutton memory recall.

Fo- portable monitoring of
video signals during remote
shoots, the TVM-620 is available
with an optional internal AC/DC
power supply (ADC -1). A four -
pin XLR connector provides ar
easy interface with a variety o
DC power supplies.

Enoineers look to Videotek for
thoughtfully -designed equip-
ment that's built to be reliable
and priced to be in your ballpark
See your Videotek dealer today
about the TVM-620 plus our full
line -u of test equipment

viDEOTEK INc.
I/ Designed for real needs.

P -iced for real budgets.

243 Shaemaket Road
Pottstown, eri-isylvania 19464
(215) 327-2292
TWX 710-653-0 25 FAX (215'; 327-9295
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Smoke Out

In the June 1988 issue of BME, I no-
ticed a comment made by Lindy Wil-
liams in the "New Ideas in Technol-
ogy" section on Radio/Audio Studios
("Radio/Audio Studios: A Digital Fu-
ture?" p. 70) pertaining to cigarette
smoke in control rooms and near
equipment.

Anyone who allows smoking
around expensive electronic equip-
ment, and especially around other
human beings, is indeed a fool. The
smokers should be sent outdoors.
This observation is for us, unfortu-
nately, based on experience.

David Fusco, president
Music Unlimited

Small -Market Blues

I have read BME since its inception.
I thought the "Great Idea Notebook"
feature ran a few years back was
one of the finest things ever pub-
lished. But, somewhere along the
way, I feel both radio and small -
market stations have been lost sight
of. In BME's May issue, only 21 out
of 90 pages had anything to do with
radio. I know that it is difficult to
cover, with equity, the many explod-
ing technologies that broadcasting
now embraces, but this letter has
been stirring for a long time now.

What brought the pot to a boil for
me was Sim Kolliner's editorial
("Image, Stereotypes, and the Broad-
cast Engineer"). The world of broad-
casting he describes bears absolutely
no resemblance to anything I now
do, nor, indeed, anything I have ever
done as a CE since 1962.

I hope this plea is constructive-
because what you do you, you do
very well.

I suppose I remember those early
years when I sat here with a grid -
modulated W.E. transmitter and a
shunt -fed antenna, poring over ev-

FEEDBACK

ery trade magazine
could get.

I've certainly, since then, gotten a
lot of help from BME, and I thank
you for it. You might consider a few
articles on radio basics and small -
market stations.

for any help I

John Gaboury, CE
KEZC-AM/KJOK-FM

As we talk to our readers-radio and
television engineering management
in markets of every size-we're im-
pressed with the diversity of what
people want to hear about. As a rule
of thumb, large -market stations with
budgets want to hear about the hot-
test new equipment. Medium and
small markets want to know how
other stations solve technical prob-
lems. Everyone wants a pass at is-
sues, news and the technology behind
the solutions and the new equipment.
Everyone is very curious about what
everyone else is doing. What's con-
stant is the level of expertise and the
commitment to broadcasting,
whether the engineer holds a Class 1
license, technical degrees or a boot-
strap badge of courage and creativity
by way of keeping a Mom -and -Pop
on -air in the worst storm to hit Shi-
loh since 1865. With this in mind,
the September issue of BME intro-
duces "Radio Engineering," a new
monthly section that will focus on ra-
dio issues, news, new products and
technical articles, which we hope you

will find interesting, timely and use-
ful. We also plan to look at some out-
standing station technical profiles
and some great technical ideas.
Please let us know what you'd like to
read in this section and we'll do our
best to accomodate you. What "radio
basics," for instance, would you like
to see?-Ed.

Fixing a Bug

Here are some modifications for the
AFPADS.BAS program in the July
issue of BME ("Audio Pads and
Attenuators," p. 76). Ron Balonis
sends the following clarification:
The loss (in decibels) for an attenua-
tor or pad is a decrease in the power,
voltage, or current at the output as
compared to the input power, voltage,
or current. In broadcast audio work,
pad loss ususally refers to a decrease
in the voltage or current, a loss in
level. Due to some last-minute
editing, I made two program changes
that set AFPADS.BAS so that it cal-
culated pads based on a power, not
level, loss situation.

To fix the program, change lines
175 and 205 to read:

175 LMIN=20*LOCAKMINI/LOG(10): PRINT
205 K EXP(LOSS*LOG(10)/20):' FIRST FIND K

To modify the program to allow
you to select the type of pad loss, add
lines 157 and 158 and edit lines 15,
175, and 205 as follows:

15 RESTORE:DIM OHMS124 I:DB = 20:'--E & I
157 INPUT "LOSS/ATTEN. .E,I, or P. ";DB$
158 IF DB$ = "P" OR DB$ ="p" THEN DB =10
175 LMIN = DB*LOG(KMIN)/LOG(10): PRINT
205 K = EXPILOSS*LOG(101/DB):' FIRST FIND K

Do you have any questions, com-
ments, or criticisms concerning what
you read in BME? Any bulletins or
issues you want to open up to other
engineering management readers?
Our letter column, Feedback, is your
forum. Write to: Feedback-BME
Magazine, 295 Madison Avenue,
19th Floor, New York, NY 10017.
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Canon Answers the Needs of the
Broadcast Industry Once Again.

Introducing the Canon J50X9.5BIE.
Canon answers the demanding requirements of

electronic field production with the sensational new
J50X9.5BIE. The perfect lens for outdoor events like
the Super Bowl and the Calgary Olympics where the
J50X was put into action. Featuring a 50X zoom ratio,
f1.4 maximum aperture, and an effective focal length
of 9.5 to 950mm, thanks to its built-in 1.5X and 2X
extenders. Any way you look at it, the J50X9.5 gives
you incredible reach. Yet, it's great indoors too, with a
minimum object distance of 7.2 feet and macrotocus-
ing to 20 inches. Plus the usual high M.T.F., minimized
distortion and chromatic aberration you've come to
expect from Canon broadcast lenses.

An optional rotary shutter provides a choice of

1/1,000th, 1/500th and1/250th sec. high shutter speeds
and will interface with most major manufacturers
cameras.

The J50X9.5BIE is designed for outstanding per-
formance on both 2/3" tube and CCD cameras. And
with a weight of just 36 lbs., these credentials are even
more impressive. Simply stated, the J50X represents
the most advanced design in optical technology avail-
able to the broadcast industry today. There is no better
lens to meet the tough professional standards of elec-
tronic field production. So the next time you need a
broadcast lens with the reach of a 50X zoom and unsur-
passed optical quality choose Canon. Because no
other lens measures up.

Canon
Canon USA, Inc., New York Office: One Jericho Plaza, Jericho, NY 11753 (516) 933-6300. Dallas Office: 3200 Regent Blvd.. Irving, TX 75063 (214) 830-9600

Chicago Office: 100 Park Blvd.. Itasca, IL 60143 (312) 250-6200. West Coast Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 979-6000
Canon Canada. Inc., 6390 Dixie Road, Mississauga, Ontario L5T1P7. Canada (416) 678-2730
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"THANK YOU, SONY. YOU'RE THE BEST
NEWS ON

U Tom Bohn,
Technical Operations Manager,Tire Maryland Public TV.

Maryland Public TV delivers the latest news highlights
thanks, in part, to the latest in still image systems from
Sony.

The Sony ProMavica Still Image System delivers the
images you need, when you need them. It lets you
capture, store, retrieve, and even print and transmit still
images. Whether they're from computer, video or still
photography. Broadcast quality images that you can air in
an instant or whenever you need them.

The secret is the 2 -inch Mavipak diskette-the "video
slide" that stores up to 50 images, and audio too. It's
even reusable.

The ProMavica System components include a still
video camera, recorder/player, transmitter, color printer,

Sony, ProMavica and Mavipak are registered trademarks of Sony.
©1988 Sony Corporation of America.
Sony Corporation of America, Still Image Systems Division,
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656

and all the accessories you need to transform interesting
events into captivating programs.

With the ProMavica System editors can mix images
from a variety of sources. Cameramen can transmit
images from the field over telephone lines. And it's the
ideal archive system for storing still images.

Let us help you define your applications needs. To find
out more, call us toll -free at 1-800-222-0878.

ProMavica
EVERYTHING COMES TOGETHER WITH PROMAVICA THE VIDEO SLIDE
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UPDATE

FCC Proposal on FM Directional
Antennas. . . BTS/Alias Pact in Atlanta. . .Faroudja

Starts ATV/R&D. . . Waveframe Announces
New Top Management. . . Dynatech Buys ALTA Group

FCC Proposal on
FM Directional
Antennas
Following "generally sup-
portive" comments on an
initial Notice of Inquiry on
FM directional antennas in
the summer of 1987, the
FCC has released the text
of a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (MM Docket
No. 87-121). The comment
deadline was extended to
the first week in August.

Implementation may spur
increased use of FM direc-
tional antennas in FM
broadcasting, leading, some
fear, to "the AM-ization" of
the FM band. A further
proposal in the same
rulemaking, termed "trou-
bling" by the NAB, allows
FM stations to accept FM
interference.

As it stands, the rulemak-
ing proposes use of FM
directional antennas to per-
mit "increased flexibility"
for FM licensees choosing
transmitter sites.

The rulemaking contains
several additional
proposals. These include
specification of a uniform
protected contour of 1
mV/m for all classes of sta-
tion, including class B1 and
B facilities. Class B1 facili-
ties are now protected to

the 0.7 mV/m contour;
Class B facilities are pro-
tected to the 0.5 mV/m
contour.

In addition, the Commis-
sion has filed a first-time
proposal to protect FM com-
mercial stations on a
contour -to -contour basis.

Under the new proposal, a
nondirectional FM station
could change tower location
and move, for example,
physically closer to a co-
chanel FM station. The sta-
tion that moved would have
to use a directional FM an-
tenna to reduce radiation to
the extent that the co -
channel station's protected
contour remained protected.
After the station moved, it
would itself be protected
only to the extent of its own
protected contour.

The NAB therefore con-
tends the new potential for
"shoehorning" plus the al-
locations regime proposed
together in the March 30
rulemaking could lead to
serious congestion of the
FM band in many markets.

The new rulemaking also
proposes allowing FM sta-
tions to accept FM interfer-
ence. One consequence is
that FM stations electing to
increase power and upgrade
facility classification would
extend coverage but receive
greater interference.

BTS announced a hardware and software marketing
agreement with Alias at SIGGRAPH.

SIGGRAPH Sets Scene for
BTS-Alias Pact

Last month's 1988 SIGGRAPH show in Atlanta
showcased not only the very latest in computer
graphics technology. Some of the biggest news
coming out of the annual convention involved
business deals and joint ventures between major
players in the graphics field.

Alias Research and Broadcast Thlevision Systems (BTS)
announced a joint marketing agreement that will provide
Alias with a more powerful rendering platform and BTS
with access to the popular Alias software package. The
agreement calls for BTS to provide Alias with its new EPIC
and Pixelerator hardware platforms, which will be sold by
Alias into the industrial design, scientific visualization and
automotive markets. In turn, BTS will assume exclusive
worldwide marketing and distribution responsibilities for
all Alias products in the video teleproduction and broadcast
markets. Alias also announced the release of version 2.4 of
its Alias/2 software, which provides a number of design tool
enhancements.

Wavefront Thchnologies announced several agreements
that will make its software available on additional
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Solid as
a Sony.

Sony videotape has a
rock -solid reputation as the
toughest you can buy.

One word sums up everything we tried
to achieve with Vl-K videotape: durability

From its cross -linked binder system
to its adhesive base film, it was
perfected for the real world
of constant jogging, still
frame editing, shuttling...
and deadlines.

And its ultrafine
Vivax'" magnetic particle
formulation was made to
deliver astonishing picture
quality, higher stability
and optimum S/N ratio
with the lowest headwear
rate of any major one -inch
videotape.

1110111111
jcSP-60

What we did for Vl-K benefitted BCT
Betacam atoo, resulting in trouble -free still
frame editing, totally reliable repeated
playback and worry -free long-term storage.

And new Sony BRS and XBR U-matic
cassettes have all of the above plus the new
Sony Carbonmirror back coating, as well
as Sony's anti -static shell, which we intro-

duced in BCT Betacam. They deliver
a new level of durability, runability
and especially fewer dropouts.

So, after all, Sony professional
videotape is just like any other
Sony: standard -setting video
and audio with a "solid as a
rock" reputation. That's why

it's the only videotape
you can treat like a Sony.

SONY
THE ONE AND ONLY.

Circle 109 on Reader Service Card Page 75
© 1987 Sony Corporation of America. Sony. %/wax. Betacam, U-mattc. Carbonmirror and The One and Only are trademarks of Sony.



UPDATE

hardware platforms. The new platforms include the
Hewlett-Packard 9000 Series, 300 and 800 workstations;
the Stellar GS1000 Graphics supercomputer; and the
ibxtronic 4330 Series 3D graphics workstations. Wavefront
also unveiled its new version 2.8 software, scheduled for
September 1 release. This software, which runs on all
newly announced computers, introduces 16 new or
enhanced features in the Model, Preview and Image
modules.

Two developments in high -end video paint systems were
on display at SIGGRAPH. Abekas Video Systems
demonstrated a new interface between its A60 digital disk
recorder and the Quantel Paintbox. The new Touch Up
software from Abekas integrates with the Paintbox menu
system to provide control of the A60 for image touchup and
rotoscoping. The interface is transparent to the operator,
bringing up the A60 control menu when external video is
selected. Abekas also provides a plug-in interface board to
allow the Paintbox to accept the CCIR 601 digital output
from the A60.

A high -end video paint system popular in Europe made
its U.S. debut at the show. The Matisse paint system,
demonstrated by Spaceward Microsystems of London,
England, is a full 32 -bit video graphics system for the
creation of high -quality still video images. The company is
currently determining its U.S. distribution strategy and
expects the product to be available in the U.S. soon.

Other hot news at the show was the rapid development of
still image systems. Both Kodak and Sony introduced new
systems designed to capture, transmit and print still video
images from computer graphics systems. The Kodak
SV6500 color video printer can capture images from
composite video, RGB video and digital sources. Sony's
UP -5000 color video printer accepts composite, RGB,
Betacam and S -Video inputs. Both use thermal transfef
printing techniques that provide 256 levels of R, G and B
for over 16 million possible colors. In addition, both
companies showed still image transmission systems that
allow full -bandwidth still video images to be transmitted
over standard telephone lines in a matter of minutes.

Wavefront
Technologies
unveiled its new
version 2.8
software package.

IMPROVED NTSC

This demonstration shows that it
is potable to virtually eliminate
cross -color and cross -luminance
patterns in a NTSC signal by mo-
difying n a compatible way the
NTSC encode,

Yves Faroudja at the 128th SMPTE.

Faroudja Starts
ATV R&D
Operation

Faroudja Laboratories,
which holds a portfolio of
more than 20 key patents
in the video processing
field, has set up a separate
R&D company to develop
its SuperNTSC advanced
TV (ATV) system. Called
Faroudja Research Enter-
prises, Inc. (FRE), the new
company will be based in
Sunnyvale, CA.

Both ABC and cable oper-
ator Tel encouraged
Faroudja to set up a fully
equipped research facility
to develop a full system em-
ploying SuperNTSC compo-
nents, according to the
company. In addition, ABC
and TCI are considering
funding the operation, in-
dustry sources say. TCI is
currently testing Su-
perNTSC on one of its cable
systems in Sunnyvale.

FRE's goal is to produce
"a completely compatible

SuperNTSC system that
meets the performance
characteristics outlined in
the FCC Advisory Commit-
tee on Advanced TV Sys-
tems," according to
president Yves Faroudja.
Faroudja also said FRE was
established because of
strong industry response to
recent SuperNTSC demon-
strations at the NAB,
NCTA and ITS. The facility
will be staffed with 10 en-
gineers and technicians.

Faroudja Laboratories
has proposed SuperNTSC to
the ATS Committee as a fu-
ture standard for an ad-
vanced television system
for use in public broadcast-
ing in the United States.
FRE development will be
independent of Faroudja
Laboratories' regular com-
mercial work, the company
says.

In addition, ABC en-
gineering executives have
examined the SuperNTSC
system and provided techni-
cal guidance, test materials
and other support to extend
the system into the broad-
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Rigid Coaxial
Transmission Lines Deliver
Low Losses.High Gains.

Cablewave Systems delivers everything you need and
expect from Rigid Coaxial Transmission Line per-
formance...superior quality, plus optimum mechanical
and electrical specifications.

To achieve this, Cablewave Systems fabricates high
conductivity, hard -drawn copper tubing with precision
machined, pin -type Teflon dielectric insulators. Standard
50 ohm transmission line is offered in sizes from 7/8" thru
93/16"; 75 ohm in 61/8" and 93/16". All utilize EIA bolt type
flanges and inner connectors compatible with EIA

"i'4° "harm

standards, MIL specs and international IEC recommen-
dations. Aluminum outer conductor 50 and 75 ohm
transmission lines are available on special order.

To complement our full line of Rigid Coaxial Trans-
mission Lines and accessories, Cablewave Systems
also manufactures a complete line of semi -flexible air
and foam dielectric coaxial cables and connectors.

For a copy of our 48 page Rigid Coaxial Transmission
Line catalog and information on other broadcast and RF
communication products, contact Cablewave Systems.

Cablewave Systems
IDZI Member of the

Radio Frequency
Systems Group

=6= Circle 110 on Reader Service Card Page 75
DIVISION OF RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS, INC.
60 Dodge Ave North Haven, CT 06473(203) 239-3311
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cast environment, accord-
ing to Faroudja. ABC has
taken an active role in ATV
development; it has provid-
ed funds to the Sarnoff/NBC
Advanced Compatible TV
(ACTV) system and to the
MIT system and is a mem-
ber of the NAB Advanced
TV Test Center. Both the
NAB test center and the ca-
ble industry's Cable Labs
were formed recently to
evaluate some 19 separate
ATV systems currently un-
der proposal.

In related news, both the
House Telecommunications
Subcommittee and the As -

UPDATE

sociation of Maximum Serv-
ice Telecasters have
scheduled hearings and
meetings on high definition
television (HDTV) in
Washington, DC, Wednes-
day, September 7. Zenith
Electronics Corp., a new en-
try in ATV development, is
scheduled to appear at both
meetings to explain its ad-
vanced TV transmission
system. Zenith has filed a
letter of intent to begin test-
ing with the FCC's Ad-
vanced Television System
advisory committee but has
not announced details of
compatibility with NTSC.

Waveframe Announces New Top
Management

Boulder, CO -based WaveFrame Corp., which designs
and manufactures digital audio workstations for
the film, television and audio production industries,

has apointed James S. Mays president and chief execu-
tive officer. At the same time Steven Krampf has been
named senior vice president of sales and marketing. The
move follows the departure of former president Glenn T.
Edens early this summer.

A private investor in initial WaveFrame financing,
Mays was most recently vice president of manufacturing
and business development and acting vice president of en-
gineering for office automation corporation NBI, Inc. A
BSE graduate of Princeton University, Mays was also act-
ing chief executive officer of Integrated Solutions, Inc., an
NBI subsidiary that produces Unix -based minicomputers.

"WaveFrame represents a rare opportunity for me to
work with a company that is well -funded and well -
supported by investors and which enjoys a clear techno-
logical lead," Mays said.

Krampf was the senior product manager for the record-
ing systems division of Ampex. A co-founder of Entrack
Corporation, a start-up company which developed a disk -
based audio workstation for audio post -production appli-
cations Krampf was also formerly vice president of sales
and marketing at Otari Corporation.

The WaveFrame AudioFrame workstation is now out of
the beta site mode and has been used in the production of
several major motion pictures and television programs
since its introduction in 1987. 

Dynatech Buys ALTA Group

The ALTA Group, which
manufactures and markets
video production and signal
processing equipment for
the television industry, has
been acquired by Dynatech
Corp., Burlington, MA.
ALTA joins Dynatech's com-
munications product group
which inludes Utah Scien-
tific, ColorGraphics, Dy-
natech NewStar, Quanta
Corp., VTA, Calaway En-
gineering and New En-
gland Technologies.

"We are especially
pleased about this marriage
because the ALTA Group
provides equipment which
is strong in the corporate
and industrial market, the
area we feel has the stron-
gest potential for growth,"
said Terry Kelly, corporate
vice president of Dynatech
and cofounder of Color -
graphics. Citing ALTA's
reputation for combining
high technological quality
and affordability, he stated
that joining forces with Dy-
natech will also enable the
ALTA Group to
more effectively
market its PAL -
format equipment
outside the U.S.

Founded three
years ago, the
ALTA Group will
continue to be
based in San
Jose, CA, accord-
ing to vice presi-
dent of sales and
marketing Frank
Alioto. The ALTA
Group was pur-
chased not only
for its existing
product line of
moderately

priced TBC, frame synchroni-
zation and digital equip-
ment, but also for a range of
new products targeted at
broadcast stations, he said.
These include the recently
introduced Centarus still -
store device and the Pic-
toris video compression/
digital effects unit.

"We're particularly
pleased to be part of a
quality company like
Dynatech,"said ALTA
Group president Wayne
Lee, adding that Dynatech
support of the incumbent
management team and the
enhanced international
marketing ability were
two important factors in
the acquisition.

Dynatech Corp. supplies
electronic products and
systems worldwide
through 60 subsidiaries in
North America, Europe
and Asia. Dynatech posted
sales of $368 million for
fiscal 1988. Annual sales
for the ALTA Group are
approximately $6 million.

ALTA Group founders Michael Tallent,
Wayne Lee, Ronald Long and Frank
Allot() (L -R). Tallent received an Engi-
neering Emmy in 1974 for the develop-
ment of the CVS500 digital time -base cor-
rector and the subsequent application of
digital technology to commercial
television.
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The stage is set for an exciting new per-
former. The McCurdy Series 'S'console.
Affordable. Innovative. Designed to

grow with you.

Here is audio engineering at its finest.
A desk top "drop in" package which can be
tailored for any size budget and broadcast
requirement.

Inexpensive by design, the Series 'S' console
provides precise audio mixing, monitoring
and control. The very latest in analog and digital
electronics is coupled with full electronic
audio switching to assure the highest quality.

1111111111111111

1111111111111111

 up to 26 input mixing modules  stereo
program and audition buses  telephone

and cue buses  solid state audio switching
 full function digital logic control  universal

module positioning  full travel Penny & Giles
conductive plastic faders  separate VU housing

section for customer provided equipment

As complete or as basic your budget allows,
the Series 'S' offers McCurdy's unsurpassed

audio quality and ultra -reliability. Simple
economics with high-tech engineering. Another

winning performance from McCurdy

108 Carnforth Road, Toronto, On Canada M4A 2L4 Tel: (416) 751-6262

1051 Cli Street, Buffalo, New York 14206 Tel: (

Mi©Cu rdy
McCurdy Radio Industries

See us at SBE Booth #646

: 06-963533 Telefax: (416) 751-6455

772-0719 Circle 111 on Reader Service Card Page 75
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AN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT JOURNAL

FM/FM Simulcast Strengthens
Contour. . . Broadcasters On -Line . . . Instant

Remote Truck

FM/FM Simulcast Strengthens
Contour

Independent Chicago based music
station WNIB (97.1 FM) had a pro-
blem. In the mid -70s, the station

was only rated 5000 W and was unable
to oppose the transmitter relocation of
a small -market, first -adjacency FMer,
WKZN. Now in a short -spaced situa-
tion, WNIB was blocked from a future
extension of signal to its prime
demographic, the classical -music -
hungry audiences of North Shore
suburban Chicago.

To make matters worse, in 1975
WNIB moved its transmitter to an
antenna height of 1190 HAAT but still
had to broadcast at the equivalent of
5000 W to eliminate interference to its
northern neighbor. When WNIB direc-
tionalized its antenna in 1981 and in-
creased ERP to 33,000 W west, south
and east, it was still limited to 5000 W
to the north.

The resulting stand-off-WNIB
couldn't reach classic music buffs in
Chicago's northern suburbs and
WKZN couldn't get enough signal into
metro Chicago or Milwaukee, WI-
prefigured the American infatuation
with mergers and acquisitions. WNIB
purchased WKZN in 1983, renamed it
WNIZ and began the country's first
FM -FM simulcast.

The result of this unusual situation?
In May 1984, WNIB was able to in-
crease power to 50,000 W, generating a
50 percent increase in power west,
south and east and almost 1000 percent
more power to the north. WNIZ is cur-
rently transmitting 10,000 W at 500
HAAT, which is gradually being up-
graded to 50,000 W omnidirectionally.

WNIB is now heard clearly in nor-
thern areas where it had previously
suffered interference.
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Because the stations are first adja-
cent rather than co -channel, listeners
in the overlap area can tune the
stronger signal with a directional
antenna. Since the programming is the
same, listeners report "drift" is not as
objectionable travelling through the
area and drivers also simply take the
stronger signal. The setup also differs
from FM translators, which cover a
"hole" in an area, or FM boosters,

L

where sync equipment
is needed to align
timings to eliminate
multipath. The FM -FM
simulcast originates
with programming from
WNIB's studio in Chic-
ago, which is sent by tel-
co facilities to the WN1B
transmitter on the
Amoco Standard Oil
Building. This signal is
broadcast at 97.1 MHz
and picked up at the
WNIZ studio in Zion, IL,
via a custom Scala log -
periodic receiving an-
tenna 40 feet above
ground level and a
McIntosh model MR 80
receiver. A Marti 900
MHz STL relays the
WNIB signal to the
transmitter site at
Kenosha County, WI,
where it is broadcast as
WNIZ at 96.9 MHz us-
ing a 10.1 ratio direc-
tional antenna with
50,000 W to the north
and 5000 W to the south.

Broadcasters On -Line

ast month's Tech Watch column
bemoaned the lack of a nation-
wide, dedicated computer network

for broadcast engineers. One promising
development on that front is the steady
growth of A/V Sync, the electronic
bulletin board system (BBS) operated
in Atlanta, GA, by Bill Tullis.
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MULTI -FORMAT INTEGRATION

JVC DISPELS THE RUMORS
OF FORMAT WARS

The video world is alive with talk about
formats, old and new. Editors write about
"the new age of video". Trade show
attendees pack the booths to see the
newest formats.

It makes great conversation. But it's
making the people who buy and use video
equipment uneasy, and confused.

The trouble is that all the formats -3/4 -in.,
S -VHS, and MII are being perceived as little
islands unto themselves, with no connecting
bridges, and no transitions.

It's time someone told the real story about
multi -format integration, because the truth is
that these formats can work together. They
can be complimentary, not confusing. And
they can offer more than the individual parts
alone can provide.

How can this be? It takes a commitment to
create a bridge between formats, so that the
production suite is a place of harmony. Not
hostility.

JVC has made that commitment. Our
3/4 -in., S -VHS, and MII products work
together. They will also work well with
equipment from other manufacturers.
The result is a production suite that links
yesterday's technology with today's
innovations, and today's innovations with

tomorrow's technology.
It didn't happen by accident. We planned

for it. Rather than beat our chests about the
"exclusivity" of our formats, we committed
our company to products that ease the
transition from MII to S -VHS to 3/4 -in. to
VHS. And even to 1 -in.

Imagine the benefits: The field production
crew brings S -VHS footage to the production
suite, where it is edited in the most desirable
manner-at the component level. The
material can be integrated with existing
libraries of 3/4 in., VHS, or any other tape,
and it can be alternately monitored in
component form, or in any format, on a
single monitor. The end result can be
S -VHS, 3/4 -in., MIL 1 -in. or VHS.

So much for exclusivity.
And so much for the belief that a

multi -format world must also be confusing
and expensive. While our competition is
boasting the benefits of one format over the
other, JVC is integrating the benefits and
applications of all the formats to make life
easier, less confusing, and less expensive.

Let JVC show you that there really is
such a thing as multi -format integration,
and how it can make your production suite
complimentary-not confusing.

JVC
ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD...
TO KEEP YOU A STEP AHEAD.
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Tullis, who by day is audio manager
at Turner Broadcasting System,
started A/V Sync about a year ago as an
information clearinghouse for people in
radio, television, sound reinforcement,
broadcasting, and related areas. Once
registered, a caller can access con-
ferences dedicated to sound, recording
and acoustics; video, graphics and film;
audio -for -video and MIDI; production;
and RF, FCC, HAM and conventions.

File and program offerings are exten-
sive. The film, video and graphics con-
ference, for instance, contains file
directories for techniques, fixes,
engineering; software and related
documents; editing systems; products
and services/resumes; and papers and
text files. Conference file lists and new
uploads are kept in yet another direc-
tory. A recent addition to A/V Sync's of-
ferings are the BASIC programs from
BME's monthly Compute column.

"We never knowingly post any-
thing that isn't shareware or public
domain," Tullis asserts. "We will post
demos if they're good or interesting
enough."

While the message bases are open to
anyone who logs onto the system and
completes a brief registration question-
naire, file access is limited to paying
subscribers. Potential users can pay a
trial rate for six months of limited
downloads or can subscribe at the full
price for full priviledges.

Interested? Set your modem para-
meters to eight data bits, one stop bit
and null parity and your transmission
rate to 1200 or 2400 bps, and dial
1-404-320-6202 for a tour of AN Sync.

CROSSTALK

WTAT's staff combined comfort and engineering efficiency in this mobile home -
turned -production truck.

Instant Remote Truck

The next time your creative ser-
vices director suggests a Tupper-
ware party, don't laugh. WTAT-TV,

the Charleston, SC, independent, covered
a 17 -day arts festival with a converted
motorhome, seven people and two Tup-
perware bread boxes.

WTAT's production schedule for the
Spoleto Festival, a city-wide amalgram
of theater, dance, music and art, called
for two half-hour shows to be taped live
each day-a total of 34 shows, each pro-

duced at a different loca-
tion. lb accomplish this,
the station rented a 30 -
foot Coachman motor -
home and removed the
sofa to make room for the
production equipment.

The station does have a
small remote van, but ac-
cording to chief engineer

Custom-built connector
panels, weather -proofed
with Thpperware, fit into a
window frame

Morris Pollock, "The workload and
comfort was a consideration.
Our van has no externally mounted
airconditioning, but the motorhome
had that and a generator."

The station's engineering staff
custom-built an exterior connector
panel and installed it in the frame of one
of the motorhome's sliding windows.
This panel contained all necessary
audio, video and power connections and
was completely weatherproofed with
the Tupperware bread boxes.

Pollock notes, "With the connector
panel, it was easy for the creative ser-
vices people to operate the truck
without an engineer."

Besides the cost of renting the
motohome itself and constructing the
connector panel, the station's only ex-
pense was a rented cellular telephone
so the creative services staff could
contact engineering if anything went
wrong.

"There were virtually no problems,"
Pollock says. "We were never called out
there. Technically, it went real
smooth."M
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ICEBERG A thick mass of floating ice
Webster Illustrated Contemporary Dictionary

The dictionary doesn't mention that most of the thick mass of ice is under the water.
Ads and photos of "floating" or recessed audio consoles don't mention that most of
the console is under the tabletop. For example, console "B" is recessed 6-9/16 inches;
console "A" is recessed 6-1/2 inches; and some manufacturers brochures don't even
list the under-the-table dimensions of their "kneebreakers".

The new SERIES VI Consoles by Broadcast Audio are recessed only 2-1/2 inches, so
you get al: the convenience and appearance of a "floating" console without the iceberg
effect.

20 -IV Stereo Broadcast Console

Standard features include: 3 stereo and 1 mono mixing buses; cue detent on P & G
faders plus a separate mementary cue button; stereo cue amplifiers; 3 -frequency
equalizer panel for stereo headphones; and a digital clock/timer with 16 reset inputs
which operate directly from the "on" logic of each mixer position. 5 -frequency
equalized mixer and pan pots are orional. Double -sided ground plane motherboards
assure low noise and effective RFI protection. The new 2 inch wide mixers allow 12, 16
and 20 mixers in the same mainframe sizes as our popular SERIES IV.

We've saved the best news for last-a System 20 -VI stereo console, with 10 standard
mixers, is just $13,750.00! And, with Broadcast Audio, you don't have to make an
under-the-table deal.

CORDOVA, CA 95742 (916) 635-1D48
Circle 113 on Reade, Service Card Page 75



TECH WATCH

Cookin' With GaAs
By Eva J. Blinder

iNhat's faster than a speeding semi -con-
ductor? More powerful than a silicon
chip? You guessed it-gallium arsenide,
the latest wonder material for integrated
circuits. GaAs is gaining increased atten-

tion in the computer world for its advantages over
silicon: faster speed, lower power consumption,
greater radiation hardness and broader operating
temperature range. In fact, gallium arsenide has so
many sterling qualities-led by its blazing speed-
that IC users in a number of fields, including super-

computing, the military, and manufacturing, are
champing at the bit in their eagerness.

So why isn't the world cooking with
GaAs? Like other leading -edge chip
manufacturing technologies, GaAs
poses certain intrinsic problems that
must be overcome before GaAs chips
can be manufactured cheaply enough
to be practical for widespread use. Its
advantages, however, make it so at-
tractive that development work is
continuing apace.

It is the switching times of an IC's
internal circuits that limit its opti-

mum available speed. The molecular
structure of gallium arsenide has
faster electron mobilities than silicon,
allowing GaAs circuits to operate al-
most six times faster. Device speeds
up to 60 GHz are considered possible,
compared to a limit of about 4 GHz for
silicon. At the same time, gallium ar-
senide devices draw considerably less
power than comparable silicon
devices.

IC design itself may be simplified

Poor match between
gallium arsenide
and silicon can
result in chip defects.

tt

GaAs

Silicon
Substrate

,Defect -filter region

/Defect -confinement region

/GaAs -to -Silicon interface

Silicon

Arsenic

 Gallium

with gallium arsenide. GaAs has an
energy bandgap of 1.1 eV, compared
to silicon's 1.4 eV bandgap. The larger
bandgap of GaAs means that gallium
arsenide can operate under a wider
temperature range. It also means a
lower parasitic capacitance, reducing
the number of masks called for in the
chip manufacturing process.

An advantage of particular interest
to the defense and space industries is
the "radiation hardness," or resis-
tance to radiation, of GaAs. A GaAs
device can tolerate a rad total dose of
107 to 108.

Until recently, manufacturing ICs
on a GaAs substrate has been difficult
and expensive. The past 18 months,
however, have seen advances in man-
ufacturing technology that may soon
make GaAs ICs affordable and wide-
spread. It is now possible to manufac-
ture GaAs wafers in a relatively cost-
effective manner and make them into
stable, tightly controlled ICs.

Some of the difficulties posed by
gallium arsenide arise from its dual -
element nature. Unlike silicon, which
is a single element, the gallium arse-
nide molecule is composed of two ele-
ments, gallium and arsenic, each with
its own physical characteristics.

Reliably growing gallium arsenide
wafers was the initial roadblock lim-
iting development of GaAs chips. The
recent development of a crystal -grow-
ing technique, liquid -encapsulated
Czochralski (LEC), has enabled man-
ufacturers to grow gallium arsenide
wafers in a more cost-effective man-
ner. The wafers produced by the LEC
technique are stable and consistent,
although they are small in size, reach-
ing diameters of only two or three
inches. (Silicon wafers may reach six
inches in diameter.)

Blinder is the editor of BME.
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IMAGINE
Now experience the new AIR790.

You can dream about a board that really sounds good, or you can use the new Harrison
AIR -790. The new AIR -790 has the same program -origination quality signal electronics
as Harrison's latest and best recording and production consoles, while retaining the
elegant ease of operation and proven reliability which have made Harrison
America's #1 console manufacturer. Multiple stereo and mono outputs
mean you're ready when the need for a remote feed or telephone mix -
minus arises. Technologically advanced features and facilities, the lowest
noise -floor in the industry, and ease of service keep you on the air and
sounding great. The new AIR -790. Some dreams can come true.

HARRISON SYSTEMS, INC.  P.O. Box 290157  Nashville. Tennessee 37229  1615) 834-1184  Telex 588133  Fax 615-834-1365  In California, call 18181 763-2149 fl Harrison
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Turning the wafers into usable
chips is another problem. Because of
the molecular differences between
gallium arsenide and silicon, the im-
purity diffusion processes used in
manufacturing silicon wafers do not
transfer well to gallium arsenide pro-
duction. Practical production of gal-
lium arsenide wafers received a boost
in 1985 when Varian Associates de-
veloped an ion implanter designed es-
pecially for use with gallium arsenide
wafers. Another important develop-
ment was direct -step -on -wafer photo-
lithography, a technique that brought
the line width of GaAs circuits down
to 0.5 to 1.0 micrometer.

Gallium arsenide wafers are brit-
tle, making handling difficult. To ad-
dress this obstacle, some manufactur-
ers have developed automated
cassette -handling equipment to pre-
vent wafer breakage during
processing.

One promising development has
been the development of GaAs -on -sili-
con wafers, which combine the speed
of gallium arsenide with the process-
ing ease of silicon. Because silicon is
sturdier than gallium arsenide and is
easily grown into larger wafers, using
it as a substrate for GaAs seems like a
natural idea. The use of a silicon sub-
strate allows economies of scale not
possible with GaAs alone. Some man-
ufacturers have already started ship-
ping GaAs -on -silicon wafers as large
as four inches in diameter.

Even this seemingly fortuitous
combination has its own set of prob-
lems, however. Differences in the
atomic lattice dimensions of silicon
and GaAs molecules make the inter-
face between the two substances
tricky. This can result in interface
dislocations, defects that can propa-
gate themselves into the GaAs layer
itself through a process known as
"threading," causing degradation in
the actual circuitry.

One technique to compensate for
this is the insertion of a" defect con-
finement" region on the chip, separat-
ing the GaAs from the silicon sub-
strate. Work is still continuing on the

TECH WATCH

One promising
development has been

the development of
GaAs -on -silicon wafers,

which combine the
speed of gallium
arsenide with the
processing ease of

silicon.

GaAs -silicon combination. One prom-
ising development is the ability to se-
lectively grow GaAs on portions of a
silicon wafer; this opens the door to
combined silicon -GaAs devices that
could use the strengths of each
substance.

So far, gallium arsenide has been
used primarily for MESFET, or metal
Schottky field effect transistor, struc-
tures. Although MOSFET (metal ox-
ide semiconductor field effect transis-
tor) structuring is considered more
desirable, efforts to make GaAs
MOSFETs have been unsuccessful be-
cause of the difficulty of growing sta-
ble oxides on GaAs. Silicon, on the
other hand, provides a good base for
growing oxides. The defects caused by
threading form another stumbling
block to the use of GaAs -on -silicon
ICs; while MESFETs are relatively

resistant to these defects, devices
such as laser diodes are very sensitive
to them. Researchers are reporting
some success in building GaAs -on -sil-
icon laser diodes, but serious prob-
lems remain to be solved before the
devices are ready for commercial use.

Once manufacturing problems are
overcome, users can expect to see
GaAs chips in all sorts of equipment.
The eagerness to adopt GaAs technol-
ogy is greatest in industries where
high-speed calculations currently tax
the abilities of silicon; weather fore-
casting and computer graphics are
two obvious broadcast -related
applications.

The faster speed of GaAs chips
could, for example, greatly reduce the
number of chips needed by parallel
processing supercomputers. These
computers use large numbers of pro-
cessors operating in tandem to break
through the limitations of single, sili-
con -based chips. By incorporating
speedy GaAs -based chips instead, the
number of chips needed could be re-
duced, thereby reducing the complex-
ity of the machine.

The obstacles to widespread adop-
tion of GaAs technology are formida-
ble, but are beginning to fall thanks
to intensive research and develop-
ment work. GaAs FETs are already
beginning to appear in the broadcast
plant. Their presence will grow rap-
idly in just a few years, bringing in-
creased efficiency to broadcast plant
operations. 
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ROSES ARE REDDER,

VIOLETS ARE BLUER.

All of the colors are richer and more

vivid than you'd expect to see on video

tape. That's because EASTMAN ENT -2000

Broadcast Video Tape was designed spe-

cifically for high saturation.

And with our quality assurance

program for Eastman products, you can be

confident the colors won't wilt. In fact, even

after 300 passes, the signal degradation is less

than 0.5 dB.

So next time you're looking for

beautiful color, pick up an EASTMAN

EVT-2000 Broadcast Video Tape.

Better yet, pick up a bunch.

'Eastman
Prof essionzI Vile° Tape
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DIAGNOSTICS
Troubleshooting a digital VTR poses problems
unknown in the analog domain. Sophisticated
signature analysis techniques provide an accurate,
simplified solution for the VPR-300 D-2 DVTR.

BY FRASER MORRISON

When something goes wrong with
a Type C one -inch VTR, experi-
enced broadcast engineers usually
know where to look to find the prob-
lem's source. Established procedures
and years of familiarity with analog
video make most troubleshooting a
straightforward process.

Digital recording of the television
signal, with its superior signal qual-
ity and multigeneration performance,
eliminates many of the problems as-
sociated with analog recording. At the
same time, however, it creates a new
set of problems as far as troubleshoot-
ing is concerned. For example, almost
all functions of the analog recorder oc-
cur in real time, allowing the engi-
neer to hook up an oscilloscope and
check the waveform. In the digital re-
corder, on the other hand, the data
stream is shuffled into a new form by
the recording electronics and becomes
virtually unrecognizable by any
equivalent analog -type measuring de-
vice. The data stream moves and
changes at extremely high speeds,
further complicating any attempt to
measure it by conventional, real-time
methods. Even with the help of a logic
analyzer, the complex digital wave-
forms that can be observed do not re-
semble anything familiar from analog
video.

Furthermore, the highly complex
electronics of a digital VTR make spe-
cific fault location much more diffi-
cult. In the VPR-300, much of the an-
alog circuitry has been replaced by
large-scale integrated circuits,
greatly reducing the number of acces-
sible test points. Combined with the
greater complexity of the digital data,
the heavy use of LSIs increases the
difficulty of troubleshooting. In addi-
tion, many of the ICs used in the
DVTR are custom and proprietary,
making them almost impossible to di-
agnose. Without some accurate on-
board diagnostics capability for the
signal system, the only alternative for
troubleshooting would be time-con-
suming board and IC swapping. Even
if sufficient time and spare parts were
available, this method is inefficient at
best and inaccurate at worst, since the
internal error correction of the DVTR
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sometimes can mask errors arising
from a bad or missing IC.

It was for these reasons that Ampex
decided to incorporate a sophisticated
signature analysis scheme into the
VPR-300 D-2 composite digital video
tape recorder. To our knowledge, this
is the first time that such a capability
has been incorporated into the inter-
nal electronics of a piece of broadcast
equipment. On -board signature anal-
ysis allows the VPR-300 to offer a
comprehensive, internal diagnostic
tool that greatly streamlines and sim-
plifies the process of circuit board
fault detection.

Signature analysis is only one of
the diagnostic tools provided in the
VPR-300. In addition to the signature
analysis, which permits rapid fault
isolation in the electronic circuitry,
the recorder incorporates real-time
diagnostics for such basic system pa-
rameters as power supply voltages,
motor currents, and tension arm posi-
tions. These real-time diagnostics are
very similar to, although more com-
prehensive than, those offered in the
VPR-3 one -inch Type C VTR. The pa-
rameters they measure have well-de-
fined norms or limits, and the current
value is .easily monitored by the sys-
tem to alert the operator of any non-
standard conditions.

For analyzing the status of the digi-
tal data stream, however, such real-
time diagnostics are insufficient. It is
here that signature analysis comes
into play. In its most basic form, sig-
nature analysis involves extracting a
unique data pattern or "signature"
from the data stream in such a way
that the signature will be unique and
repeatable at a given sample point.
These signatures have no objective
"meaning," but are arbitrary four -bit
hexadecimal numbers determined by
applying a pseudo random number
generator algorithm to the binary
data stream. By determining the cor-
rect signatures for different points in
the signal path and storing these in
the DVTR's on -board computer, the
stored signatures can be compared
with the actual signatures for system
diagnosis and fault isolation. Any re-
peatable data that is synchronized to
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a clock may be tested using signature
analysis. In essence, signature analy-
sis creates an ordered, instantly re-
trievable representation of the highly
complex and variable data stream op-
erating in the machine.

In practice, the advantages of the
DVTR's built-in signature analysis
are readily apparent. If a problem is
noted, the engineer simply calls up
the diagnostics menu on the VPR-
300's data display and punches a few
buttons. The signature analysis cir-
cuitry checks each circuit board in
succession until it locates the source
of the fault, a process that takes only
a few seconds. The faulty board can
then be exchanged with a working
board and later replaced or repaired.

Any signature analysis scheme re-
lies on accurate identification of the
appropriate signatures. For the signa-
tures to be useful in fault isolation
and diagnosis, they must be unique at
each measuring point. The method for
creating the signatures was devel-

The VPR -300's menu screen is the primary
user interface for the recorder's internal di-
agnostics. By punching the appropriate
button, the user accesses the diagnostic rou-
tine and reviews its results.
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D-2 DIAGNOSTICS

oped with these needs in mind. Essen-
tially, creating a useful signature re-
quires that the data stream to be
tested must be delimited so that it has
a recognizable beginning and end.
Further, it must be subject to a syn-
chronizing clock and possibly a quali-
fier, which reduces the actual number
of data bits that must be processed,
saving analysis time.

The algorithm chosen gives an ac-
curacy better than one in 65,536, in-
dependent of the data stream length
or clocking frequency, so the chances
of two different data streams of finite
length having the same signature is
extremely small. The data stream is
fed into an exclusive OR network and
then into an array of 16 registers with
four feedback lines. At each clock cy-
cle, the contents of the 16 flip-flops
change as the exclusive OR network

combines previous and present data
to ensure a unique signature.

Once the signature is created, fault
analysis becomes a straightforward
process of comparing the signature
found at a particular address to the
prestored benchmark signature for
that address. If the measured signa-
ture agrees with that stored in the
computer, any perceived fault must
occur farther along in the data path.

Actual implementation of signa-
ture analysis in the VPR-300 is ac-
complished by an on -board Applica-
tion Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) developed by Ampex for this
express purpose. Controlled by the
DVTR's own sophisticated processor,
this signature analysis IC (SAIC) per-
forms all signal system diagnostics,
including signature generation, sig-
nature analysis and nodal status

analysis. It is capabable both of iden-
tifying a correct signature and deter-
mining the repeatablility or stability
of that signature-the two goals of
signature analysis.

Two primary interfaces on the
SAIC permit it to perform its func-
tions. First is the interface to the cir-
cuit board under test, which includes
connections for data, clock, start, stop
and qualifier. The 16 direct data in-
puts of this interface are internally
multiplexed. In addition, this inter-
face has three auxiliary multiplexer
lines that permit expansion of the
other connections.

The second interface is the com-
puter bus interface, for control of the
SAIC's operation and communication.
The computer can specify setups,
mode selections and read selections,
and also selects the type of analysis
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When a bad signature indicates that a fault
I s present, the SAIC uses status information
to determine the fault's location.



Designed for production quality...
With an eye on your budget.

Panasonic presents two very versatile, high-grade
color monitors --the BT-D1910Y and the BT-M1310Y. Built
for performance, these BT -Series monitors offer you the
quality and reliability you've come to expect from Pana-
sonic. Not to mention a wide array of features at an af-
fordable price.

Our BT -Series provides you with the controls and
connections necessary for studio applications --while
serving a host of industrial, educational and professional
video needs.

For maximum performance and versatility, both moni-
tors offer complete, direct compatibility with the new
S -VHS format --in addition to conventional signals. And
video reproduction on the BT -Series is superb. As a
matter of fact, the BT-M1310Y boasts a horizontal reso-
lution of more than 560 lines, while the BT-D1910Y offers
you greater than 550 lines.

S VHS
What's more, each monitor provides you with a full set

of front panel controls. Like Line A/B split, S -Video input
connectors, Blue single -only switch, pulse -cross circuit,
preset picture off/on, comb/trap filter selectable and nor-
mal/underscan switch, just to name a few.

So when you are looking for professional quality, but
still need to keep an eye on your budget, look into the
Panasonic BT -Series high-grade monitors. For more in-
formation. call Panasonic Industrial Company at 1-800-
553-7222. Or contact your local Panasonic Professional/
Industrial Video Dealer.

Panasonic
Professional/Industrial Video
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N/DYMTM Technology Comes
to Broadcast Microphones
By Alan Watson, Director of Engineering
Electro-Voice, Inc.

be r 1 In a erl

Those familiar with the benefits enjoyed by musicians through the
new neodymium -magnet microphones have no doubt predicted that the
new technology would soon be available in broadcast microphones. And
now, with the advent of the Electro-Voice RE45N/D hand-held shotgun
microphone, the prediction has come true.

The advantages N/DYM' technology brings to broadcasting are
significant. Above all, it gives us a microphone with the high output
previously available only from condenser mics-but without the problems
of dead batteries, noises caused by poor ground connections in phantom -
powering, humidity damage, static electricity, and poor rf rejection.

The Alnico magnets used in most dynamic mics yield a sensitivity of 6
dB less than would be possible if the steel parts of the magnetic structure
could be completely saturated with the field. Increasing the Alnico magnet
size does not work since the added size interferes with the acoustic design
of the mic. Neodymium magnets, however, are so powerful that the
magnet can be far smaller and still provide the "lost" 6 dB of sensitivity.

N/DYM Technology extends far beyond a mere substitution of
magnetic material. To maximize the new opportunities, Electro- Voice
engineers found that the ideal neodymium magnet shape is one with
a thin, wafer-like configuration.

This permitted using a voice coil and attached dome of far larger
diameter while reducing the surround-yielding important added advantages
for broadcast engineers: a smoother, more evenly contoured pickup pattern
with extended high- and low -frequency response and better rejection of
unwanted noise from the sides.

For more information, please write to us for the specification sheet
and brochure on the RE45N/D-the broadcast industry's first NIDYM
dynamic shotgun microphone.
600 Cecil Street  Buchanan, MI 49107  616/695-6831
In Canada:
Electro-Voice Div., Gulton Industries (Canada) Ltd.
P.O. Box 520  Gananoque, Ont. K7G2V1  613/382-2141

Ey Electrolfoice®
a MARK IV company

BROADCAST/PRODUCTION MICROPHONES
Quality -made in the U.S.A. since 1927
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the SAIC will perform.
The SAIC is capable of generating a

number of additional types of di-
agnostic information along with sig-
nature analysis. For example, it can
signaturize the clock that is applied to
the data stream. This permits the
SAIC to determine if an inconsistent
or incorrect signature it receives re-
sults from a malfunctioning clock in-
terval or bad -quality information
rather than from bad data.

The SAIC (signature
analysis integrated

circuit) is capable of
generating a number of

additional types of
diagnostic information
along with signature

analysis.

In addition, the SAIC can detect cir-
cuit malfunctions (indicated by ex-
traneous start or stop signals) or non-
transitioning clock signals. Some
immediate status information is sup-
plied by the SAIC's ability to detect
nontransitioning data, a fairly com-
mon symptom of digital circuitry
failure.

The VPR-300 SAIC implementa-
tion provides three testing modes, Di-
agnostic, Semi -diagnostic and Learn.
It can test each of the several hundred
data nodes in series, which takes
about 90 seconds for the entire DVTR,
or using a quicker, parallel scheme in
which all input data nodes are ana-
lyzed simultaneously. Parallel testing
is completed in about one -sixteenth
the time of individual testing.

The Diagnostic mode, which runs
automatically on power up and may
be invoked at any time from the
DVTR control panel, uses the SAIC's
parallel mode for speed and efficiency.



DIGI

Vvbuldn't it be great
if somebody built a
distribution system for
digital video signals,
D-1 and D-2, integrated
with analog distribution,
and backed with a full
ten-year warranty?

SOMEBODY DOES.

UTAH SCIENTIFIC.

SYSTEMS

Now there is a single -source supplier for D -I or D-2
routing and distriDutipn systems. Th?. DVS -1 from Utah
Scientific offers 10 -Bit performance end maximum reliability
n a wide variety cf configirations k) handle all of your

D gital Video switchiig requirennen s, both composite and
component.

Designed for flexibility, the DVS -1 can be supplied in a
variety of sizes, all fully p-ewired for plug-in expansion to
32 inputs as your digital switching -equirernents increase.

Tie DVS -1 can operate as a stand-alone system or can be
integrated into a new or existing analog switching system,
using the industry's most comprehensive raige of control
panels and routing systerr accesso-ies.

Find out about Utah Scientific's digital switching systems at

SMPTE - Booth 1812
or call us today for detai s.

vs uTf?H
.sciEnTIFIC
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D-2 DIAGNOSTICS

The machine does not have to be
taken off-line to be checked. Diagnos-
tic mode will indicate if a fault is
present, but will not isolate the faulty
node. If Diagnostic mode returns a
bad signature, the next step is to em-
ploy Semi -diagnostic mode, which
permits the user to access any of the
hard -wired nodes in the system and to
run various forms of serial analysis to
isolate the fault. The entire process is
performed from the VPR-300's front
panel.

Learn mode allows the setups, sig-
natures, and test procedures to be
stored in the processor's memory for
use during Diagnostic and Semi -di-
agnostic modes; this information is
created in the factory.

Certain limitations and tradeoffs
inherent in signature analysis had to
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A unique form of parellel analysis allows the SAIC to analyze all data nodes simulta-
neously. While this method is faster, it will not isolate the problematic node.

Schafer Digital DIGSAT ONETM
The Completely Automated Radio Station For The
Satellite Network Affiliate  ,

.11.1MI, _.

Starting At $24,990

See us at Booth #625
RADIO '88

agine a completely automated radio station
that requires less than 3 cubic feet of space!

The Schafer DIGSAT ONE works in
conjunction with your satellite network feed.
Simply enter your schedule for commercials and
other events.

 Weeks Of Walk Away Time
 Instant Broadcast Capability For

Instant Success
 More Flexibility & Reliability
 No Carts
 Schedules Can Be Created And

Changed At Any Time
The DIGSAT ONE system consists of a special

switcher, a Sony VCR, a Dyaxis hard disk
system, an IBM compatible AT computer, monitor
and software. With a satellite antenna, receiver
and special decoder, the Schafer DIGSAT ONE
completes a totally automated radio station.
Call Or Write For More Information To:
Schafer Digital/a Paul Schafer Company
5801 Soledad Mountain Rd., La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 456-8000 / FAX (619) 456-1350
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IKEGAMI'S HK -323P IS THE IDEAL PORTABLE
COMPANION FOR YOUR HK -323
FIELD/STUDIO CAMERA.

The HK -323 Field Studio Camera

Ikecami's HK -323 1" and 2/3" field studio cameras are big
news ..so is the smaller HK -323P companion camera. This
lightweight hand-held model provides the user with limitless
potential, flexibility and performance that meets and exceeds
industry standards for excellence.

Featuring a built-in micro -processor for various software
based control functions and fully automatic setup, the HK -323P
operates from the same base station as the HK -323 and
offers high performance prism optics, auto -knee circuitry to
handle high contrast. and scene files with extensive memory
for the sharpest picture quality regardless of scene color
content or special color lighting. This, plus selectable gamma
values: 0.45, 0.4, 0.35, two motorized servo filter wheels each
with four positions. a back-up memory system andl various
adaptors for total system flexibility.

Go the limit with the HIK-323 and HK -323P and companion
camera system.

For a complete demonstration of the Ikegami HK -323 and
HK -323P, contact your Regional Ikegami Office.

Ikegami Electronics -USA). Inc. 37 Brock Avenue Maywood. NJ 07E07
East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (213)534-0050 Southeast: (813) 884-2046

Southwest: (214) 869-2363 Midwest: (312.334-9774 HawE (808) 946-5955
Ctr:le 120 on Reader Service Card Page 75



EI-2 DIAGNOSTICS

be taken into consideration during de-
sign of the DVTR's diagnostics. As
previously stated, successful signa-

ture analysis depends upon repeat-
able pattern generation. For maxi-
mum efficiency, the digital pattern

For AM, FM, SCA
and TV modulation monitors.

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT ON...
Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more
information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo,
SCA and TV monitors. BELAR

ELECTRONIC L
LANCASTER AVE. AT DORSET, DEVON, PA 19333
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CLEAN, QUIET AUDIO DAs,
GUARANTEED THROUGH 1992!

 >91dB S/ N, 0.006% typ. THD (MAS-ADJ module)

 Easy to Install Via Wire -clamping
Terminal Blocks

 Adjustable or Fixed Output Gain

 Five-year Parts/Labor Warranty

CALL 800-231-5870

,Cgitek
(TEXAS COLLECT 713.782.4592)

3320 BERING DRIVE, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057 USA, PH: 713-782-4592,TX: 650-276-5996

generator should be placed immedi-
ately following A -to -D signal conver-
sion at the front end of the system,
thereby allowing the signal to be
traced from its origin in digital form
through the remainder of the signal
path. The patterns are manipulated
and changed throughout the signal
path.

Ideally, the diagnostics should be

Signature analysis easily isolates faults
down to the circuit board level.

able to examine every data node that
creates a unique and repeatable sig-
nature. Another consideration is that
various parts of the processing cir-
cuitry operate at different frequen-
cies. To provide accurate testing,
therefore, either the pattern genera-
tor must operate at the slowest fre-
quency of the node to be tested, or ad-
ditional pattern generators operating
at the slower speeds must be added.

State changes must be achieved for
all nodes associated with a given pat-
tern generator; semi -global genera-
tors may not cause all test nodes to
transition, resulting in spurious er-
rors. Another problem is that in some
cases processing circuitry may unset-
tle the generator's effective periodic-
ity, making additional generators
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Eastman Kodak Company, 1988

New. KODAK SV5035 Slide/Video Transfer
Unit. Look what you can do by converting your
35 mm slides into high -quality video signals.
This advanced technology from Kodak lets you
crop images electronically to eliminate un-
wanted background, zoom to magnify details,
rotate to straighten perspective, enhance color,
brightness, and sharpness-as you watch on
a monitor.

Slide -to -video images can be displayed,
broadcast, printed, or stored on still video
floppy disks and other electronic media. You
can also control the unit with a personal com-
puter to prepare presentations with a wide
variety of special effects.

This innovation joins our growing family
of products that capture, store, display, print,
and transmit high -quality still video images in
continuous -tone color. They improve image
handling efficiency in business, industry, and
education. For information and the name of
a dealer who can arrange a demonstration,
send the coupon or call the number below.

Imaging Innovations For The Workplace.

TEACH OLD SLIDES
NEW TRICKS WITH
STILL VIDEO FROM
KODAK The new vision of Kodak

Circle 123 on Reader Service Card Page 75

Send me information on the products I have 12 Please have a sales representative contact me.
checked.

C KODAK 5V5035 Slide/Video Transfer Unit Name Title
CI KODAK SV9600 Still Video Transceiver
12 KODAK SV7500 Still Video Multidisk Recorder Organization
 KODAK SV7400 Still Video Recorder
12 KODAK SV6500 Color Video Printer Nature of Business
12 KODAK SV5000 Video Transfer Stand
0 KODAK SV1300 Color Monitor Address Phone No (

Eastman Kodak Company City State ZIP
Dept 412-L, Rochester, NY 14650
1 800 44KODAK (1800 445-6325), Ext 110



D-2 DIAGNOSTICS

CLOCK

START

STOP

DATA IN

QUALIFY

Signature Analysis Timing Diagram

ACTIVE EDGE

ACTIVE LEVEL

QUALIFIED
CLOCK

DATA PROCESSED TO
FORMULATE SIGNATURE
(Without Quality)

DATA PROCESSED TO
FORMULATE SIGNATURE
(With Qualify)

12 BITS

NOTE: ALL ACTIVE EDGES AND LEVELS ARE POSITIVE ACTIVE

6 BITS

To generate a signature, the data stream must be delimited using the Start and Stop
signals. The Clock signal clocks the data into the algorithm registers.

SEPARATE 4.2 VIDEO from 4.5 AUDIO
AND ELIMINATE "SPILLOVER"

eiRICKWALL:11:TEctspit..t.ovE- "
ELF

FIT A
BRICKWALL
AT YOUR
SATELLITE
RECEIVER.
PASSES UP TO 4.2 MHz.
STOPS FROM 4.5 MHz.

 IT'S NEW
 IT'S 7551
 IT'S PHASE EQUALISED
IN IT'S SHARPER THAN ANYTHING YOU'VE

SEEN

11 OTHER FREQUENCIES TO CHOOSE
FOR YOUR SUB CARRIER PROBLEM

CALL BILL "BRICKWALL" PEGLER:

Television Equipment Associates, Inc.
BOX 393  SOUTH SALEM, N.Y. 105900393
Tel. 914-763-8893
In California phone 213-271-9570

necessary to re -enlist this repeatabil-
ity to other board components.

The main objective for Ampex engi-
neers, therefore, was to select a pat-
tern that could be propagated success-
fully downstream from its origin at
the system's front end, causing state
changes in all the circuitry. It was
also desirable to limit the size and
complexity of the diagnostic system,
although this was a secondary consid-
eration. The compromise solution
uses several pattern generators for
different circuit "territories" based on
operating frequency. For example,
split field color bars or a frequency
sweep signal are typical test pat-
terns for video processing circuitry.
For the much slower frequencies
found in the audio processing cir-
cuitry,the pattern frequencies are
1000 times slower.

By streamlining and simplifying
the troubleshooting of such a complex
piece of electronics, on -board signa-
ture analysis provides the best solu-
tion for both day-to-day system check-
ups and fault location. While signa-
ture analysis may seem, at first
glance, an intangible, "black box" ap-
proach to system diagnostics, in ac-
tuality it allows the engineer to probe
the circuitry to the depth he deems
appropriate. Signature analysis elim-
inates the tedious and sometimes mis-
leading process of determining where
the actual error lies. 

Fraser Morrison is senior staff engineer for
Ampex Corp.'s Recording Systems
Division.

For Further Information

on signature analysis, see:
Herz, William S., "Diagnostics for a

Composite Digital Videotape Re-
corder," SMPTE Journal, October
1988.

Hewlett-Packard Application Note
222-2, "Application Articles on Signa-
ture Analysis."
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PANASONIC
BROADCAST SYSTEMS

COMPANY

BROADCAST QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR THE NEW ERA
IN VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS
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No one would argue
that in recent years the
broadcast industry has
experienced dramatic
changes. Stations have
traded at unprecedented
figures, increasing the
debt load, while demands
on quality and production
values have skyrocketed.
This, in turn, put pressure
on station broadcast
equipment to perform
more cost effectively
while maintaining
one -inch type quality.

As part of this change, Panasonic
Broadcast Systems Company
(PBSC) has grown, from its incep-
tion two years ago, to take its place
among the leaders in supplying
broadcast quality production and
post -production equipment to the
video marketplace.

Such growth is the beginning of
a long-term plan. Panasonic Broad-
cast has instituted a sales represen-
tative and field service engineer
program unique to the video hard-
ware industry. Offering six service
locations throughout the United
States with fully trained people and
stocked with parts, Panasonic
Broadcast provides the video user
with one of the most economical,
highest quality product line
available anywhere in the world.

Equipment is not, however, the
whole story. Special people working
for and from a special industry are
the foundation of Panasonic Broad-
cast. The company's hiring of rec-
ognized video professionals is the
backbone of its success. The sales
representative program, recently
strengthened and expanded, makes
it easier to get MII equipment than
ever before. Total company employ-
ment is expected to grow to more
than 100 this year, which guarantees
support long after the purchase is
made. As the full line of Mll's versa-
tile products grows, communica-
tions can achieve a higher level
of production quality.

Stan Basara, Panasonic Broad-
cast's president and chief operating

"We wanted to bring to
the video marketplace

a quality product."

officer, states the company's charter
concisely: "We wanted to bring to
the video marketplace a quality
product in terms of both hardware
fit and finish, technical video per-
formance and quality after sales
support. In addition, there is cost
effectiveness: comparable to one -
inch quality at half the price."
The company has come through on
that promise by providing a full
range of products.

From one end of the spectrum,
through and including the playback
decks, the record/play units, the
portables and the camera-dockable
recorder, the full line of Mil prod-
uct reaches its pinnacle with the
AU-660PE. As noted by Basara,
"This is a high performance VTR with
enhanced editing capability config-
ured to answer the sophisticated
operational needs of larger telepro-
duction facilities. We feel it repres-
ents our continuing commitment to
high quality in a cost effective pack-
age, designed to meet the demands
of our customers." The MII product
line is constantly being expanded to
meet market needs in order to offer
viable alternatives to customers. It

AK400/AU400
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should be noted that the MII family
of products includes the AK -400
frame interline transfer CCD camera
that accepts the AU -400 dockable
recorder. Even given the high qual-
ity and reasonable pricing, today's
video professional needs more.

"What else is there?
The backing of one of

the world's largest
corporations."

Quality, cost, systems, what else is
there? The backing of one of the
world's largest corporations.

A History of
Innovation

Though Panasonic Broadcast was
born only two years ago, it draws on
the 60 year history of quality elec-
tronics products fostered by its par-
ent, Matsushita Electric Industrial
Company Ltd. Matsushita's manu-
facturing, research and develop-
ment prowess is renowned through-
out the world for its vision and
depth. And its use and purveyance
of advanced technologies is well
documented. The parent company
was founded in 1918. It came to
the United States in 1959, the same
year as Alaska and Hawaii became
states, and now applies resources
unmatched in the video hardware
industry.

AU -660 PE
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Therefore, the criteria for estab-
lishing a new company under such
an auspicious parent needed to be
substantial. Also, targeting the video
hardware industry which has a pro-
fessional and demanding clientele,
required that the new company,
Panasonic Broadcast Systems, be
able to deliver the goods. Thus, as
Jerry Spencer, Panasonic Broad-
cast's marketing manager, said,
"The company's reason for exist-
ence: to serve the professional
video marketplace with quality
products, offering the best perform-
ance at the most cost efficient level."

This would not be possible with-
out the support of one of the largest
electronics corporations. Matsushita,
worldwide, offers the name brands
of Panasonic, Quasar, Technics,
Ramsa and National. It has 48
manufacturing facilities, worldwide,
with 37 sales organizations in 35

"Matsushita is a $38.5 billion
company spending over

$2 billion per year
in research and
development."

countries. Matsushita is a $39 billion
company spending over $2 billion
per year in research and develop-
ment. It boasts an army of more
than 21,000 engineers and employs
in excess of 170,000 people world-
wide. In the United States, its sales
have reached the $4.3 billion level,
and there are 9,000 U.S. employees.

WPRI Converts To MII

The story about WPRI, a
Knight-Ridder owned ABC
affiliate in East Providence,
Rhode Island, is progressing
in stages. In 1987, the station
had budgeted for a single
one -inch machine.

It was at that time that
Steven Davis, director of
operations, went to NAB and
saw the Mil demonstration.
It didn't take long for him to
conclude that he could get a
few AU -650s for the price of
a single Type C machine. The
MI l's durable cassette system
with 90 minute record capa-
bPity in addition to quality
analogous to one -inch were
influential in his decision. So
he bought three machines.

That was stage one. The
second part of the story
deals with performance.
"Originally, we bought the
machines based on price,"
remembers Davis. "But we
found the machines have
phenomenal reliability,
absolutely no problems. In
fact, we have experienced
3,100 hours on one upper
head drum with no ill effects.
We are completely sold on
the superiority of the
MII transport."

That's why, when Davis
converted news over to the
MII format, it was a planned
acquisition based on a solid
track record. Their successful
experience and the machine's
reliability served as the spring-
board for additional MII
purchases. The field edit
package was added to the
station's roster of equipment
after a trouble -free six month
trial period. "This allows us,"
Davis said, "to provide our
own editing facilities wherever
we go. So format compatibility
is never a problem."

The third stage of this
series is that new AU -500
portable recorders will be
added this year for edit play-
back while the AU -550 field
edit recorders will be bought
to serve as edit source decks.

It looks like this story
will continue for some
time to come.
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KPNX Makes News With Mil

In early 1988, KPNX chief
engineer Leon Anglin began
to replace his existing Beta -
cam gear with Panasonic's
MII equipment. The reason
for the NBC affiliate's switch:
the format itself.

"The format gives the news
department capabilities it
never had before," states
Anglin, "giving us the quality
and the versatility of the 90
minute cassette. With our
time delay of network feeds
and the way we master our
news reels, those were essen-
tial qualities provided only
by MII."

The Phoenix, Arizona
station masters all of its
news stories onto 90 minute
"reels" and neither 3/4" nor
Betacam was able to handle
that length. Mll's variable
cassette size allows the
station to accommodate their
method of archiving news
stories. As for playback,
four AU -620 studio players
and an AU -650 recorder
are used.

The use of MII goes
beyond the confines of the
station's walls and into the
field for ENG. The satellite
news vehicle is also equipped
with Panasonic Broadcast's
AU -650, while in field situa-
tions the station has also
used the AU -550 field editing
package. Since both recorders
offer 90 minute record capa-
bility, they can easily cover
news conferences and lengthy
field reports without concern

about tape length.
Much of the network

programming is delayed,
because of the time zone
situation in Phoenix. "Here
too," says Anglin, "the longer
recording ability of the MII
format was beneficial since
we have an automated facility
utilizing the software and
system design from Time
Logic and NTC. All this
directly interfaces through
the RS -422 port of our AU -
650s. This is also beneficial
in the area of backup equip-
ment, since any MII deck
can be brought on line for
backup in our automated
system due to the 422 port
capability."

The NBC affiliate also
runs a post -production suite
geared mainly toward station
needs. When the schedule
permits, however, the facility
is booked with outside
clients. There is an ever
increasing demand for the
MII format from these clients
so post production is also
outfitted with AU -650s.

Rounding out the plant,
syndicated programs are
also played back on the MII
machines. Commercials, the
lone hold -out department,
are currently played on two-
inch, but Anglin is thinking of
switching that function to the
MII format as well, perhaps
sometime in early 1989.

When he switches, the reason
will be the format itself.

Now the question arises: "How
does that benefit the video profes-
sional?" The answer is vertical inte-
gration. All of the products and
innovations developed through the
Matsushita Electronic Components
division (or any other sector of the
company) is first offered to compan-
ies owned by Matsushita. In this
way Panasonic Broadcast can take
advantage of one of the world's
most creative and largest suppliers
of electronic components. The AK -
400 CCD camera, for example, uses
the frame interline charge coupled
devices (CCD's) designed by Mat-
sushita. In another example, as one
of the world's largest supplier of
robotics, Panasonic Broadcasts'
customers requiring video cart
machines benefit from that arm of
the business. And the list goes on.

Perhaps, most important is that
the parent company's president,
Akio Tanii and its senior managing
director, Tsuzo Murase, rose
through Matsushita's video side
of the company. Thus, they are
strongly committed to Panasonic
Broadcast Systems' success, creat-
ing a sense of productivity in this
field that is critical to its longevity.

The company philosophy of creat-
ing products that are useful to and,
indeed, serve to benefit the quality
of life of the end user carries
through from the parent company.
This is seen in the extreme care and
precision in every aspect of Pana-
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sonic Broadcast's hardware. From
the tape transport to the system
configuration; from the choice of
format (capitalizing on Matsushita's
vast experience in half -inch VHS)
to engineering, parts and service
support, the mark of quality
is evident.

Mll's Support
Network

Down the halls of video facilities
can be heard the echo of, "So you
sold me on the equipment and the

great company, but now you dis-
appear, leaving me to figure out
how it works and where I'm going to
get service, r-ght?" Wrong. Panasonic
Broadcast has a unique and thor-
ough after -sales support network.

Trevor Smith, national service
manager, states the case well, "Our
philosophy in service is that sales
brings a customer into the MII fold,
while the quality of the product and
our service insure long term satis-
faction. We don't believe in walking
away after a sale, we'll be there 24
hours a day after that." Parts availa-
bility, parts supply, service and
rapid phone access to service per-
sonnel are the key elements in this
type of support.

The details of how this works are
impressive. Six regional service cen-
ters that stock parts. Each service
engineer at every site is available
by phone or to come to the site. He
can always be located by beeper if
necessary. If the customer prefers
to talk with headquarters there is an

800 number that is active 24 hours a
day. No matter how the customer
wants his service handled, Pana-
sonic Broadcast is already set up to
do it that way. Of the six service
centers, the Northeast is handled by
headquarters in Secaucus, NJ; the
Southeast center is in Atlanta, GA;
the Southwest in Dallas/Fort Worth,
TX; the Midwest in Chicago, IL;

"Panasonic Broadcast can
take advantage of one of

the world's largest suppliers
of electronic components."

and the West in Los Angeles, CA.
The Los Angeles and Dallas/Fort
Worth facilities are expanding to
meet the increase in sales, staying
ahead of the customer's needs. A
new facility is being opened in
the Washington, D.C. area as well.

NBC to Seoul: Mli's The Ticket
Perhaps the most presti-

gious and logistically chal-
lenging video programming
event is the Olympics. This
year's games will be held in
September in Seoul, Korea
and will be covered by NBC.
After securing the rights and
negotiating all the terms, the
network then faced the hard
part: how to handle video
production. Full blown pro-
duction facilities, stocked
exclusively with Panasonic
Broadcast's MII production
and post -production gear
will be on hand to meet the
challenge. Every event will
be recorded and edited on
Mil video equipment.

NBC will provide approxi-
mately 180 hours of program-
ming during the course of the
Olympic Games. The network
plans to use 7,500 MII
cassettes for this purpose,
with an additional 5,000
pieces allocated to NBC News.

Exclusive of what the
news department is doing,
NBC Sports will use a host of
recording, editing, processing
and effects systems to help
bring the games to the world.

The facility used to produce
such an impressive schedule
of everts must, in itself, be
quite impressive. And it is.
The four large edit rooms
will coitain seven MII VTRs
workirg with a composite
switcher, with all seven VTRs
being able to record from the
venues and also able to feed
out of the edit room. The
network views Mll's compo-
nent editing as the superior
method for producing quality
video because the facility can
eliminate NTSC short falls,
sucn as dot crawl, cross
color which are inherent
in NTSC encoding.

In addition, there are 11
smaller edit rooms employing
either three or four VTRs
each that will serve as the
primary recording pants for
venue feeds. These rooms
will also use component
switchers. Principal playback
machines will be located
within NBC's Tape Central
which contains 14 M l VTRs.

Ir the field, NBC crews
will have 10 handheld cam-
corders with MII AU -400
recorders. The base for most

venues will be handled by
mobile units with both field
recorders and edit recorders.
Track and gymnastic event
venues will be equipped with
Mil studio VTRs.

Ofter, with the dazzle of
an international event being
recorded on state of the art
video gear, the audio portion
is ofter neglected. NBC's his-
tory of leading the way in ste-
reo wil put the audio capabil-
ities of Mil to good use in
Seoul. Channels one and
two, recorded on the longi-
tudina tracks, will be the ster-
eo audio feed coming from
the veiue. Channels three
and fcur, recorded on the FM
conficuration, will allow later
editing to accommodate dif-
ferent announcements and to
adjust for sound continuity.

From September 15 until
October 4, the Olympics and
NBC will provide a caliber of
entertainment that is rare in
broadcast history. To prepare
for the Olympic challenge,
durability, performance and
support were necessary. That
part was provided by Pana-
sonic Broadcast Systems.
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"As a further gesture towards our
customers," explains Smith, "we are
prepared to loan boards and equip-
ment until original equipment is
completely repaired, and meets
specifications. We are able to do
this because every region is
equipped with parts for immediate
response to customer requests."

Spare parts and boards can be
shipped to the customer on a 24 -
hour basis. Panasonic Broadcast is
also committed to getting an engi-
neer on site at the customer's facil-
ity within 24 hours. In order to
accomplish this, the company has
13 field service engineers backed
up by a complete support group in
each region and at headquarters.
Yet, the service and quality of pro-
duct provided by the company goes
even further; back to the reason for
the company's existence.

"The same classes are
offered for the end -user

as those used to train the
company's service engineers."

This philosophy continues with
training. Bill Bakonyi, national man-
ager for technical training and pub-
lications says the customers place
great value on training and informa-
tion, saying, "People need to be
informed. That is as much a part of
our company as anything else. We
must, and do, provide that kind of
support." To demonstrate the sheer

AU -A50

"Service manuals offer
the customer what he really
wants to know, as opposed
to whatever the company

wants to tell him."

depth of training offered by the
company, the same classes are
offered for the end -user as those
used to train the company's own
service engineers. This provides an
advanced level of training to the
video professional which users say
is the best in the industry.

Bakonyi adds, "Now that the
industry has decided that MII will
deliver on a par with anything that's
out there, they want to know what
the company will do for them. What
we do is unparalleled. We provide
thorough classes all over the coun-
try in both operations and technical
service. And, perhaps most impor-
tant of all, we provide excellent ser-
vice manuals offering the customer
what he has asked for, what he
wants to know, as opposed to
whatever the company wants to
tell him."

Regarding the manuals, current
equipment users have given rave
reviews on all aspects of the docu-
mentation. The layout is user-
friendly, allowing technicians to look
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at all related boards and schematics
together. It is not necessary to flip
back and forth through the manual
in order to find related information.
Another advantage has been the
technical descriptions of any ele-
ment in the system, providing a
concise, clear description of what
the component is and what it does.
Best of all, it's written in plain,
accurate English.

In all training sessions, which take
place regularly and can be sche-
duled separately at the customer's
site, there is an open attitude, a wil-
lingness to show the students any-
thing. Because, as Bakonyi says,
"We are proud of the product and
the design and the company philo-
sophy that made it work. We are
happy to show the product to any-
body. We also try to build in a high
degree of comfort with the products
and training because that becomes
important given the high perfor-
mance of the machines."

After purchasing and being
trained on the theory, adjustment
and repair of the equipment, the
customer can still expect Panasonic
Broadcast to support the product.
After -sales service is the name of
the game, and the extensive network
organized on a national basis pro-
vides that to the customer.
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Corporate Product
Philosophy

A truly unusual characteristic of
the company philosophy extends
beyond support and service and
reaches to the core of all product
design and implementation: atten-
tion to detail. This allows a broader
perspective as well, spreading to
compatibility with other equipment
in the marketplace. Product review
groups at Panasonic Broadcast
Systems study how the product is
being used and what can be done to
improve it. This insured that MII
VTR's will interface with equipment
manufactured by others. Software
changes, for example, are diligently
researched and solved by interfac-
ing the customer with other
manufacturers.

"Sales brings a customer into
the MII fold, while the quality

of the product and our service
insure long term satisfaction."

There is a host of equipment
manufacturers with whom Pana-
sonic equipment can interface.
Among them are: Alamar, Ampex,
Asaca/Shibasoku, CMX, Cipher
Digital, EECO/Convergence, Grass
Valley Group, Ikegami, Lake Sys-
tems, Lexicon, M&R Data Services,
Merlin Engineering, Odetics, Sony,
Time Logic, and Utah Scientific.
Obviously systems interface and
product support are fundamental
to the Panasonic Broadcast way of
doing business. This dedication
extends from the large system inter-
face down to the smallest detail in
every machine, resulting in a direct
cost benefit to MII users.

"A complete system,
a complete company,

a universe of elements ..."

This philosophy includes the
choice of the cassette based half -
inch format itself, as well as its
reduced tape consumption reduc-
tion, all of which carries through
into extended recording time. The
factors of linear tape speed and the
amount of tape used yields a 70%
reduction in tape consumption.

Integrity of the elements is also
central to this philosophy of quality.
For example, the use of single piece,
cast aluminum tape transports in
the MII equipment instead of three-
piece sheet metal assemblies assures
durability, as well as consistently
meeting critical specifications. Stain-
less steel ball bearing tape guides
with ceramic edges, cassette based
metal particle tape instead of metal
oxide as well as amorphous video
heads are some of the extra mea-
sures taken at Panasonic. This
ensures that the customer gets
smoother tape handling, longer
head wear and more passes of the
tape. These benefits the customer
can take to the bank ...and effec-
tively does, due to lower operational
costs.

All in all the philosophy tells the
video professional that when they
buy Mil they are buying people who
support them, products that produce
for them and a philosophy that looks
to the long term. A complete system,
a complete company, a universe of
elements all converging to bring the
highest performing product to the
video marketplace.

WRAL Puts MII
Through Its Paces

From the time WRAL con-
verted its operation to the MII
format in 1987, to its trip to
China in the summer of 1988,
the CBS affiliate has con-
tinued to push the format
to the limit.

"We have found," reveals
the Raleigh, North Carolina
station's chief engineer, Wil-
bur Brann, "superior quality
and durability. We sent some
people to China for a period
of three weeks. They went
through previously unex-
plored territory. During that
entire time, under conditions
of stress, the crew did not
experience one failure. And
they got beautiful pictures."

These are unusual circum-
stances for a local station to
acquire a story, but WRAL is
an unusual station. WRAL is
perennially dominant in its
market, as well as being
selected as one of the 25 best
stations in the country. This
recognition can be attributed,
in part, to its dedication to
extensive news coverage. To
maintain this kind of reputa-
tion, the station needs to rely
on equipment employing
advanced technology.

The station maintains three
vans used for EFP, with AU -
650 studio VTRs in each. The
one satellite news vehicle
(SNV) the station owns is
also equipped with AU -650s.
Brann said they take the
AU -550 field edit package
wherever they go, as they
did to the recent Democratic
National Convention.

The station purchased the
M.A.R.C. II automated cart
machine to air commercials
in addition to recorded satel-
lite and syndicated program-
ming. The M.A.R.C. II was
favored, since one of its
invaluable assets is its ability
to record within the machine
while controlling external
recorders. In addition, the
cart machine is airing the
station's programming and
network feed.

But this is not really the
limit, the station may buy
another SNV and then ...
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A Selected Mil User List

Teleproduction
AME, Burbank, CA
ASV Corp., Norcross, GA
Compact Video Services, Burbank, CA
ESPI Video, Dallas, TX
Unitel Video, Los Angeles, CA
Video Techniques
Windstar Studios, Colorado Springs, CO

Stations
KCNC, Denver; CO
KEYC, Mankato, MN
KGSW, Albuquerque, NM
KHQ, Spokane, WA
KJRH, Tulsa, OK
KMOT, Minot, ND
KOKI, Tulsa, OK
KPLR, St. Louis
KPNX, Phoenix, AZ
KTHI, Fargo, ND
KTSM, El Paso, TX
KVOA, Tucson, AZ
KXXV, Waco, TX
WBRE, Wilkes-Barre, PA
WDSU, New Orleans, LA
WFTS, Tampa, FL
WGEM, Quincey, IL
WHAG, Hagerstown, MD
WHIZ, Zainsville, OH
WHO, Des Moines, IA
WICD, Champain, IL
WJAC, Johnstown, PA
WJKS, Jacksonville, FL
WKJG, Ft. Wayne
WPRI, E. Providence, RI
WPSD, Paducah, KY
WPTF, Raleigh, NC
WPTV, West Palm Beach, FL
WRAL, Raleigh, NC
WROC, Rochester; NY
WSBT, Southbend,
WSTM, Syracuse, NY
WTVO, Rockford, IL
WWNY, Watertown, NY
WXFL, Tampa, FL
WXYZ, Southfield, MI

Panasonic
MII

Official Video Equipment 01
The 1988 Olympic Games

o,
Title 36 United Suttee Code Section 380

Stan Basara, Panasonic Broadcast Systems Company.

Panasonic
Broadcast Systems Company
Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America
HEADQUARTERS:
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THE DIGITAL
TIMETABLE:
TOO MUCH, TOO SOON?
Is the transition to digital video happenning at a
pace advantageous to stations and facilities? At

the recent ITS Convention, a panel of experts
considered this question.

ith the marketing of
practical digital
VTRs, the surge to
digital video has
moved into a new
stage at television

stations and teleproduction facilities
around the country. The all -digital
studio, until recently the province of
only a few high -end post houses, is
close to being a practical reality for
broadcast facilities.

But is the all -digital studio a
worthwhile goal for the industry?
What are its drawbacks, in terms of
both implementation and product
availability? Is the digital timetable
proceeding too slowly-or too fast?

At the first annual convention of
the International Teleproduction So-
ciety, which convened recently in Los
Angeles, a distinguished panel met to
consider these questions. Their com-
ments, excerpted here, shed some in-
teresting light on the status of digital
video in today's-and tomorrow's-
television studios.

Joining the panel were: Richard
Daly, vice president for product devel-
opment at ColorGraphics; Marcos
Obadia, vice president and chief engi-
neer of Limelight Video in Miami;
Phil Bennett, co-founder and vice
president of Abekas Video Systems;

Peter Dare, vice president of product
operations for Sony Corp.; John Con-
rad, chief engineer of Video Tape As-
sociates in Atlanta; and David
Fibush, engineering section manager
in the Recording Systems Division of
Ampex Corp., in charge of small for-
mat recorder development. Both
Fibush and Dare serve on the
SMPTE's Committee on Television
Recording and Reproduction Technol-
ogy, which Fibush chairs. Eva
Blinder of BME Magazine moderated
the discussion.
BME: Right now we have two com-
mercially available digital tape re-
cording standards, D-1 component
and D-2 composite. Are the methods
that are available for coding between
the two formats adequate?
BENNETT: Of course, with the
emergence of these two standards, the
same old problems of getting from
component to composite are going to
continue to happen. The real problem
is not so much going from D-1 to D-2,
which inherently degrades the pic-
tures by converting them to the NTSC
standard that we all know and love.
Everybody knows what that loss is
and will accept it. The real problem is
going to from D-2 to D-1. You won't
end up with something that looks like
a D-1 master. However, there are a lot

"I think in the long
term, the parallel issue
will disappear from the

scene." Dare

of things that can be done to improve
that situation. And strangely enough,
many of those are coming out of the
consumer field.
DALY: Because of the international
character of D-1 and the NTSC world,
you not only have the problem of con-
verting from component to composite,
but you have the problem of going
from 13.5 MHz to 14 MHz. It's quite
feasible technically, but its not going
to be a cheap process. What I suspect
is going to happen is that the D-1 is
going to be converted to a high band-
width analog signal internally and
then resampled to D-2. I suspect that
some people are going to find that
that's the cheapest way to convert
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DIGITAL TIMETABLE:

"I think that we are
just being technology -
hungry for technology's

sake." Dare

from one format to another. It would
be completely hidden inside the
device.
FIBUSH: When you convert from
D-1, which basically has wideband
chroma signals, to D-2, which is an
NTSC composite signal, if it's going to
go over an antenna, which a lot of
these signals eventually will, there is
a little problem about the FCC rules.
I'm not sure how this going to get re-
solved, but you're not putting out I
and Q bandwidths that are correct.
This is one of the topics that's being
considered, among others, at one of
the SMPTE working groups.
BENNETT: As a practical matter, I
think, most people haven't been pay-
ing too much attention to that; and
that undoubtedly is causing some
problems. I would have to say that fil-

tering for a correct IQ bandwidth isn't
going to be a major problem in the
transcoder. Similarly, on the sample
rate conversion issue, I think we're al-
ready seeing in the post -production
business the problems of going from
D-1 film transfers to one -inch C.
There are often control issues in
terms of exactly how we filter to get
from the current D-1 to the current
analog implementation. I think there
is going to be a strong pressure from
the users on this.
DARE: We have shown digital con-
version in both directions, D-1 to D-2
and D-2 to D-1, and converting the bit
rate is certainly a problem. We do it at
about 470 MHz; there are some magic
numbers related to CCIR 601 and the
NTSC systems. There are some very
fortuitous numbers; it was not
planned that way, I am sure. But the
conversion can be done in the digital
domain and quite frankly, it's not all
that expensive.
CONRAD: We've committed our-
selves to the D-2 format in our plant
mostly because of the architecture of
our plant. If we tried to implement D-
1, we would have almost a complete
plant reengineering to do. I think Phil
Bennett was somewhat right when he
said that cost is the determining fac-
tor on D -2's taking off. But I would
change that to say, the dollars. We
would have paid more for the ma-
chines if they cost more. The real
thing for us is the dollar the client is
going to spend. We can implement the
D-2 format and give our clients a com-
plete loss of one -inch tape generation

"Converting between
D-1 and D-2 is
quite feasible

technically, but it's
not going to be
cheap."-Daly

"Users have got to
stand up and say what

they need." Fibush

loss as soon as those machines are de-
livered. It makes a whole lot of sense
for the market we are trying to serve.
BME: What's the status of the
SMPTE standardization work on in-
terface standards? Is there a standard
yet for D-2?
FIBUSH: I don't think there is any
dissention among the troops on the D-
1 parallel interface. In terms of D-1 or
component serial, there is an inter-
face that is agreed upon. But there is
a lot of concern as to whether or not
eight bits is enough. And there is con-
cern as to whether or not that's really
the most effective way to do the trans-
mission. In composite, there is a con-
flict going on at the moment. But
there is among the manufacturers an
agreed -upon parallel connection be-
tween equipments. There's some con-
cern that it looks too much like what's
intended to fit in an analog environ-
ment and should look more like what
is intended to fit into, let's say, the D-
1 environment. Some of the issues
have to do with what goes in the hori-
zontal blanking interval. Do you put
sync and burst in there or do you put
ancillary data? The equipment that
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Championship Performance.
For a champion, being the best is
not enough, You never stop trying
to be just a little better. To move
the standard a little higher. To
make even the most difficult
achievements seem easy.

So it is with the
Model 300 production
system, the recognized
world standard. Now
in more than 800 installa-
tions worldwide, the
Model 300 continues to
offer you more.

Full integration and
centralized control of
the Kaleidoscope Digital
Effects System puts state

Kaleidoscope System Effects shown:
- transparent soft intersecting planes
- drop shadow
- soft border
- Omni -Key'" linear keying

(using Model 300)

of the art, three-dimensional digital
effects at your fingertips. Giving
you the world's most advanced
and powerful production system.
And, the easiest to operate.

The Model 300 Production System,
integrated with the Kaleidoscope'

Digital Effects System.

Per ve Enhance Ch 1 IF Is

I AIR lCL.WE I PIN I FaX I CLIP I

When you own a Model 300
with built-in Kaleidoscope Digital
Effects System, championship
performances are almost effortless.

For details, contact the
Grass Valley Group office
nearest you.

Grass Valley Group'

/VG\ THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP INC

P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 478-3000
TRT: 160432

OFFICES: New York (201) 845-7988; District of
Columbia (301) 662-6313; Atlanta (404) 493-1255;
Chicago (219) 264-0931; Minneapolis (612) 483-2594;
Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447; Los Angeles
(818) 999-2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680;
GVG International Ltd. (UK) + 44-962-843939;
Grass Valley Group Asia ;1-IK) r 852-3-7396632
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DIGITAL TIMETABLE:

"The arrival of the 4:2:2
standard to us was just

a different way of
shaking digital in and

out." Bennett

exists in the field today puts digitized
sync in there because that's what
most easily fits into today's environ-
ment.
DARE: I think in the long term, the
parallel issue will disappear from the
scene. The connector is a D-25 pin
connector. The cable is a flat ribbon
cable that has limited ability to run
long lengths; and I think some of you
have experienced the fact that the
connector falls out as well. That's also
a controversial issue. I mean, you
think we can't decide on the data rate;
we can't even decide on the screw size.

To get back to the more serious is-
sue, parallel transmission of either
composite or component is very ex-
pensive to implement. I believe that
the more practical implementation is
the serial implementation. As Dave
said, that's a contentious matter. But
I think from the user's point of view,
the serial approach is a better ap-
proach.
BME: What about the all -digital
plant? Do we really need it? When
will it be cost-effective?
CONRAD: I think to a man, every-
body would look forward to a com-
pletely digital plant, mostly because
of the capability of seeing the same
thing over and over again; no genera-
tion loss, no changes or anything like
that. A completely digital plant is fea-
sible now. But you have to do an awful
lot of original development yourself.
It's a nice thing to work towards, but
I'm still planning on loading up one -

inch machines for 10 or 15 years to
come.
OBADIA: An all -digital plant,
whether it's in component or in corn-

posite, incurs an incredible cost. I
think that nobody yet has really given
serious thought about the cost of
putting in an all -digital composite
plant. Definitely for D-1 it's an expen-
sive proposition, but there are a great
deal of advantages.
DALY: In terms of cost, the good news
is that to have a digital paint system
is probably cheaper than what you're
used to in the past. These systems
have always been digital. The arrival
of the 4:2:2 standard to us was just a
different way of shaking digital in
and out. Paint animation systems are
not going to suddenly go up in price
because they're all digital.
DARE: Going to an all -digital plant
only makes sense when you can do it
cheaper, when you can do it better,
and when it saves you money. Unless

think the users are
going to find out for

themselves that eight -bit
composite is pretty

granular."-Bennett

it does those things, 1 think that we
are just being technology -hungry for
technology's sake. We've been focus-
ing this morning on how we do it with
the video. Doing an all all -digital au-
dio plant carries with it similar com-
plexities. And the question has to be
asked, if we have a 20 -bit audio sys-
tem with the capabilities of 135 dB of
signal-to-noise, with a bandwidth to
2Q kHz, what is the cost- benefit ratio
when the delivery system is a 65 dB
signal-to-noise system with 15 or
maybe 12 kHz? I'm not suggesting for
one minute that we downgrade them,
but there is a cost for going for these
very high parameters and high per-
formance.

The other issue that I would like to
address is the perception in the indus-
try that because we have a digital
VTR and some other digital boxes,
that we can go through these pro-
cesses infinitely. In some instances
we can, but if the picture is being pro-
cessed, the VTR doesn't degrade the
picture, but rather the effects device
degrades the picture. So, the respon-
sibility of maintaining the picture
quality moves from the VTR manu-
facturer to the picture processor man-
ufacturer. And the analog world
wasn't quite that way. The VTR
screwed it up so badly that we could
pass through some of the processing
equipment without you noticing it go-
ing downhill. Phil, what do you say?
BENNETT: I can't resist having a go
at that. I think the users are going to
find out for themselves. Eight -bit
composite is pretty granular. In some
instances it can actually look worse
than C format with a nine -bit
time base corrector. And that's the
way its supposed to be, because that's
what you're paying for. By staying
away from a greater system you could
possibly build, it becomes commer-
cially viable and I think that's why
that D-2 format is going to be so suc-
cessful. But there is certainly going to
be cases where you can see that you're
looking through that digital window.
There is always going to be degrada-
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we tried to
implement D-1, we

would have almost a
complete plant

reengineering to do.
-Conrad

71

tion. The effects machine in D-2 is of
course is going to have decoding prob-
lems just the same way as they al-
ways have. In D-1, effects machines
produce much less degradation. At
the same time, the component effects
machine should be built to a much
higher performance level than a com-
posite effects machines, simply be-
cause of the two different market
bases that it appears that they are go-
ing to be targeted at.

Nobody has been addressing that
yet. People regard an effects ma-
chines as an effects machine and it
doesn't make any difference whether
you want to use it in a composite envi-
ronment or a component environ-
ment. I think we're going to see a bit
of a split in the business, particularly
with graphics devices that may be

4:4:4:4. People probably will have
some requirements for very high end
and maybe that means all the equip-
ment in that environment should be
very high end. People are also going
to have a requirement for D-2 equip-
ment; maybe all that D-2 equipment
should be compatible with not just
that D-2 standard but that D-2 qual-
ity expectation, and be priced accord-
ingly. I think its more than just two
different tape formats; we're really
talking about two different business
philosophies.
BME: What pieces are missing from
the all- digital plant, and what's in
the development pipeline?
OBADIA: For the last year and a half
we've been working in our facility
with a D-1 format and manual patch-
ing. Finally now we've taken delivery
of the first 601 routing switcher, and
it's made life a lot easier. Now we're
waiting for the digital audio routing
switcher to become available. Digital
effects devices are available now, but
digital production switchers are still
on the development table.
FIBUSH: I think one piece that is
fairly obviously missing is the acqui-
sition recording VTR. And one of
these days that needs to be digital. It
happens to be one of the things that

the SMPTE is investigating again. In
terms of what we call small format
digital, we're just in the study group
phase, but we have written a require-
ments document.
OBADIA: If we're going to try to
agree on a small format recording
standard, is it going to be component
or composite? One of the things that
we have experienced using compo-
nent digital mastering is that it is
very important to keep the matrixing
process down to one time and only one
time.
DARE: At least from my knowledge
of the group discussion so far, there
have been no decisions reached. I

think we also have to be careful that
we shouldn't introduce another for-
mat for the sake of some technology.
We need a good reason to change the
acquisition format. One could argue
that the acquisition format should in-
deed be better than the studio format,
because you want all of the data com-
ing back. It's a poor argument in some
respects, but it's worth consideration;
and yes, you're absolutely right that
ITS members don't want the same
quality as some network news; they
want better quality.
FIBUSH: I agree that the acquisition
format has got to be component. On
the other hand, we understand there
is some work going on on a small for-
mat digital that happens to be com-
posite in one of the companies; it
doesn't happen to be Ampex. Users
have got to stand up and say what
they need; if you just get the manufac-
turers together, they have their own
ideas. 

"Finally now we've
taken delivery of the

first 601 routing
switcher, and it's made

life a lot easier."
Obadia
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HOW REDUCING

STRESS IMPROVES JOB

PERFORMANCE.
Naturally lubricated
concave guides
gently position tape
to allow cartridge
machine to perform
critical guidance.

High -output, low -
noise, 100% laser -
inspected tape
delivers impressive

frequency response
and higher recording
levels for better
signal-to-noise
performance.

Non -rotating hub
reduces wow and
flutter, eliminates
annoying rotating
hub rattle and mini-
mizes stop cue
overshoot.

Adjustable cam to
control tape loopfor
maximum life.

The SeotchCarr I I Cartridge

The reason most broadcast cartridges quickly
become unreliable and self-destruct isn't because
they're overused. Poor designs that create too much
friction and tape stress can cause more headaches than
anything. But as you can see, the revolutionary design
of ScotchCarell cartridges makes them noticeably
superior to other carts!

They also sound better because of 3M's extensive
audio tape experience-over 40 years of successful
innovation and product development.

Cover constructed
qfpokarbonate
materials for long-
lasting, break -
resistant use.

No pressure pads to
cause troublesome
tape steering and
wear or induce
modulation noise.

Patented dynamic
tension control sys-
tem ensures proper
tape -to -head con-
tact, provides
constant tape
tension and controls
tape looping.

Tape exits from the
hub's center instead
of twisting and
curling over the
pack, reducing edge
stress and debris
to prolong life.

So if you measure a cart's value by how much
trouble -free performance it provides in the long run,
talk to your professional audio dealer or local 3M sales
office about the advantages of using ScotchCart®II
cartridges. Or for a free sample, call International
Tapetronics, 3M Broadcasting and Related Products
Department at 800-447-0414. (In Alaska or Illinois,
call collect 309-828-1381.)

The ScotchCart®II cartridge from 3M. The one
you can depend on to keep things running smoothly.

3M
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Although most broadcasters are
now aware that the Environmental
Protection Agency is currently imple-
menting its 1985 directive on the use
and disposal of allegedly hazardous
PCB material, industry sources say
there is still "lots" of PCB equipment
in operation in the field.

The EPA directive follows the Con-
gressionally enacted Toxic Sub-
stances Control Act (TSCA) of 1976.
This statute encompasses the manu-
facture and use of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB), which functioned as
a dielectric fluid in most pre -1980 ra-
dio and TV transmitter power trans-
formers and high -voltage capacitors.
PCBs were most commonly used as in-
sulating oil in oil -filled capacitors and
as heat -transfer fluids.

"This rule became effective in De-
cember 1985 and it's important that
broadcasters make a good faith effort
to get into compliance," says Ralph
Justus, the NAB's director of engi-
neering regulatory and international
affairs. Although most EPA actions to
date have involved utility companies,
accident -related incidents involving
noncompliant broadcasters have also
been the subject of various legal
actions.

"If noncompliance comes to the
EPA's attention, it will be prose-
cuted," Justus says, citing a recent
case where a station shouldered a
cleanup bill of a quarter million dol-
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lars. In addition to the costs of a man-
datory cleanup, the EPA can set fines
of $25,000 per day per violation. Non-
compliance or illegal activity can also
summon up punitive action including
jail sentences and public apologies
published in full -page newspapers
advertisements.

To get legal, broadcasters must im-
mediately label equipment, conduct
inspections, prevent leaks, maintain
quarterly logging procedures and
have begun a PCB disposal program,
according to Justus. The owner of the
PCB equipment is responsible for it,
whether he is familiar with the rules
or not, and so transfer of title of PCB
equipment pursuant to disposal is an
especially tricky area.

PCB legislation and the attendant
transfer of title issue also affects the
used transmitter market, according to
Greg Best, director of TV product de-
velopment for Harris Broadcasting.
Transmitters up to 40 years old have
often changed hands for use as

BY BETH JACQUES

standby equipment. Prospective pur-
chasers and current owners of pre -
1979 transmitters and all very old
pieces of equipment are therefore ad-
vised to have them carefully checked
for compliance and title. Note, too,
that it is illegal to export PCB trans-
formers and capacitors without an
EPA exemption.

The EPA rules define procedures
that must be followed regarding the
marking of PCB items, leaks, dis-
posal, storage for disposal and record
keeping. PCB items include trans-
formers, capacitors, switches or any
container of PCBs. As in the title is-
sue mentioned above, an owner of any
item containing PCBs is responsible
for it, whether or not he or she is fa-
miliar with the TSCA rules and
regulations.

According to the EPA, the toxic ef-
fects of PCBs include the development
of chloracne and the possible alter-
ation of reproduction processes in
mammals. Worse, burning PCBs pro-
duces byproducts such as
polycholorinated dibensodioxin/di-
benzofurans, which are more toxic
than PCBs themselves. Occupants of
commercial buildings who could
breath smoke following a fire are con-
sidered to be at risk, and buildings
have been closed after a PCB fire be-
cause of lingering contamination.

The EPA defines a "small capac-
itor" as generally less than 100 cubic



inches in size and containing less
than three pounds of dielectric fluid.
A "large capacitor," according to EPA
definition, is larger than 200 cubic
inches and contains more than three
pounds of dielectric fluid.

A "PCB transformer" is defined as
any transformer that contains 500
parts per million (ppm) PCB or
greater. A PCB transformer can be
converted to a "PCB contaminated
transformer" (50-500 ppm) or a "non -
PCB transformer" (less than 50 ppm)
by being properly drained, refilled
and tested.

The EPA further defines "disposal"
as intentionally or accidentally dis-
carding PCB items. This includes
spills, leaks, uncontrolled discharge,
transporting, destroying, decontami-
nating or confining PCBs. Disposal
procedures for large transformers in-
clude flushing them, burning the PCB
oil and the flushing fluid and burying
the case in a hazardous waste landfill
or dumping site.

Marking PCB items is a key compo-
nent of compliance. Each piece of
PCB -containing equipment must be
marked with a legally mandated la-
bel; see sidebar for label sources.

There are very strict rules for the
disposal of PCBs, and the procedure
must be carried out only by a com-
pany licensed for PCB disposal. A
cleanup of any released PCBs or leaks
must start as soon as possible, but in
no case later than 48 hours after the
incident. PCB capacitors and trans-
formers must be removed and dis-
posed of by an authorized agent, and
it is illegal to scrap a transmitter with
its associated PCB capacitors and/or
transformers.

It is worth stressing again that un-
less a broadcaster ensures that title of
PCB equipment he is having disposed
is legally transferred, he remains re-
sponsible for it. This is particularly
important to note when dealing with
some independent agents or contrac-
tors who may agree to take title but
are in fact not sufficiently financed or
legally empowered to do so.

Inspection is another important
part of compliance. Broadcasters
must visually inspect for leakage ev-

"sAMAAN-W,
ery PCB transformer in use or stored
every three months, and keep a
record. Stations also must keep a log
identifying all items containing
PCBs, including spare parts like large
capacitors, transformers, regulators
and dummy loads, and make them
available to the EPA on request. An
annual inspection is also required,
and records of inspection and mainte-
nance must be kept for three years
after disposal.

Finally, reporting requirements are
also strict. Stations that own PCB
transformers must register them with
their local fire departments. If a PCB
transformer is involved in a fire, the
owner must report the incident imme-
diately to the U.S. Coast Guard Na-
tional Spill Response Center (tele-
phone 800 424-8002; 426-2675 in
Washington, DC).

Since some broadcasters also own
their own power transformers, they
should be completely familiar with
potential dangers and EPA require-
ments. Some stations also operate
transmitters in conjunction with
power transformers owned by the lo-
cal utility company; this and other
questions pertaining to utility -owned

transformers should be discussed
with the utility.

Working with other stations in a lo-
cal area to organize a group PCB dis-
posal program can save money, ac-
cording to an NAB conference report
by H. Carr Stalnaker of KEZQ-FM,
Jacksonville, AK. Determining
whether PCBs are actually present in
a transmitter is the first step, and it is
more difficult than it appears, be-
cause different suppliers may have
been used to supply the transmitter
manufacturer during the model life of
the equipment.

Charges for PCB disposal are bro-
ken out into transportation and elimi-
nation categories. By organizing a lo-
cal area PCB disposal project,
Stalnaker suggests, stations can ne-
gotiate as a group with a reputable
hazardous waste disposal firm, pool
labor costs and arrange for regular
"milk run" pickups.

Stations with further questions
should contact their closest EPA Re-
gional Office or EPA headquarters,
Washington, DC (800 424-9065 or
202-554-1404). 

Jaques is senior editor of BME.

National PCB Disposal Companies
General Electric: (800) 626-2001, ext. 25
Westinghouse Electric: (412) 937-7140
Ensco: (501) 223-4160
Chemical Waste Management, Inc.: (312) 218-1500

PCB Label Suppliers
Seton Name Plate Corporation: (203) 448-8059
Brady Signmark Div.: (414) 961-2233 or (301) 779-6569
Labelmaster: (800) 621-5808

Identification of PCB Items
ASKAREL is the generic name for PCB fluids and systems. Products

containing PCBs have different trade names, including:

Apirolio Diaclor Inclor Pyralene
Asbestol DK Inerteen Pyranol
Askarel Dykanol Kanechlor Pyroclor
Aroclor B EED-18 No-Flamol Sal -T -Kuhl
Chlorestol Elemex Non -Flammable Santotherm FR
Chlophen Eucarel Liquid Santovac 1 & 2
Chlorinol Fenclor Phenoclor Solvol
Clorphon Hyvol Pydraul Therminal
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ENGINEERING SESSIONS

Thursday, September 22
Morning Session
(Main Lecture Hall, third level)

10:00 a.m.
Conference Opening and Welcome
10:20 a.m.
Facts About FAX: Digital Data FM SCA Systems
Harold Walker, Pegasus Data Systems
11:00 a.m.
Protecting Against Power Disturbances
Oral Evans, Control Concepts Corp.
11:30 a.m.
The Computer's Place in Broadcast Engineering
Russell Brown, KTSF-TV
12:00 p.m.
The Application of Microcomputers to the Directional
Antenna

Afternoon Session
1:30 p.m.
NAB Project Update
Michael Rau, NAB
2:00 p.m.
Using the Expanded AM Band (1605-1705 kHz)
D.R. Forde, Communications Authority of Canada
2:30 p.m.
Engineering Education for the Broadcast Engineer
Panel Discussion
4:00 p.m.
SBE National Membership Meeting
(Main Lecture Hall)

Night Owl Session
(Mezzanine Level)
7:00 p.m.
Audio Processing and the NRSC
Panel Discussion

Friday, September 23
Early Bird Session: Television

8:00 a.m.
Strategies for Implementing D-1
and D-2 Recorder Formats
Curtis Chan, Centro Corp.
8:30 a.m.
ACTV Progress Report
James Carnes, Sarnoff Research Center
9:00 a.m.
Advances in Fiber Optics for TV
Bob Griffiths, Ph.D., Telemet
9:30 a.m.
Measuring Synchronous AM Noise in TV Transmitters
Geoffrey Mendenhall, P.E., Broadcast Electronics
10:00 a.m.
Exhibit Hall Opens
1:00 p.m.
SBE Certification Exam, Radio
(Meeting Room G, third level).EC

Afternoon Session: Television
(Main Lecture Hall)
1:00 p.m.
Teleproduction Intercommunication: Wired and Wireless
Bob Tourkow, Clear-Com Systems
1:30 p.m.
Microprocessor Control of Switchless Combiners, Switch-
ing Combiners and RF Systems
2:00 p.m.
Protecting Your Station: Security Technology
Gerry Kaufhold, Consulting Engineer, Linear Corp.
2:30 p.m.
Techniques in Narrowband Remote Pickup
Barry Victor, The Victor Group
3:00 p.m.
A Spectral Tool Box for the TV Transmitter Engineer
Christopher E. Traficante, Townsend Broadcast Systems
3:30 p.m.
Low -Cost Transmission Line Maintenance Using a
High -Power Pulse Reflectometer
John P. Bisset, Delta Electronics

Night Owl Session
(Mezzanine level)
7:00 p.m.
Management for Engineers

Saturday, September 24
Early Bird Session: Radio
(Main Lecture Hall)
8:00 a.m.

FM Directional Antennas: Boon or
Bane for Commercial Stations?
8:30 a.m.
Visualizing Antenna Fields
Ron Nott, Cortana Corp.
9:00 a.m.
FM Licensing Update
Robert Greenberg, FCC
9:30 a.m.
Avoiding Problems with DA Proofs
John Sadler, FCC
1:00 p.m.
SBE Certification Exam, TV
(Meeting Room G, third level)

Afternoon Session: Radio
1:00 p.m.

Digital AM Technology
Ron Frillman, Harris Corp.
2:00 p.m.
On -Frequency Retransmission of FM Signals
Kinley Jones, Omega International
2:30 p.m.
The State of Contract Radio Engineering
Panel Discussion

Night Owl Session
(Mezzanine Level)
7:00 p.m.
Care and Feeding of Directional Antennas
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SBE EXHIBITORS
Abekas Video Systems

410-410A
ADC Telecommunica-

tions, Inc. 615
Advanced Micro -Dynam-

ics, Inc. 106
Allied Broadcast Equip-

ment 423
Allied Tower Co., Inc.

601

Alpha Audio 671
Alpha Wire & Cable 261

ALTA Group, Inc. 229
Altronic Research, Inc

512-514
Amperes Electronic

Corp. 370
Ampex Corp. 124-130

Andrew Corp. 640
Arcor Wire & Cable 311

Arrakis Systems, Inc.
622

ATI-Audio Technologies,

Inc. 352A-354
Audio Precision, Inc.

211A

Audiopak, Inc. 433
Autogram Corp. 237

Bogner Broadcast Equip-
ment 108

Bradley Broadcast
Sales -225

Broadcast Audio Corp.
452A

Broadcast Communica-

tions Systems 116
Broadcast Electronics,

Inc. 202
Broadcast Financial

Management 654
Broadcast Rentals &

Sales 374

Broadcasters General

Store, Inc. 236
BSW Broadcast Supply

West 411-411A
BTS 315-317

Canon USA, Inc. 129
Chastronics 551

Circuit Research Labs,
Inc. 333-335

Colorado Video, Inc. 415
Comprehensive Video

Supply 435
Compusonics 553A

Computer Interface
Corp. 456

Comrex Corp. 450
Conrac Display Products

Group 367
Continental Electronics

655
Control Concepts Corp.

316

Cortana Corp. 360-362
Crouse-Kimzey Co. 241

Current Technology 430-

432
Dataworld 211

Davilyn Corp. 413
Delta Electronics,

Inc.510-510A
Di -Tech 609

Dielectric 550
DSC Digital Services

Corp. 356
Victor Duncan, Inc.

579-581

Dyna-Com, Inc. 637
Eastman Kodak Co. 244

Echolab, Inc. 143
Econco Broadcast Serv-

ice 536
EEV, Inc. 320

EG&G, Inc. 617-619
Electro-Voice 605

Electronics Research,

Inc. 464
Fidelipac Corp. 218

Flash Technology Corp.

233
Fuji Photo Film USA, Inc.

412

Fujinon, Inc. 414
GEM Power Products,

Inc. 621
Garner Industries 516

Gentner Electronics
Corp. 326

Graham -Patten Systems,

Inc. 355
Grass Valley Group 302

Gray Communications

Consultants 434
Harris Corp. 351

Harrison Systems, Inc.
217

Karl Heitz, Inc. 110
Hitachi Denshi America

136-140
HM Electronics, Inc. 547

Holaday 318
Howe Technologies Corp.

568
Hughey & Phillips, Inc.

571

Ice Krackers, Inc. 518
International Tapetronics

3M 330
ITS Corp. 520

Jampro Antennas, Inc.
337

Kintronic Labs, Inc. 321
Laird Telemedia, Inc.

549
LDL Communications,

Inc. 378
Leitch 329-331

Lighting Services,
Inc.625-633

Lightning Eliminators &
Consultants 575

Lowel-Light Manufactur-
ing, Inc. 429
LPB, Inc. 468

LTM Corp. of America
569

Lyncole XIT Grounding

239
M A-Com Mac, Inc.

311A

Marti Electronics 310
McCurdy Radio Indus-

tries 646
Microtime, Inc. 134

Microwave Radio Corp.

421

Midwest Communcations
Corp. 616

Miller Fluid Heads (USA),
Inc. 431

Modulation Sciences,
Inc. 118

Moseley Associates, Inc.
120

Motorola AM Stereo 420

SBE BRINGS THE
ROCKIES
DOWN TO EARTH
Engineering skill sessions, regulatory topics, and
upcoming technology will dominate
this fall's show.

The rarified air of Denver,
nestled among the Rocky
Mountains, will be host to
some down-to-earth engi-
neering exchanges this
September 22-25 as the So-

ciety of Broadcast Engineers con-
venes for its third annual convention.

The full schedule of engineering
sessions has been planned to reinforce
and broaden the professional skills of
the attendees. Topics range from ac-
tual how-to workshops on all aspects
of engineering to discussions of time
management and personnel issues. A
heavy dose of FCC and regulatory top-
ics will also be included, recognizing
such important questions as the fu-
ture of the broadcast spectrum and
safety issues for engineers. The ses-
sions make up "a three-day briefing
session for the working engineer," ac-
cording to Andy Butler, executive sec-
retary of the SBE and director of engi-
neering at WFAN-AM, New York.

At press time, preregistration for

the conference was running approxi-
mately 10 percent ahead of last year,
and Butler predicts attendence will
top 2000. Nearly 200 exhibitors had
signed up by press time. The success
of the show has prompted SBE to
bring in an outside contractor, Eddie
Barker Associates, to service the ex-
hibits, leaving the society free to
spend more time developing the ses-
sions. In addition, this year for the
first time attendees will receive a
show daily to keep them abreast of the
program and exhibits.

A special feature of the SBE con-
vention is the Night Owl sessions that
will convene each evening at 7:30. In
contrast with the more formal day-
time sessions, the Night Owl work-
shops tend to be freewheeling learn-
ing and sharing experiences. The
sessions will be run by Don
Bouschert, chairman of the popular
Broadcasters' Clinics sponsored annu-
ally by the University of Wisconsin
Extension in Madison. 

Nalpak Video Sales, Inc.
235

National Association of
Broadcasters 652A

National Video Consoles

363
NPR Satellite Services

372

O'Connor Engineering

Labs 532-534
Odetics-610

Omega International
554

Omicron Video 132
Orion Research, Inc.

125-127
Otari Corp. 634

Pacific Radio Electron-
ics, lac. 270

Pacific Recorders & En-
gineering 628

Panasonic Industrial Co.

544

PCO, Inc. 232
Pinnacle Systems 437
Potomac Instruments

417-419
QEI Corp. 322

R Seal Corp. 369
Radio Design Labs 123

Radio Resources 416
Radio Systems, Inc. 583
RAM Broadcast Systems

644
RF Specialties Group

219
RF Technology, Inc. 221
Rohde A Schwarz, Inc.

223
Rohn 240

Roscor Corp. 376
Sachtler 228

Scala Electronic Corp.
371

Schneider Corp. of
America 319

Shively Labs 222
Shure 440

Sigma Electronics,
Inc.555

Sony Corp. of America

402
Sound Technology 131
Striver Revox America

344
Tamron Industries,

Inc.418
Tascam 231

Tecra Tool Industries
243

Tektronix, Inc. 213 215
Telescript, Inc. 545
Teletech, Inc. 313

Television Technology

Corp. 210
TFT, Inc. 102-104

TIC General 528-530
Townsend Broadcast

Systems, Inc. 227
TWR Lighting, Inc. 271

Utah Scientific, Inc. 338
Utility Tower Co. 641

Video Accessory Corp.
114

Video Services Unlimited

635
Videomedia 611

Videotek, Inc. 253A
Vinten 334-336

Ward -Beck 310A-314

Waxman Industrial Net-
work 460

Wheatstone Corp. 428
Wolf Coach, Inc. 639
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Fina
Professional DAT is here. And it's called the Sony PCM-

2500. Sony's considerable know-how in digital audio recording
brings you a superb sounding DAT recorder with the special
features that professionals need.

It has 32kHz, 44.1kHz, and 48.0kHz sampling rates plus
3 separate digital input/output interfaces (AES/EBU, SDIF-2
and S/P DIF). Features that make the PCM-2500 a natural for
direct interface to CD mastering systems and a variety of
digital studio equipment.

Consistently superior sound quality is ensured by newly
developed Sony digital LSIs including independentA/D and
D/A converters for both audio channels (left and right). And
the D/A section employs 4x oversampling digital filters.

Other special features include a built-in error indicator,
switchable emphasis and a wired remote control.

For an ear -opening demonstration of the new PCM-2500,
see your Sony Professional Audio representative or call Sony
at 800 -635 -SONY.

SONY
Professional Audio

Sony Communications Products Company, Professional Audio Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck NJ 07666.
1988 Sony Corporation of Americo. Sony is o registered trademark of Sony Corporation.

Circle 129 on Reader Service Card Page 75
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Video That Sounds as Good as it Looks.

The video industry demands the same uncompro-
mising audio quality the recording industry expects.
Dolby SR signal processing and Dolby A -type noise
reduction are now available on one processing board
for the Sony BVH-3000/3100 VTR. Contact your Sony

Photographed at On Tape Productions, San Francisco, CA.

representative and inquire about the BKH-3080.
Find out why recording and film studios around
the world rely on
Dolby for cleaner, DO Dolby'SR
quieter audio. spectral recording

Sony Communications Products Co. Phone 201-833-5200, Dolby Laboratories Inc., 100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103-4813, Phone 415-558-0200,Telex 34409, Facsimile 415-863-1373.346 Clapham Road, London SW99AP
Phone 01-720-1111,7elex 919109, Facsimile 01-720-411EL Dolby and the Double -0 symbol, are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. c Dolby Laboratories Inc.1988. S88/8321/8339

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card Page 75



RADIO NEWS

FCC Plans to Create New
Class 3 FMs

The FCC has requested comments on a pro-
posal creating a new Class C3 FM service
with a maximum power of 25 kW and an-
tenna height above average terrain of 328
feet. The new class would be allocated in zone
II, which covers most of the continental U.S.

except densely settled areas in the east, northeast and
portions of California. The new class would serve as an
intermediate step between Class A and Class C2, and
the Commission estimates that up to 300 of the current
2040 Class A stations could upgrade to C3 status.

At the same time, the FCC proposed doubling the
maximum power of Class A FM stations from 3 kW to 6
kW to allow the "least powerful and most numerous"
class of station to increase coverage and provide a stron-
ger signal within existing coverage areas. The NAB has
recommended that improvements should only be autho-
rized for Class As that can meet increased separation
distance requirements. The proposal follows a 1987 peti-
tion from the New Jersey Class A FM Broadcasters
Association.

WY

NEV/r101

Exhibit E -2-B:
Petition for
Rulemaking:
Coverage Relief
for Class A FM
Broadcast Sta-
tions. Clear
Channel Com-
munications of
San Antonio,
TX, developed
this contour map
showing typical
coverage gains
for a Class A
FM station in a
rural area where
relocation of an-

tenna and equipment is unrestricted by assignment.
"If nothing else, Clear Channel and the New Jersey

Class A Broadcasters Association have made a valiant
attempt to increase the value of low power properties,"
said John Furr, technical director of Clear Channel
Communications, whose engineering statement supports
the New Jersey petition. "We think it's significant that
the FCC is considering this petition, especially since we
were initially advised the implications were too far-
reaching."

Pizzi Named
Contributing
Editor

Skip Pizzi, currently the
training coordinator for
National Public Radio's

Engineering Department,
Washington, DC, has been
named contributing editor
for BME. A specialist on
digital audio technology,
Pizzi will develop tech-
nical articles on radio and
audio engineering.

Pizzi holds a BA in Fine
Arts from Georgetown.
University. He has worked
in music, theater, sound
reinforcement, sound de-
sign, studio recording and
local and network radio
engineering, most recently
as a mix engineer and
technical director for
award -winning NPR pro-
grams. Pizzi is the current
chair of the District of Co-
lumbia chapter of the
AES.

AES 85th
Convention to
Los Angeles

The 85th Audio Engineer-
ing Society convention will
be held November 3
through 6 in Los Angeles,
CA. The North American
convention will feature ex-
hibitions at the Los Ange-
les Convention Center and
papers and additional
demonstrations at the Los
Angeles Hilton Hotel.

The convention will cel-
ebrate "A Century of
Technology in the Service
of Artistry"-a theme de-
signed to emphasize the
interdependency between
the creative and techno-
logical domains of the au -

dio industry, according to
convention chairman Dr.
Marshall Buck. Papers
chairman is Eric Benjamin
and workshops chairman
is Don McCroskey.

Nine technical sessions
include digital signal pro-
cessing, analog circuitry
and a technical council
tutorial.

The 1988 Technical Ex-
cellence and Creativity
(TEC) Awards ceremony
will also be held Novem-
ber 3 in Los Angeles.
Funds raised by the
awards support scholar-
ship programs in audio
education and charitable
organizations for deafness
and hearing disabilities. 
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Modulation of limited
bandwidth systems is
the major explanation
for synchronous AM
noise, one of the hot-
test topics today in

the FM broadcast engineering com-
munity.

It is important to understand the
value of synchronous AM measure-
ments in evaluating the transmission
system as well as in selecting test
equipment, setting up the system and
interpreting results. This is especially
important because incorrect results
can be generated if inappropriate test
equipment and measuring procedures
are used.

The perfect FM transmitter would
have an absolutely constant output,
regardless of FM modulation or power
supply variations. In practice, there is
always some residual amplitude mod-
ulation of the FM or TV Aural trans-
mitter output. The two types of AM
modulation that are of interest to the
broadcast engineer are asynchronous
AM modulation, which is measured
without FM modulation and is pri-
marily related to power supply ripple
or filament supply imbalance, and
synchronous AM, which is a measure
of the amount of incidental amplitude
modulation introduced onto the car-
rier by FM modulation.

The synchronous AM measurement
is very useful for determining the
proper tuning of the transmitter.
Since all transmitters have limited
bandwidth, there will be a slight drop-
off in power output as the carrier fre-
quency is swept to either side of the
center frequency. This slight change
in RF output level follows the wave-
form of the signal being applied to the
FM modulator causing AM modula-
tion in synchronization with the FM
modulation. The concept is similar to
the slope detection of FM by an AM
detector used with a tuned circuit.

Measurement of synchronous AM
gives the station engineer an idea of
overall system bandwidth and
whether the passband is positioned
correctly. Tuning for minimum syn-
chronous AM will assure that the
transmitter passband is properly cen-
tered on the FM channel.

The higher -order FM sidebands
66 BME September 1988

will be slightly attenuated in ampli-
tude and shifted in phase as they pass
through the final amplifier stage.
These alterations in the sideband
structure introduced by the amplifier
passband result in distortion after FM
demodulation at the receiver. The
amount of distortion is dependent on
available bandwidth versus the mod-
ulation index being transmitted. For

MEASURING

SYNCHRONOUS
AM IN FM
TRANSMITTERS
a given bandwidth limitation, the dis-
tortion usually can be minimized by
centering the passband of the ampli-
fier around the signal being transmit-
ted. Tuning an amplifier for minimum
plate current does not necessarily re-
sult in a centered passband.

To date, there has been confusion
about the relationship between multi -

path distortion ("picket fencing" or
"chopping") and synchronous AM.

Multipath is caused by differential
path lengths of directly propagated
and reflected signals arriving at the
receiver with different time delays. It
is not caused inside the transmitter
by synchronous AM.

Multipath distortion causes ampli-
tude variations in the received signal
due to the constructive and destruc-
tive interference of the vector sum of
the signals arriving at the receiving
antenna. Synchronous as well as
asynchronous AM generated in the
transmission system will add to the
AM caused by multipath, so large
amounts of synchronous AM could,
therefore, further degrade the signal

Incidental AM
modulation is hotly
debated by FM and TV
stereo engineers. Here
are some causes of
synchronous AM noise
and practical ways
to optimize transmitter
tuning.



when added to path -induced multi -
path distortion.

Eliminating synchronous AM will
not eliminate areas of multipath dis-
tortion, but it can provide marginal
improvement by not adding this AM
component.

Synchronous AM of -40 dB or more
below equivalent 100% AM is consid-
ered acceptable. Higher levels of syn-
chronous AM will cause increased
"chopping" of the signal at the re-
ceiver near limiting threshold under
weak signal "fringe area" conditions
and can also exacerbate multipath
problems. There is not much advan-
tage to reducing synchronous AM be-
low -45 dB if multipath distortion is
significant because the additional sig-
nal level variations at the FM re-
ceiver limiter caused by the synchro-
nous AM components are insignifi-
cant when compared to the signal
level variations caused by multipath.

Excessive synchronous AM is also
an indirect indication of passband-in-
duced distortion problems that de-
grade stereo performance and SCA
crosstalk.

Many older multi -tube transmitter
designs presently in use will have as
much as six percent (-30 dB) synchro-
nous AM when simply tuned for best
power output and efficiency even
though the asynchronous AM (with-
out modulation) may be better than
-50 dB. Some newer single -tube trans-
mitters can be adjusted for 50 dB or
more suppression of synchronous AM.

The synchronous AM level of virtu-
ally any FM transmitter can be im-
proved by proper tuning techniques.
An approximation to the overall sys-
tem bandwidth can be related to syn-
chronous AM as shown in Table 1.

All optimization should be done
with any automatic power control
(APC) system disabled so that the
APC will not chase the adjustment in
an attempt to keep the output power
constant. The transmitter should be
connected to the normal antenna sys-
tem rather than to a dummy load.
This is because the resistance and re-
actance of the antenna will be differ-
ent from the dummy load and the op-
timum tuning point of the trans-
mitter will shift between the two
different loads. Tuning sequence is:

1. Initial Tuning And Loading. The
transmitter is first tuned for normal
output power and proper efficiency ac-
cording to the manufacturer's instruc-
tion manual. The meter readings
should closely agree with those listed
on the manufacturer's final test data
sheet if the transmitter is being oper-
ated at the same frequency and power
level into an acceptable load,

TABLE 1:
APPROXIMATE SYSTEM BANDWIDTH AS RELATED

TO SYNCHRONOUS AM

SYNCHRONOUS AM
(below equivalent 100% AM)

(with + I- 75kHz 0-1 400 Hz FM)

APPROXIMATE
TRANSMITTER

BANDWIDTH

RF LEVEL
RECEIVER LIMITER

VARIATION AT
(-3dB) ( % ) ( dB )

-30 dB 410 kHz 6.32% 0.57 dB
-35 dB 550 kHz 3.54% 0.31 dB
-40 dB 730 kHz 2.00% 0.18 dB
-45 dB 1.00 MHz 1.12% 0.10 dB
-50 dB 1.34 MHz 0.64% 0.06 dB
-55 dB 1.82 MHz 0.36% 0.03 dB
-60 dB 2.46 MHz 0.20% 0.02 dB

2. Input Tuning And Matching. The
input tuning control should first be
adjusted for maximum grid current
and then fine-tuned interactively
with the input matching control for
minimum reflected power to the
driver stage. Note that the point of
maximum grid current may not coin-
cide with the minimum reflected
power to a solid state driver. This is
because a solid state driver may actu-
ally output more power at certain
complex load impedances than into a
50 ohm resistive load. The main objec-
tive during input tuning is to obtain
adequate grid current while provid-
ing a good match (minimum reflected
power) to the coaxial transmission
line from the driver.
3. Output Tuning. The output tuning
control adjusts the resonant fre-
quency of the output circuit to match
the carrier frequency. As resonance is
reached, the plate current will drop
while both the output power and
screen current rise together. Under
heavily loaded conditions this "dip" in
plate current is not very pronounced,

BY GEOFFREY N.
MENDENHALL
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SYNCHRONOUS AM
so tuning for a "peak" in
screen current is often a
more sensitive indicator of

resonance.
Amplifiers utilizing a folded half -

wave cavity will display little interac-
tion between output tuning and out-
put loading because the output
coupling loop is located at the RF volt-
age null point on the resonant line.
Quarterwave cavities will require in-
teractive adjustment of output tuning
and output loading controls since
changes in loading will also affect the
frequency of the resonant line.
4. Output Loading. There is a delicate
balance between screen voltage and
output loading for amplifiers utilizing
a tetrode tube. Generally, there is one
combination of screen voltage and
output loading where peak efficiency
occurs. At a given screen voltage, in-
creasing the amplifier loading will re-

sult in a decrease in screen
current, while a decrease in
loading will result in an in-
crease in screen current.

As the screen voltage is
increased to get more out-
put power, the loading
must also be increased to
prevent the screen current
from reaching excessive
levels. Further increases in
screen voltage without in-
creased loading will result
in a screen overload with-
out an increase in output
power.
5. Automatic Power Control
Headroom. Automatic
power control (APC) feed-
back systems are utilized in
many transmitters to regu-
late the power output
around a predetermined
setpoint with variations in
ac line voltage or changes
in other operating param-
eters. Most modern FM
broadcast transmitters uti-
lize a high gain tetrode as
the final amplifier stage
with adjustment of the
screen voltage providing
fine adjustment of the
output.

For each power output
level there is one unique

Figure 1: Synchronous waveforms and calculations.
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combination of screen voltage and
output loading that will provide peak
operating efficiency.

In addition, if the screen voltage is
raised without sufficient loading, a
screen current overload will occur be-
fore the upward adjustment in power
output is obtained. To avoid this prob-
lem, it is a good idea to tune the trans-
mitter with slightly heavier loading
than necessary to achieve the desired
power output level in order to allow
for about five percent headroom in ad-
justment range. The output loading
can be adjusted for a "peak" in output
power of five percent over the desired
level and then the screen voltage can
be reduced enough to return to the de-
sired level. This procedure will allow
headroom for an APC system control-
ling screen voltage and will result in
about a one percent compromise in ef-
ficiency, but it will assure the ability
to increase power output up to five
percent without encountering a
screen overload.

After the correct loading point has
been set, FM modulate 100 percent
(± 75 kHz) at 400 Hz and fine -adjust
the transmitter's input tuning and
output tuning controls for minimum
400 Hz AM modulation as detected by
a wideband envelope detector (diode
and line probe). The input matching
and output loading controls should
need no further adjustment.

It is helpful to display the demodu-
lated output from the AM detector on
an oscilloscope while making this ad-
justment. The output of the AM enve-
lope detector should be connected to
the vertical input (Y input) of the
scope while the sweep is triggered by
a sample of the 400 Hz audio tone fed
to the external trigger input. This is
called the "AM waveform" measure-
ment. Note that as the minimum
point of synchronous AM is reached,
the demodulated output from the AM
detector will double in frequency from
400 Hz to 800 Hz because the fall -off
in output power is symmetrical
aroundthe center frequency, causing
the amplitude variations to go
through two complete cycles for every
one FM sweep cycle. (See Figure 1.)

The advantages of observing the de-
modulated AM waveform versus time
is that the frequency doubling effect is
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a sensitive, clear indication of the
symmetrical tuning point and the ac-
tual level of the AM noise below
equivalent 100 percent AM modula-
tion can be calculated from the wave -
form's ac and dc components. The dis-
advantage of this measurement tech-
nique is that it cannot be performed
with normal program audio present.
If it is necessary to touch up the trans-
mitter tuning with normal program
audio present, an X - Y display of de-
modulated AM on the vertical axis (Y
input) versus the audio input to the
FM exciter on the horizontal (X input)
axis will provide a representation of
the transmitter's passband, as shown
in Figures 2A and 2B. This is called
the "passband" measurement. Figure
2A shows the relative amplitude of
the transmitter's output power versus
deviation from the center frequency
with single tone 400 Hz modulation.
Figure 2B shows the same informa-
tion except that complex program
modulation is present.

When making the pass -
band measurement on ste-
reo multiplex transmis-
sions, best results will be
obtained if the horizontal
input of the scope is driven
by a sample of the compos-
ite baseband being fed to
the FM modulator rather
than L + R program audio.
A sample of the composite
baseband being fed to the
FM modulator can be con-
veniently obtained from the
front panel composite test
jack provided on some FM
exciters.

Figure 3 illustrates a typical test
equipment setup and shows a block
diagram of the required test equip-
ment for making synchronous AM
waveform measurements. A precision
envelope detector with high return
loss (low input VSWR) is used so that
accurate synchronous AM waveforms
can be observed while tuning the FM

Figure 3: Block diagram for synchronous
AM measurements calculating AM noise directly

from the demodulated AM waveform.
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transmitter. Both the AM waveform
and passband measurements can be
made depending on whether the scope
is in the triggered sweep mode or the
X -Y mode. Composite baseband can
also be routed into the test setup so
that fine tuning can be done with nor-
mal programming being broadcast. It
should be possible to minimize syn-

Portable Partnership
When you're on the scene, you're on the air -with a

cellular phone and a Comrex. Our PLXmicro converts
telephone quality to program quality around town or
around the world.

The PLXmicro is the tiniest extender we've ever built.
Just about pocket size, it stows -and goes -almost anywhere.

Yet despite its size, it's packed with features: the Comrex
frequency extender is butt in, along with interface for

cellular telephone or standard dial line. There are
microphone and tape inputs and

automatic send level control.
A monitor decoder, hybrid
circuitry and headphone
output allow full duplex
operation.

Call or write for a demo
tape of the difference that a

Comrex can make.

®WIIVi1 IRMA
Comnx Corporation, 65 Nonset Path Acton, MA 01720

508-263-1800 1-800-237-1776
Comrex UK, Ltd.,171-175 Uxbridge Road,

London W139AA 01-579-2743
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The Guy Next Door
May Be Coming

By for a Chat

You have enough problems getting the job done with a system that is
WORKING. The last thing you need is one that ISN'T!

Unfiltered electrical power can literally destroy your computer. Or it
can just make your life miserable by "creating" lost files and directories,
software bugs, master checks and system retries.

The POWER SIFTORT" from Current Technology can eliminate these
effects of "dirty power", and thereby preclude those nasty visits from
the guy next door.

,.... ,.- The family of products from Current Technology has receivedo -\it.i/ outstanding marks in the new Underwriters Laboratories
category rating system...second only to our thousands of%... customers who continue to reorder.

You owe it to yourself and your company to find out more. Call or
write for the UL report and more information on the POWER SIFTOR.

But...you might want to do it now. That next knock may be
you -know -who.

The Power to Succeed -

CURRENT
Technology

1400 S. Sherman  Richardson. TX 75081

(214) 238.5300 Power Siftor and The Power To Succeed
are registered trademarks of Current Technology. Inc.
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SYNCHRONOUS
Amchronous AM while main -
taining output power and
sacrificing little efficiency

in a properly designed power ampli-
fier. Deemphasis should not be used
after the precision envelope detector,
since the additional phase shift to the
demodulated AM (Y-axis) caused by
deemphasis would not be equal to the
phase shift of the composite baseband
fed to the X-axis.

Most FM demodulators cannot be
relied upon to make accurate synchro-
nous AM noise measurements so it is
a good idea to crosscheck the demodu-
lator reading directly against the de-
modulated output of a precision enve-
lope detector.

This can be done by first measuring
the dc component of the waveform
with a voltmeter or by dc coupling the
scope input. The scope is then ac cou-
pled and the input sensitivity is in-
creased until an accurate peak -to -
peak measurement of the ac modula-
tion component can be made. The
peak -to -peak ac voltage is then di-
vided by twice the dc component to
obtain the "voltage ratio." Twenty
times the log (base 10) of the voltage
ratio is the actual AM noise level in
dB below equivalent 100 percent AM
modulation.

Multiplying the voltage ratio by
100 yields the percent of AM modula-
tion. (See Figures 1 and 4.)

Figure 4 shows how the percentage
of AM modulation can be calculated

Figure 4: AM modulation calculations.
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by directly observing the RF envelope
or by the use of the demodulated
waveform from a precision half -wave
(peak) envelope detector. Note that
the peak detected value of the carrier
must be doubled to convert it to the
peak -to -peak value of the carrier. The
ratio of the peak -to -peak modulation
component to the peak -to -peak car-
rier is then used to calculate the per-
centage of AM modulation.

When making these measure-
ments, it is important to take care
that the test setup does not introduce
synchronous AM and give erroneous
readings, which would cause the oper-
ator to mistune the transmitter to
compensate for errors in the measur-
ing equipment.

For example, the input impedance
of the envelope detector must provide
a nearly perfect impedance match so
that there is a very low VSWR on the
sampling transmission line. Any sig-
nificant VSWR on the sampling line
will produce synchronous AM at the
detector because the position of the
voltage peak caused by the standing
wave moves along this line with FM
modulation.

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of the
standing wave ratio on the RF voltage
presented to the envelope detector. As
the sampling line length is increased,
the amount of erroneous AM caused
by a given standing wave ratio also
increases because each additional
quarter wavelength causes more
movement of the standing wave with
FM modulation.

Unfortunately, the AM detectors

Figure 5: Effect of sampling line SWR
on synchronous AM measurements.
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Telex Announcers Headsets
Cover Every Broadcast Need

Comfortably
Each unique announcing situation can require a different headset. Is there
a lot of noise in the background or are you in a quiet studio? Do you want
to include or eliminate the ambient noise around the announcer? Is there
a need for the announcer to be able to monitor more than one sound
source? What about impedance differences, or microphone audio quality.

You could probably get by with a standard "all-around" headset, but do
you really want to? Similarly, you could probably find something that would
"make -do" from a headset source offering only a couple of models from
which to choose. But, for a complete selection, one that offers a solution
to your every broadcast need, turn to Telex.

MICROPHONE EARPHONE
TYPE ELEMENT TYPE ELEM OHMS

OMNI N/C UNI DYN COND BIN MONO MAG 150 300 6000

Full Cushion X X X X X X X X X

Light Weight X X X X X X X X

The above chart indicates the wide variety
of styles and specifications available in
our announcers' headsets. Ask about our
full line of camera and imercom headsets
as well. Call or write to.
Telex Communications, Inc.,
9600 Aldrich Av. S., Minneapolis, MN 55420
BME 9 88

TELEX®

Intercom

COPYRIGHT  INS ISKIACEAST ELECTRONICS. INS.
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tsiupplieod with mostnitors motdulai

vide a sufficiently accurate
match to be useful for this measure-
ment. Precision envelope detectors

50. RF
SAMPLING LINE
WITH LOW VSWR

Figure 6: Detector setup for synchronous AM measurement.

DETECTOR SETUP FOR: SYNCHRONOUS AM MEASUREMENT

PRECISION ENVELOPE
DETECTOR WITH GOOD
INPUT MATCH

M.P. 8471A
OR

W.B.E. A33

SEPARATE RF
SAMPLER WITH
EXTERNAL PRECISION
ENVELOPE DETECTOR

D.C.AM MCOULATION

THRU -LINE
WITH BUILT-IN
DETECTOR DIODE
IN SAMPLING ELEMENT.

RF FILTER NETWORK FOR USE WITH
THRU -LINE ELEMENT OR PRECISION
ENVELOPE DETECTOR TO MAKE SYNCHRONOUS
AM NOISE MEASUREMENTS.

AUDIO

PASSBAND.

.Am WAVEFORM'

VERTICAL HORIZONTAL
(Y) INPUT IX) INPUT

EXT
TRIGGER

4
PROGRAM AUDIO

OR
COMPOSITE BASEBAND
FROM EXCITER TEST

JACK

COPYRIGHT to 1988 BROADCAST ELECTRONICS. INC.

TO FM MODULATOR

are available from Wide Band Engi-
neering and Hewlett Packard that
provide a 30 dB return loss (1.06:1
VSWR) to the sampling line when
combined with a 10 dB, 50 ohm resis-
tive pad.

A thru-line type of directional cou-
pler normally used to drive the watt-
meter movement has an envelope de-
tector diode built into the sampling
element. It provides a dc component to
which the meter movement responds
as well as a demodulated AM noise
component to which the meter move-
ment does not respond.

Feeding the thru-line element out-
put to an oscilloscope instead of to the
wattmeter movement now allows the
synchronous waveform to be mea-
sured accurately. This approach elim-
inates the errors due to VSWR on the
sampling line, since the detector is lo-
cated at the sampling point.

Figure 6 shows how to use a thru-
line coupler for making synchronous
AM measurements. The manufac-

Starting At $29,990

See us at Booth #625

RADIO '88

Schafer
DIGITAL SYSTEM 8OTM

Random Access To 80 Hours Of
Digital Stereo Programming

n ay the ability to play any song, commercial, jingle or
tation ID from a stored I brary of 80 or 160 hours.

II Weeks Of Walk Away Time
II Superb Digital Sound Quality With The Ultimate

In Flexibility
 Instant Access To Commercials/Short Events
 Develop Your Own Music Library Or Choose From

A Variety of Syndicated Packages
The Schafer DIGITAL SYSTEM 80 combines hard disk

computer technology witl- the superb sound quality of
digital stereo to introduce a whole new era
in broadcasting.

Call Or Write For More Information To:

46
Schafer Digital /a Paul Schafer Company
5801 Soledad Mountain Rd., La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 456-8000 / FAX (619) 456-1350
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turer of the thru-line coupler can sup-
ply the special connectors and/or ca-
bles to connect its output to the oscil-
loscope. Care must be taken to avoid
hum pickup from ac ground loops
while making these low level mea-
surements.

Both the thru-line element detector
and the precision envelope detectors
have some residual RF on their dc
output, so an RF filter network should
be placed between the detector and
the input oscilloscope. Figure 6 shows
a suggested configuration for this fil-
ter, which can be constructed easily in
a small shielded enclosure.

Broadcast Electronics has recently
developed a built-in precision enve-
lope detector that will be added to the
Automatic Power Control (APC) sys-
tem used in the "A" series of FM
broadcast transmitters. A calibrated
front -panel AM noise test jack will al-
low observation of the synchronous
AM waveforms or direct measure-
ment of the synchronous AM noise

7111111111

Sources of Precision Envelope Detectors
Wide Band Engineering, Inc., P.O. Box 21652, 1838 E. University Dr.,
Phoenix, AZ 85036.
Hewlett Packard, Inc., 1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303-3308.
THRULINE is a registered trademark of Bird Electronic Corp., 30303
Aurora Rd., Solon, OH 44139.

level on a standard audio voltmeter.
VHF amplifiers often exhibit a

somewhat unusual characteristic
when tuning for maximum efficiency.
The highest efficiency operating point
does not exactly coincide with the low-
est plate current because the power
output continues to rise for a while on
the inductive side of resonance com-
ing out of the dip in plate current. If
the amplifier is tuned exactly to reso-
nance, the plate load impedance will
be purely resistive and the load line
will be linear. As the output circuit is
tuned to the inductive side of reso-
nance, the plate load impedance be-

comes complex and the load line be-
comes elliptical instead of linear since
the plate current and plate voltage
are no longer in phase. Apparently
best efficiency occurs when the phase
of the instantaneous plate voltage
slightly leads the plate current. 

Thanks to Ed Anthony, Jay Linderer
and Mukunda Shresthah.

Geoffrey N. Mendenhall, PE, is vice
president of engineering for Broadcast
Electronics, Inc., Quincy, IL. He holds
a BEE degree from Georgia Institute of
Technology and three U.S. patents.

Splatter matters.
Splatter is a form of radio interference that

can drive listeners away from AM radio. It creates
distortion in your signal, wastes transmitter power
on undesired sidebands and interferes with other stations.
Even with an NRSC audio filter, misadjustment of the
transmitter or audio processing equipment can still
produce an RF spectrum that can exceed NRSC or
FCC limitations.

That's why routine monitoring of your station's RF
spectrum is a must. But it doesn't mean you'll have to
bust your budget on a spectrum analyzer. It just means
you need the rugged SM-1 AM Splatter Monitor from
Delta Electronics.

For just $2,150 you can now accurately measure
your transmitter's spectral output, monitor transmitter
IPM levels and make adjustments to improve clarity.
An external audio input helps identify splatter sources.

The Splatter Monitor's unique offset feature tunes
spectral segments for closer examination 10 kHz to

100 kHz away from the carrier. Unlike a spectrum
analyzer, you can listen to the front panel speaker or
your own headphones as you measure splatter levels
on the front panel meter. The Splatter Monitor also
has an alarm output to drive your remote control.

In this day and age where splatter matters,
monitoring it doesn't have to cost you a fortune.

To find out more about the new Delta Splatter
Monitor, call (703) 354-3350, or write Delta Electronics,
Inc., 5730 General Washington Drive, P.O. Box 11268,
Alexandria, VA 22312._

The Above Standard
Industry Standard.

DELTA ELECTRONICS

e1988 Delta Electronics, Inc.
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NRSC
UPDATE

Converting to NRSC
is one important route

to AM improvement
Here's where the issue

stands right now.

BY STANLEY SALEK

mproved AM sound coupled
with protection of station sepa-
ration is a goal American
broadcasters have worked to-
ward since the formation of the
NRSC (National Radio Systems

Committee) in 1980.
Those goals are now one step closer

to reality following a new FCC
rulemaking. At the Commission's
general meeting July 20, the FCC
proposed adoption of standards which
include those developed by the NRSC
in order to improve the technical
quality of AM radio.

The first NRSC au-
dio standard (NRSC 1)
limits audio frequency
to 10 kHz to help re-
duce adjacent -channel
interference. It also
will standardize sta-
tion use of audio
preemphasis (boost)
and a corresponding
deemphasis curve in
consumer AM receiv-
ers. The rulemaking
follows a petition filed
by the NAB in late
1987 asking the FCC to make NRSC 1
mandatory and implemented as of
January 1, 1990. The NAB petition
states that maximum benefit and re-
duced interference will only be
achieved if all stations comply.

At the same meeting, the FCC also
requested comments on the second
NRSC standard (NRSC 2, or "RF
Mask"), which limits radio frequency
emissions. NRSC 2 is designed to fa-
cilitate reduction of RF splatter out-
side the ± 10 kHz limit.

The NRSC standards were devel-
oped jointly by the NAB and the EIA
(Electronic Industries Association),
which represents the interests of

NAB Applies for Experimental AM

As part of the NAB's program to support AM improvement, the associ-
ation has filed an application with the FCC to operate an experimen-
tal AM radio station in Beltsville, MD.

The experimental station will test whether new antenna designs
achieve separate control over skywave and groundwave signals. The
NAB plans to operate the station for two years. The facility will oper-
ate on the 1660 frequency and use power up to 5 kW.

home receiver manufacturers. They
undertook development of the stan-
dards as a joint project in 1985 and
completed a preemphasis standard
recommendation in the middle of
1986. This standard provides high -
frequency boost to narrow -bandwidth
ratios and allows wideband receivers
to follow standard deemphasis.

The committee also completed a
bandwidth limiting standard (10 kHz)
in late 1986. This standard was de-
signed to protect second -adjacent
channels from interference and uti-

lized a lowpass filter
placed just before the
transmitter audio
input.

The complete NRSC
1 audio standard was
submitted for ANSI
standardization and
released January 10,
1987 as a voluntary
standard. Fully com-
patible with stereo sys-
tems, NRSC 1 is in-
stalled via audio
processor modification.

Voluntary compli-
ance is underway, and over 800 Amer-
ican AM stations have reported vol-
untary conversion to NRSC 1 as of
July 7, 1988. Stations have also re-
ported improvement with existing ra-
dio receivers, including reduced
intermodulation distortion, better
performance into narrow antenna
systems, reduced interference and
newly receivable stations.

The final standard for NRSC 2 ("RF
Mask") was released June 1, 1988. Al-
lowing measurement of transmitter
RF performance, RF Mask sets guide-
lines for maximum occupied RF band-
width under program conditions,
pulsed noise conditions and stereo-
phonic conditions. Measurement tech-
niques are achieved via spectrum an-
alyzers and "splatter monitor"
devices, which are currently being
manufactured. NRSC 1 is required for
NRSC 2 compliance and measure-
ment; taken together, the NRSC stan-
dard acts as a complete system.

Similar improvement is envisioned
for FM technical quality, and the next
steps may include the formation of an
NRSC FM group. 
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LEASING'S GREATEST HITS
Like music, equipment leasing and radio
were made for each other. The fact is
over 80% of American businesses lease
the equipment they need - radio sta-
tions included.

There are a number of important rea-
sons why leasing works to your advan-
tage - from no down payment to

improvement of cash flow There are
also a number of reasons why you should
consider leasing through LeaseAmerica
- including knowledge of and a commit-
ment to the radio industry

Call LeaseAmerica next time you need
equipment. We'll structure a program
that'll he music to your ears!

FOR A FREE BROADCAST INDUSTRY LEASING BROCHURE

CALL SANDI SHAKESPEARE TOLL -FREE 1-800-553-7287. IN IOWA CALL 1-800-332-5342.

LA
LEASEAMERICA

A hic Inc Company

Stop by booth # 712 at NAB Radio 'S
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AM/FM improvements, the digital
radio station and the most FCC rulemakings ever

will be hot topics.

RADIO '88 EXHIBITORS

ABC Radio Networks 643
Absolute Broadcast Auto-

mation 645
All Star Radio 423
American Image Produc-
tions 650 652
American Medical Associa-
tion 136 138
Arbitron Ratings Co. 521
Army Broadcasting Service
130

Associated Press Broad-
cast Svcs 307
Associated Production Mu-
sic 709
ATI-Audio Technologies

Inc. 827-829
Auditronics, Inc. 1021-
1023
Automated Business Con-

cepts 528
Avcom of Virginia, Inc.
926
BDR Audiotex 902
Bertram Studios 1035-
1039
Birch/Scarborough Re-

search 344-346
Bradley Broadcast Sales

841

Brite Voice Systems 642-
644
Broadcast Audio Corp. 127
Broadcast Components

Corp. 1042
Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
205
Broadcast Financial Mgmt.
Assn 152
Broadcast Investment Ana-
lysts 937
Broadcast Supply West
617-619
Broadcasting and the Law,
Inc. 117
Cablewave Systems 312
Cadena Radio Centro 646
CBSI/Custom Business

Sys., Inc 435
Century 21 Programming
522
Circuit Research Labs
1025-1027
Clayton -Webster Corp.

107-109
CMI 526
CNA Insurance Companies

126-128

Columbine Systems, Inc.
135

Communication Graphics,

Inc. 427-429
CompuSonics Corp. 553-
555

Computer Concepts Corp.

227

Concept Productions 716-
718

The Otis Conner Compa-

nies 805
CRN International 823
CSI Mktg./B. Gelman &
Assoc. 818
Data Express 856
Datacount, Inc. 246-248
Dataworld 935
Decision, Inc. 325
Delta Electronics, Inc. 213
DeWolfe Music Library

443
Dielectric Communications
335

DKW Systems Inc. 544-
546

Drake-Chenault 245-247
Dynatech Newstar 1029
EFM Management 654

Electronic Research, Inc.
852-854
Emergency Broadcast Sys-
tem 148
Eventide, Inc. 812
Fidelipac Corp. 405
Film House, Inc. 215-217
Fireworks by Grucci 501
FirstCom Broadcast Ser-
vices 541-543
FMX INABI 802, 900-901
Michael Fox Auctioneers,
Inc. 943
Gentner Electronics Corp.
741-743
Giant Boom Box Industries
813
Charles J. Givens Org., Inc.

340
Great Takes 147
Harris Corp. 206-208
Harrison Systems, Inc. 250
Hazel's Fantasy Factory

524
HLC/Killer Music 1047-
1049
Holaday Industries, Inc.
713
Howe Technologies 1013-

1015

IDB Communications

Group, Inc. 847
IGM Communications, Inc.
705-707
Intercollegiate Broad-
casting Sys. 150
International
Tapetronics/3M

502, 600
Jampro Antennas, Inc. 719

Jefferson -Pilot Data Ser-

vices 601, 700
Kalamusic 149
Keepers 746

LDL Communications, Inc.
613-615
Leach Research, Inc. 816
LeaseAmerica Corp. 712
Library Book Exhibit INABI
223
LPB Inc.540-542
M.T.C. Productions, Inc.
1043
The Marketing Works 314-
316

Marketron 747
Media Gen'I. Broadcast
Svcs. 818

Media Touch Systems, Inc.
907

Metro Traffic Control 723
Charles Michelson, Inc.
701

Miller, Kaplan & Arase
445-447
Motorola AM Stereo 212-
216
Music Director Prog. Ser-
vices 4.01

NAB Legal 715-717
Nat'l Religious Broadcast-
ers 146
National Campaigns (NAB)
545-547
The National Guard Bureau
132

Nautel 928
Network Production Music
925
New England Digital 135A
Nordic Software, Inc. 551
NPR Satellite Services 640

NRSC INABI 800-801
Omega International 1036-
1038

Omnimusic 714
Pacific Recorders & Eng.

Corp. 947

Pams Jingles 1005
Pike and Fischer, Inc. 939
Profit Plus Software 842
Progressive Music Network

922-924
Radio Advertising Bureau
110-112
Radio Design Labs 441

Radio Marketing Concepts
840

Radio Retailing Network,
Inc. 742-744
Radio Systems, Inc. 651
RadioMail 118
Radioware 1007-1009
Register Data Systems 607
Satellite Music Network
512

Schafer Digital 625
SCS Radio Network Ser-

vices 505
Seeburg Corp. 804-806
Selective Service System

134

Shively Labs 241-243
Southern Trax Production
Co. 425

Steffen Marketing Re-
source 1001
Strata Marketing, Inc. 235
Studer Revox America 114
Super Roving Radio, Inc.

313, MR29
Systemation 1034
Tapscan Inc. 835

Target Tuning, Inc. 647
Techni-Tool, Inc. 116
Tennaplex Systems Ltd.

500
TIC General 825
2B Systems Corp. 219
U.S. Air Force Recruiting
Svc. 120
U.S. Army Reserve 124
U.S. Naval Reserve 142-

144

U.S. Tape & Label Corp.

106-108
United Press International
121

Thomas J. Valentino, Inc.
113-115
Vortex Weather Corp. 342
Weather Services Corp.
318
Wheatstone Corp. 1000
Winners News Network
(WWNNI 814

WSM AM/FM 753-757
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Engineering topics, technical seminars and in-
formal discussion of the unprecdented number
of recent technology rulemakings proposed by
the FCC will dominate the NAB Radio Conven-
tion, Radio '88. The conference runs from Sep-
tember 14 to September 17 in Washington, D.C.

Radio '88 will include the NAB's AM Directional An-
tenna Seminar, described as the only comprehensive AM
directional antenna program in the United States. Pro-
grammed by Carl Smith of Smith Electronics Inc., the
special seminar begins September 13.

Other Radio '88 offerings will include a day -long work-
shop examining the digital radio station and a half -day
presentation of the NAB's RF Radiation Compliance semi-
nar. The digital radio station workshop will cover sam-
pled -data theory, digital audio storage, digital AM and FM
modulation and transmission techniques and CD/DAT
technology. In addition to a Q & A session with engineers
who have converted to digital technologies and a presenta-
tion on digital audio interconnection, the seminar includes
expanded sessions on all -digital editing, production and
effects generation.

The NAB RF Radiation Regulation Compliance seminar
is a hands-on session covering compliance evaluation and
a practical explanation of FCC regulations. Engineers can
each assess his or her particular station with experts in
FCC RF radiation regulation, facility design and modifica-
tion, RF radiation measurement and legal aspects of

radiation regulation compliance.
Radio '88 will also feature five special technical panels

for radio engineers. An FCC Engineers' Forum will pro-
vide an open interchange among station engineers and
FCC branch engineering staffers. Two panels of special
interest consider the causes and cures of interference and
FM directional antennas, the subject of a recent controver-
sial FCC proposal. Other panels examine PCs for engi-
neering applications and an update on the EBS.

Radio '88 will also host eight special presentations about
AM and FM improvement. Key sessions include a Na-
tional Radio Systems Committee (NRSC) update on AM
improvement, which was also the subject of a recent FCC
rulemaking, a report on the reduced skywave antenna
project and the first public presentation of a series of psy-
choacoustic tests evaluating tolerance of AM interference.
Over 140 exhibitors will display their wares in the Radio
'88 Exhibit Hall at the Washington Convention Center. In
addition, a two-hour "spotlight" Computer Fair will be
held September 17 to showcase broadcast -related hard-
ware and software.

On the "talent" front, newscaster Paul Harvey will take
the mic to host the Radio Award Luncheon Friday, Sep-
tember 16 where Ben Hoberman, former president of ABC
Radio, will receive the 1988 NAB Radio Award. Radio '88's
opening ceremony will spotlight 10 radio stations during
the second annual Crystal Radio Awards presentation
September 15. 

RADIO '88 ENGINEERING SESSIONS

This schedule highlights events of special interest to engineering and technical staff. For a complete list of
sessions and workshops, consult the full NAB schedule at Radio '88

Tuesday, September 13
12:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.
Directional Antenna Seminar

Wednesday, September 14
8:00 a.m.-6.30 p.m.
Directional Antenna Seminar
2:00-5:00 p.m.
Radio Station Tours./
NAB Science & Tech Offices
6:00-8.00 p.m.
Welcome Reception
8:00 p.m. -Midnight
Hospitality Suites

Thursday, September 15
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Digital Radio Station Seminar
9:15-11:15 a.m.
Crystal Radio Awards

11:00 a.m.-6 p.m.
Exhibits Open
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Reception
5:00 p.m. -6:15 p.m.
Interference: Its Causes and Cures
6:00 p.m. -Midnight
Hospitality Suites

Friday, September 16
8:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
RF Radiation Regulation
Compliance Seminar
11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Exhibits Open
12:30-2:15 p.m.
Radio Award Luncheon
2:45-4:00 p.m.
FM Improvement
4:00 p.m. -Midnight
Hospitality Suites

Saturday, September 17
9:45-11:00 a.m.
AM Technical Improvement, Part I
10:00 a.m.-12 noon
Computer Fair
11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Exhibits Open
11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
AM Technical Improvement,
Part II
12:45-2:00 p.m.
FM Directional Antennas
2:15-3:30 p.m.
PCs for Engineering Applications
2:15-3:30 p.m.
EBS: What's Old, What's
New, What's Changing
3:45-5:00 p.m.
FCC Engineers Forum
7:00 p.m.
Closing Party
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COMPUTE

Calculate
Intermodulation

Products
By Ronald F. Balonis

There must be a law for it: "In time, just
about everything gets more complex."
It's especially true in engineering
these days, where just about every-
thing contributes to the growing com-
plexity of the job and the profession.

For example, the increasing number, for all ser-
vices, of cosited and colocated transmitters in-
creases the potential for and the problems of in-
terference by intermodulation products.

In the old days, IM (intermodulation) interfer-
ence was a rare engineering problem that few
ever had reason or opportunity to solve. But today
it faces just about every engineer involved in
putting in a new transmitter or maintaining or
replacing an old one.

The first step in solving an "intermodulaton"
interference problem is to determine its probable
sources by using the frequencies of the suspect
transmitters to compute the IM products (new fre-
quencies) they can generate. Even though the
mathematical relationships are simple-the
sums and differences for the harmonics-the pro-
cedure becomes increasingly complex with the in-
creasing order (harmonic relationships) of the
products.

It's something that's better done, more accu-
rately too, by a computer. And that gives us the
topic and the program for this month's column.
Given two frequencies, INTERMOD.BAS calcu-
lates the second-, third-, and fifth -order products
that the two frequencies can generate
by intermodulation (mixing) of their
fundamentals and harmonics.

Intermodulation products are actu-
ally RF distortion products. They're the
new frequencies generated when the
harmonics of strong RF signals mix
with each other in some kind of non-
linear device or circuit. They become,
and they create, interference when
they coincide with the a desired signal
or when they exceed the emission lim-
its for the service.

Two frequencies, Fl and F2, will pro-
duce many intermodulation products.
The empirical formula is (mFl +/- nF2)
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with m and n being the harmonic multiples. Gen-
erally the most troublesome intermodulation
products (frequencies) are the low -order ones;
when n + m equals a low odd number the prod-
ucts will lie close to either Fl or F2 and will be
"in -band," so to speak. Therefore, to keep it as
simple as possible, INTERMOD.BAS calculates
only the normally troublesome products-the sec-
ond -order ones, Fl + F2 and F1 - F2; the third -
order ones, 2F1 + F2, 2F1 - F2, F2 + 2F2, and F2
- 2F2; and fifth -order ones, F1 + 4F2, F1 - 4F2,
2F1 + 3F2, 2F1 - 3F2, 3F1 + 2F2, 3F1 - 2F2, 4F1
+ F2, and 4F1 - F2.

Intermodulation prod
ucts can be generated
whenever RF signals are
applied to a nonlinear de-
vice. An overloaded re-
ceiver, for example, can be
a source of intermodula-
tion. A receiver's front-end -
can exhibit nonlinearity at relatively low input
voltage levels, and even though the IM products
generated will be low in amplitude, perhaps af-
fecting only the receiver, they can be radiated by
its antenna to other nearby receivers.

Intermodulation products can also be gener-
ated in and by transmitters when strong signals,
present on the antenna, are coupled to its final
stage to mix with the fundamental and its
harmonics.

INTERMODULATION PRODUCTS --

FREQUENCIES <F1/F2>: 1240/1340

ORDER -- PRODUCTS
[1F1-1F2111F1+1F2]

2ND = 100 2580

[1F1-2F2][1F1+2F2M2F1-1F27[2F1+1F2]
3RD = 1140 3820 1440 3920

I1P1-4F2H1F1+4F21(2F1-3F2][2P1+3F2)
5TH = 3620 6300 1040 6400

[3F1-1F21[3F1+1F2][4F1-1F21[4F1+1F2]
1540 6500 4120 6600 ?

Figure 1: demo screen for INTERMOD.BAS.



Can you build it less expensive?
make it flexible?
design it smaller?

Will you maintain your same high quality standards?

Yes!

Yes!

CM23A1

3 NTSC inputs, RGB and Y/C standard
550 lines of horizontal resolution
15/21 inch dot in -line flat CRT
high quality comb filter standard
higher luminance output

for brighter pictures

CM43A 1

wider contrast range
CM43 is rack mountable and CM23 is a

desk top model.
SMPTE C phosphors
Os 4,200 and $ 4,620

DIGITAL TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR

a,

. sax vote onwe

. '.
row,.  G -r GEfF,.17.V.T7

rT 7 p.."..FGC;G.F....46..Q1)

16 test signals
10 -bit digital processing
SCH accurate

Si rack unit tall
$ 3,900

TG56B1

Of course, we're Asaca/Shibasoku!
We at Asaca/Shibasoku understand the
demands placed on the Broadcast Pro-
fessional. Capital Budgets are tight, Rack
Space is a premium, and Operational
Flexibility is a must. That's why we have
designed a new line of High Quality

THE TRUE MEASURE OF PERFORMANCE

AEIC/1

Monitors and Signal Generators incredibly
functional at a price that won't demand
Supplemental Funding. So contact your
nearest Asaca/Shibasoku representative
and experience...

Asaca/Shibasoku Corporation of America
12509 Beatrice Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066 U.S.A. Te1.1213 )827-7144 Fax. ( 213)306-1382

ShibaSoku Co., Ltd.
Head office:P.O.Box.6010, Shinjuku NS Bldg. 4-1, Nishi Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 163 Japan
Te1.103)349-1511 Telex:2325435 ASACA J Fax:103/3494522
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COMPUTE

0 'INTERMOD.BAS -INTERMODULATION PRODUCTS -
5 'BY RONALD F. BALONIS MAY 3, 1988
10 DIM IM(14),IDX(14):NUMB$=" ########"
20 TLE$="-- INTERMODULATION PRODUCTS --
50 CLS:PRINT TAB(25);TLE$:PRINT
80 '

90 ' ENTER THE TWO FREQUENCIES
100 LINE INPUT "FREQUENCIES <F1/F2>: ";FO$
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
148
150
160
165
170
175
180
185
190

IF FO$="' THEN STOP:' OR SYSTEM
J=INSTR(F0$,"/")
IF J=0 THEN 100:' TRY AGAIN
F1=VAL(RIGHT$(F0$,J-1))
F2=VAL(LEFT$ (F0$,J+1))
IF F1*F2=<0 THEN RUN 0:' --RESTART
I=INSTR(RIGHTS(F0S,J-1),".")
IF I>8 OR J>8 THEN RUN 0
IF I>0 THEN MIDS(NUMB$,I+10-J)="."

'--COMPUTE 2ND, 3RD, & 5TH PRODUCTS
FOR M=1 TO 4:' (mFl +/- nF2)
FOR N=-4 TO 4:' PLUS & MINUS
IF N=0 THEN 185 ELSE P=M+ABS(N)
IF P=2 OR P=3 OR P=5 THEN 180 ELSE 185
K=K+1:IM(K)=ABS(M*F1+N*F2):IDX(K)=P

NEXT N
NEXT M:PRINT:PRINT

195 PRINT 'ORDER -- PRODUCTS
200 '

290 '--DISPLAY 2ND, 3RD, & 5TH PRODUCTS
300 PRINT ' [1F1-1F2](1F1+1F2].
305 PRINT "2ND =';
310 FOR J=1 TO 14
315 IF IDX(J)=2 THEN GOSUB 400
320 NEXT J: PRINT:PRINT
325 '

330 PRINT " [IF1-2F2](1F1+2F2]";
335 PRINT "[2F1-1F2][2F1+1F2]"
340 PRINT "3RD =";
345 FOR J=1 TO 14
350 IF IDX(J)=3 THEN GOSUB 400
355 NEXT J:PRINT:PRINT
360 '

365 PRINT ' [IF1-4F2](1F1+4F2]";
370 PRINT "(2F1-3F2)(2F1+3F2)(3F1-1F2]";
375 PRINT "(3F1+1F2J(4F1-1F21(4F1+1F2)"
380 PRINT "5TH =';
385 FOR J=1 TO 14
390 IF IDX(J)=5 THEN GOSUB 400
395 NEXT J:INPUT " ";X:RUN 0:' --RESTART
400 '

405 PRINT USING NUMB$;IM(J);:RETURN
410 ' ---END OF PROGRAM

Figure 2: program listing for INTERMOD.BAS, a intermodulation product calculation scheme.

-> "

Given the right conditions-a strong enough
RF signal and a nonlinear device of some sort-
intermodulation products can and do occur most
everywhere.

The demo example illustrates, a common
intermodulation problem on the AM band for
some radio markets. The basic conditions for its
occurrence are two stations, such as local chan-
nels 1240 and 1340, that are spaced a mile or so
apart: The third -order products of Fl - 2F2 and
2F1 - F2 of the stations fall in -band close to Fl
and F2. The modulation of F1 on Fl - 2F2 and the
modulation of F2 on 2F1 - F2 usually indicates
that the "mix" occurs in each station's transmitter.

And there's the familiar cases of the IF
intermodulation product problems in the TV and
FM services. For TV Channel 6 and FM Channel
253 assignments, it's the IF relationship between
Channel 6 audio at 87.75 mHz and the FM Chan-
nel 253 audio at 98.5 mHz. And for FM, it's as-
signments separated by 10.6 or 10.7 mHz. The
problems for both result from the IF -related
intermodulation product that a nearby receiver
can generate. And, the primary method of solv-
ing, or preventing it, is by the separation dis-
tances in the allocation rules, but a lot depends on
the receiver.

The program works as follows: After the usual
initialization statements, the LINE INPUT state-
ment in line 100 prompts for input of the two
frequencies separated by a / (slash). The / enables
the RIGHT$ and LEFT$ functions to assign the
values to Fl and F2. If the / is missing, if one of
the values is 0, or if the entered frequency is more
than seven characters long (including the decimal
point), the program restarts on the error. A null
enter ends the program.
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Lines 150-190 compute the intermodulation
products for the two frequencies, Fl and F2. To
compute all the products, the formula is coded as
a double loop, M from 1 to 4 and N from -4 to 4.
The product order is the sum of the absolute val-
ues of M and N. Line 175 steers the loop so that
only the second, the third, and the fifth are
calculated.

Lines 300-395 display the products using a sim-
ple loop to print them-lines 300-320 for the sec-
ond, lines 330-355 for the third, and lines 365-395
for the fifth.

Once again, this program was written for and
runs on an IBM-compatible PC using GWBASIC
and MS-DOS. Since it is coded in near -generic
BASIC, it should work on many others, too.

Tracing intermodulation interference requires
a combination of intuitive, forensic, and pure de-
tective skills. INTERMOD.BAS only computes
the products of the suspect frequencies taken two
at a time. Finding the offending equipment-
transmitter or receiver-is up to you. Look first
where the fields are strong. It may just take a
little trial and error-some one -at -a -time con-
necting and reconnecting or turning on and off.

The final step is fixing the problem. It is always
best to solve an IM problem at its source, if at all
possible. If the mixing is occurring in a receiver,
trap out one of the frequencies at the receiver. If it
is occurring in a transmitter, insert a low-pass
filter in the line to the antenna. If the nonlinear
device producing the IM products cannot be
found, the troublesome product can still be elimi-
nated at the receiver. 

Balonis is chief engineer at WILK-AM, Wilkes-Barre,
PA.



Perfectly Simple.
And Portable.

Compact, lightweight and fully portable, the Oki
LT1250TSC provides you with easy bidirectional NTSC,
NTSC 4.43* and PAL conversion, plus the option for
SECAM and PAL -M conversion. Input standard is selected
automatically; output standard with a flick of a switch on
the operation panel. A time base correction function assures
clear, stable images even when converting with a 3/4-incl-_
U-matic VTR or 1/2 -inch home VCR. Alsa available from
Oki, the LT1210TSC allows standard NTSC, PAL and
SECAM conversion. Use either model for your television
standard conversion requirements. Both are perfectly simple.
And quite simply the best. Input only

Head Office:
Overseas Marketing & Tales
10-3, Shibaura 4-chorre,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, ..apan
Tel: (03) 454-2111
Fax: (03) 452-5214
Telex: J22627
Cable: OKIDENKI TOKYO

London Office
Ground Floor North 3,
Shortlands, Hammersmith
International Centre,
London W6, U.K.
Tel: (01) 741-2324
Fax: (01) 741-4122
Telex: 927029 OKIDEN G

Local CKI Distributor

Television Standards Converter

SAECO INTERNATIONAL ALEX L CLARK LTD.
1122 East Chevy Chase Drive, 30 Dorchester Avenue
Glendale, A 91205, Toronto, Ontar o M6Z cW6,
U.S.A. Canada
Tel: (213) 245-7708 lel- (4-6) 255-8594
Fax: (Er 8) 241-2691 Fax: (z16) 255-260
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SPECTRUM
THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

Qualifying for
Construction Permits

By Harry Cole

ngineers who are entrepreneur-
ially minded, or who work for
companies that like to try to ac-
quire construction permits
through the application process
(rather than by buying either
construction permits or the li-
censes of operating stations), oc-
casionally find themselves

called upon to assist in the preparation of con-
struction permit applications.

While such assistance could normally entail
preparation of the technical engineering portions
of the application, it might also involve work in
connection with the certifications relative to fi-
nancial qualifications and site availability. Be-
cause of the possibility of such involvement, we
thought it might be a good idea to review certain
aspects of these two largely nontechnical areas.

The FCC requires that each applicant for a con-
struction permit be, among other things, finan-
cially qualified. That means that the applicant
must have available to it sufficient funds to con-
struct its proposed station and operate it for a
period of three months without revenues.

In other words, the applicant must fir fi
out how much money it will take to do the jo
construct and operate the station) and asallattle
availability of at least that amount of fund'

This task often involves someone wit
neering expertise because it requires familiar
ity with the nature and amount of equipment
to be purchased and the approximate costs of
such equipment.

If you are asked for assistance for such a
project, you should first discuss the matter
with the applicant's consulting engineer, or
whoever else is preparing the technical por-
tion of the application. Make sure you
understand precisely what is going to be
proposed in the way of transmission
equipment. While the application
form tends not to request explicit in-
formation about transmitter and
antenna specifications, some consul-
tants choose to include some such
information in their portion of

1.1
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the application. Make sure to base your cost pro-
jections on an equipment list that is consistent
with all aspects of the technical proposal in the
application.

Once you understand what equipment is going
to be referenced in the application, and thus what
equipment you will definitely have to include in
your cost projections, you should prepare a rough
list of all the equipment you expect to need in
order to get the station up and running. In addi-
tion to the transmitter, this would normally in-
clude antenna and antenna line, at least a rudi-
mentary amount of studio equipment, office
furniture and equipment,
auxiliary power genera
tors and possibly some
STL hardware, depending
on how you intend to get
the signal to the trans-
mitter.

Next, get equipment
cost estimates on each of
the listed items. Manufac-
turers are usually happy
to elp out at this stage

ause ey view this as
ntial sale if the application is successful.

Siatee.manufacturers may also be willing to
ide information about available credit

(For the purpose of an application, such
erms may be relied on only if the applicant is

illing and able to satisfy any and all condi-
tions the manufacturer may require; it is nec-
essary to exercise caution before relying on
such credit.)

The second phase of the project requires
preparing an estimated operating budget.
While this requires some input from the

applicant with respect to items such as
projected salaries, it is possible-and in-

deed likely-that the applicant will
look to the engineer for information
about power costs, transmitter site
rent/purchase, maintenance costs,
equipment replacement, and so
forth.

Cole is a partner in
Bechtel & Cole, a
Washington, DC -
based law firm.

The Commission requires that



BEE ON THE LEADING EDGE
OF BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGY!

International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition
November 16-18, 1988

Convention Center Tokyo, Sunshine City, Tokyo, Japan

Over the last 20 years, Inter BEE has grown into the largest,
most advanced exhibition of broadcasting -related equipment in Asia.

Inter BEE '88 will carry on the tradition, showing leading -edge technology.
Last year's show attracted more than 22,000 visitors from around the world

to see the latest developments in high definition television
and video technologies, CCD cameras of studio quality,

and the fast-growing direct broadcast satellite field.
This year, Inter BEE '88 will once again present the newest in video, audio,

and new media technology.
Make it your business to attend Inter BEE '88.

0444 Japan Electronics Show Association
int,/ itEi: Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry Bldg., 3-2-2, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan



IMAGE, SOUND, CABLE, SYNTHETIC IMAGES,
SATELLITE, PRODUCTION AND POST -PRODUCTION.

Get

a slice of

the pie

with 1992 just around the
bend, Europe is getting
ready.
Leaders of the American
audio-visual field - come
at SATIS 89 and get a
slice of this exciting new
25
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5

a

exhibitors

visitors
(x 100)
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business world. You can
be amongst the pioneers
that will conquer Euro-
pean business. Major in-
ternational companies and
constructors are represen-
ted, not to mention the
creativity of individual in- April in Paris Adven-
ventors. But most impor- ture awaits.

tantly, come to "Old Eu-
rope" and be apart of the

grand opening of this
'new continent:
`Opportunity is just
around the corner: 1989,

From the 13th to the 18th of April in Paris.

THE EUROPEAN TECHNICAL SHOW

OF IMAGE AND SOUND.

FOR THE PROFESSIONALS,

BY THE PROFESSIONALS.
ISATIS 89

Good for official invitations :

Mr/Ms

Company
Address
City

State/Country
I would like to receive free invitation(s)
plus documentation (without obligation) to
SATIS 89 in Paris.

Mail to the following address :
INFORMATION ETPROMOTION
50, avenue Marceau - 75008 PARIS - FRANCE
Telephone : 1.47.20.84.44
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SPECTRUM

each applicant be prepared
to meet three months'
worth of operating costs. It
is probably easiest to put
together a monthly budget
and multiply it by three to
determine the amount of
operating expense that will
have to be financed. It is not
absolutely necessary that
each budgeted estimate be
supported by written esti-
mates from suppliers. Nor-
mally, estimates made on
the basis of experience and
familiarity with the pro-
posal and with the proposed
community of license will
suffice.

Once the three-month op-
erating budget and the
equipment budget have
been prepared, the final
step is to add the two to-
gether to generate a bot-
tom -line number that will

quired" to construct and op-
erate for three months. The
applicant will then have to
assure that sufficient funds
are available to it from
qualified, committed
sources to meet that "funds
required" amount.

In order to keep equip-
ment costs down, note that
you may be able to find
used equipment or even
lease equipment packages.
These approaches can cut
equipment costs dramati-
cally, but be sure to get doc-
umentation of their avail-
ability before relying on
them. Also, bear in mind
that the FCC does not nor-
mally give special consider-
ation to applicants propos-
ing state-of-the-art equip-
ment. It is therefore not es-
sential that your projec-
tions include only top -of -
the -line gear or attractive
but nonessential items such
as high-tech news vans and
elaborate studio or produc-
tion equipment.

When certifying site

availability, the FCC re-
quires that each applicant
take steps to assure that its
proposed transmitter site
will be available to it for
such use. Again, tying this
assurance down can often
fall onto the engineer's
shoulders.

As in the financial quali-
fication preparation dis-
cussed above, your first,
step is to ensure that you
and the consultant prepar-
ing the technical portion of
the application understand
and agree on the precise
site that will be proposed.
Once the site is determined,
the site owner should be
identified. If the owner is
not immediately obvious,
ownership can usually be
tracked down by reviewing
local land records or con-
sulting with local real es-

the site owner or its agent
directly.

If the applicant wishes to
purchase the property, de-
termine from the owner or
agent that the property is
in fact for sale and how
much it would cost to pur-
chase it. If you are not in a
position to purchase the
land immediately, it is
helpful to obtain an option
to purchase it down the
line.

Virtually all terms of an
option to purchase are sub-
ject to negotiation. In addi-
tion to keeping the price
reasonable, your primary
interest in such a negotia-
tion is to generate a docu-
ment which demonstrates
solid assurance that if and
when the construction per-
mit application is granted,
the transmitter site will be
available to the applicant.
At a minimum, you should
get a letter or some other
document reflecting your
contacts with the owner
and the owner's willingness
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to sell the property.
If the applicant merely

wishes to rent the property,
you must approach the situ-
ation slightly differently.
First, be sure to explain
that you or your employer
would like to specify in an
application to be filed with
the Federal Communica-
tions Commission that the
proposed transmitter is go-
ing to be located on the site
in question. Ask the owner
if the site would be avail-
able for such a proposed use
and for an estimate of the
rent that would be charged.
The owner's willingness to
make the property avail-
able for this purpose should.
be presented in writing.

Site availability is the
subject of increasing litiga-
tion at the Commission.
That means that any certi-

In order to keep equipment
costs down, note that

you may be able to find used
equipment or even lease

equipment packages.

fication of site availability
is likely, if not certain, to be
examined thoroughly by
competing applicants and
possibly by an adminis-
trative law judge. For this
reason it is important to
document the basis of any
such certification.

Finally, any time you
find yourself involved in
the preparation of an appli-
cation to be filed with the
Commission, you should be
prepared to share your ef-
forts with the applicant's
communications counsel.

You are all involved in a
common effort to prepare
and file the best possible
application, and you should
work together to make sure
that all conceivable snags
in the effort have been
identified and avoided.
Telephone Broadcast-The
Rule Remains the Same-
In case anyone suggests to
you that it is all right to
broadcast or tape for broad-
cast telephone conversa-
tions before the other party
to the conversation has spe-
cifically consented to such

broadcast or taping, you
should be aware that such
conduct is not all right. In
fact, it is a violation of the
FCC's rules, as the Com-
mission confirmed last
July.

It has ,long been a re-
quirement that station li-
censees must inform callers
of the licensees' intent to
record the call for later
broadcast or to broadcast
the call live. A number of
petitioners had proposed
that the FCC revise or
abandon that requirement.

As the FCC sees it, the
broadcast of an individual's
telephone conversation
"carries the potential for
a...serious loss of privacy."
The prior notice require-
ment is a reasonable mea-
sure designed to protect
against such losses. 

The wireless system that
will never leave you speechless.
mixAim If thi ha ev r hap ned t yo , you weren't using a Sony

VHF wireless microphone.
Rather than a mere one, two or ten channels, the Sony

wireless system gives you up to 168. So no matter where you
are, no matter how cluttered the airwaves, the signal will
come through loud and clear. And with so many open chan-
nels to choose from, multi -microphone setups are a snap.

For added insurance, Sony wireless arms you with true
space diversity reception. 'Min tuners constantly compare

incoming signals for the strongest, clearest
signal. Sparing you the echoes, dead spots and
other horrors that plague lesser systems.

So, if you're looking for a wireless system you
can have faith in-any time, any place-contact your
Sony Professional Audio representative. Or call
Sony at 800 -635 -SONY. SONY

Professional Audio

Sony Curnmuiiicotions Products Company, Prof essionol Audio Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666. © 1988 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is o registered trademark of Sony Corpora Purl
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EQUIPMENT

New Features for the Prodigy...Avcom Spectrum
Analyzer...Patch Panels from

Switchcraft...Acoustics Systems' Voiceover
Booths... and More New Products

Videotek Adds Feature to
Prodigy

Auser -programmable down-
stream keyer is a new standard
feature of Prodigy, Videotek's

production and post -production
switcher. Along with external key -cut
and key -fill capabilities, the down-
stream keyer allows an operator to
key in and out transitions of 0 to 999
frames.
Reader Service #200

Avcom Debuts Portable
Spectrum Analyzer

Switchcraft's New Audio
Patch Panel

The
new audio patch panels from

Switchcraft will be available in
September. Available in several

configurations, they are fully
shielded, ready for 19 -inch rack
mounting and are delivered fully as-
sembled. Insulation Displacement
Connectors inside and outside, en-
abling easy terminations, are options
for the rear panel of the units only.
All circuits are clearly identified.

Each patch panel has two large hor-
izontal and two ver-
tical designation
strips to identify
the 48 conductor
jacks. The esti-
mated price of
these units is
around $700.
Reader
Service
#202

e PSA-37D is Avcom's new por-
table spectrum analyzer with
digital frequency readout. Fre-

quency coverage is from less than ten
to over 1750 MHz and from 3.7 to 4.2
GHz in five bands. The digital fre-
quency readout is shown in MHz on a
front -panel LCD display, enabling
quicker identification of such prob-
lems as terrestrial interference.

Included features are a built-in DC
block with + 18 VDC for powering
LNA's and BDC's, calibrated signal -
strength amplitude display,
selectable vertical sensitivity of ei-
ther 2dB or 10dB/DIV and an internal
battery with charger.
Reader Service #201

Pre -Fab Voiceover Booths
from Acoustic Systems

Acoustic Systems introduces its
BB Model line of prefabricated
acoustic enclosures in ten sizes

ranging from three-foot/eight-inch
(outside width) by three-foot/eight-
inch (outside length) to eight -foot/
eight -inch by eight/eight with a stan-
dard inside height of seven inches.
They are constructed with four -inch
thick panels, having an STC rating of
45, and can be assembled and taken
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Sachtler. The new dimension
in lighting.

Will get switched -on first at
PHOTOKINA '88
October 5 - 11

Hall 14.2
Stand No. G 28 -H 28

sachtler AG
- Kommunikationstechnik -

Sachtler AG, Dieselstr. 16

D-8046 Garching/Munchen, W. Germany
Tel. (0 89) 32 90 9150, Telex 5 215 340

Telefax (0 89) 32 90 91 27
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apart without
loss of acoustic
integrity.

Standard fea-
tures include
prewired duplex
outlets, silenced
ventilation sys-
tem, prewired in-
candescent light-
ing, a recessed
conduit run for
cable manage-
ment, durable
splatter coat
platinum enamel
paint finish and
double -glazed
windows in both

the wall and door. As-
sembly takes less than

16 hours with a two -person crew and
electrical service is possible with a
standard 12 ft. cord plugged into a 110
volt outlet.
Reader Service #203

Evertz Time -Code
Reader/EDL Lister

The Model 623 with serial I/O is a
microcontroller-based module
with full -speed LTC, LTC

translator/phase restorer and an RS-
232 serial interface. A decoded, regen-
erated play speed LTC output is pro-
vided, which allows outcoming code to
be properly synched to video while in-
coming code remains intact at normal
speed.

Model 623's sophisticated high-
speed reader reliably recovers LTC
over the full shuttle and wind speed
range of most VTRs.

A companion product to Evertz'
new Model 623 Time -Code Reader,
the 623-EDL software detects breaks
in the VITC or LTC time code and can
generate an Edit Decision List on the
RS -232 output by substituting an edit
decision list mode for the continuous
broadcast mode. It can detect edit
points with continuous code of at least
12 readable frames durations, and it
compensates for time code dropouts or
reading errors. The 623 modules can
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be intergrated into existing EV BLOC
rack frames.
Reader Service #204

Broadcast Video Systems
Has Digiview

The new Digiview PC add -in
T&M unit, manufactured by
Viewtronics, Ltd., and distrib-

uted by Broadcast Video Systems, is a
unique instrument for measuring and
checking parallel digital signals sam-
pled according to CCIR 601 recom-
mendations.

Designed to aid setup of analog -to -
digital conversion equipment and
testing digital processing systems,
the Digiview card and software fea-
ture error detection routines and a
numerical comparison scheme.
Reader Service #205

Cine 60 Universal
Batteries Go Portable

Cine 60 triple voltage portable
universal batteries power most
ENG/EFP cameras, VTRs, TV

monitors, low voltage and 30V lights,
BetaCam-type camcorders, instru-
mentation systems, microwave equip-
ment, test instruments and camera
prompters. Both 13.2V and 14.4V are
available at the same time via 5 -pin
XLR battery output connectors, en-
abling simultaneous power for a
13.2V system such as a BetaCam and
a 14.4V light without an adapter. The
battery can also provide 30V power.
Cine 60's triple voltage portable uni-
versal batteries replace on -camera
batteries, BP -90, NP -1 and all other
12, 13.2 and 143.4V battery systems.
They are available in belt or battery
packs in standard and fast charge
modes.
Reader Service #206

New Whip Antenna from
Valcom

rise Valcom Model V-33070-CL2
is a heavy-duty, coil -loaded 74-
foot whip antenna designed for

maritime and aviation broadcasting



Sachtler. The new dimension
in lighting. Brighter,

more equal distribution, lighter,
more durable.

We will prove it to you at
PHOTOKINA '88
October 5 - 11

Hall 14.2

Stand No. G 28 -H 28

sachtler AG
- Kommunikationstechnik -

Sachtler AG, Dieselstr. 16

D-8046 Garching/Munchen, W. Germany
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applications. It was originally manu-
factured to meet Canadian Depart-
ment of Transport specifications.

Features include a 2 kW below 1.5
MHz/5 kW above 1.5 MHz power rat-
ing and a frequncy range of 100 kHz
to 30 MHz with a tuner.
Reader Service #207

dbx Enhances RTA-1

New software for the dbx RTA-1
real-time analysis system in-
cludes enhanced room -response

curve capabilities, improved micro-
phone calibration capabilities and
customized printout. Room response
curve analysis now provides 15- and
30 -second averaging for faster re-
sponse to changing conditions and
quicker equalization. Statistical anal-
ysis increases rejection of spurious
noise.
Mic calibration now features direct
readout of dB SPL; information can be
stored for up to ten mics. In addition,
a one to 42 -character banner appear-
ing at the top of the printout can now
be entered. dbx has reduced the price
of the RTA-1 from $6950 to $4500.
Reader Service
#208

Mitsubishi's First Pro VCR

Mitsubishi launches its first
"professional" videocassette
recorder. The S -VHS -format

BV -1000 offers high -resolution
editing and special effects capabili-
ties. The unit employs an edit window

2
El I I I

and " ying erase heads" to make edits
within +/- 2 frames accuracy. Other
features include a jog shuttle, which
enables still frame, variable search,
variable slow motion and frame -by -
frame advance, and a 1.4 mHz 8 -bit
digital memory. Effects include nine
to 100 split screens, freeze frame,
strobe and multi -strobe, variable
speed -scan and window size and in-
sert edit, fine edit and audio dubbing.

The BV -1000 also features high-
speed position and index search ca-
pability and high fidelity/MTS sound.
The unit is rack -mountable and is
equipped with a full -function wireless
remote control.
Reader Service #210

Bruel & Kjaer Circuit Studios Ups
Unveils New Mic Velocity 3D System

Bruel & Kjaer has launched the
type 4011 prepolarized con-
denser -microphone with cardi-

oid directional characteristics. It com-
bines flat on -axis frequency response
with a uniformly smooth off -axis
phase and frequency response. It em-
ploys a new B&K diaphragm and a
P48 independent phantom -powered
transformerless preamplifier.

The 4011 is calibrated for a fre-
quency response of 40Hz to 20kHz at
30 cm and can handle 158 SPL before
clipping. It also uses a 0/-20 dB atten-
uator, user -selectable by a switch re-
cessed in the XLR connector.
Reader Service #209

Circuit Studios' Version 2.2 Ve-
locity 3D modeling and video
animation system is a con-

figurable package which provides
realtime solid -shaded modeling, ani-
mation and rendering via the Mega-
tek 911S graphics engine. New fea-
tures include the Tomographic 3D
modeling package which creates com-
plex asymetrical objects using cross-
sectional technique; enhanced reflec-



Sachtler. The new dimension
in lighting. For news gathering

and productions.
Open face technology with a focussing
range up to 1:6.
Tungsten -halogen and flickerfree

daylight (HMI).
From 100 Watts up to 1.2 kw.

For battery- and mains -operation.

Switch on to Sachtler at
PHCTOKINA '88
October 5 - 11

Hall 14.2

Stand No. G 28 -H 28
or write for more information.

sachtler AG
- Kommunikationstechnik -

Sachtler AG, Dieselstr. 16

D-8046 Garching/Miinchen, W. Germany
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tions including Speed Chrome, which
is similar to elevation mapping, and
3D Environmental Mapping for ray -

traced effects. Velocity can now
record interactive, anti-aliased out-
put to videotape frame -by -frame at
less than 1 second per frame. Sun 386i
Velocity is a new configuration which
uses a Sun workstation as a front end.
Prices start at $48,000 for a complete
system; a typical configuration with
options is $70,000.
Reader Service #211

Nova Announces Inverter

Nova has announced a solid state
250KVA sine wave inverter for
mobile, industrial and telecom-

munications applications. The model
2560-12 uses pulse -width modulation
and operates from a battery or gen-
erator over an input range regulated
for voltage and frequency of 11-16
VDC. It produces 120 VAC at 60 Hz
with a low -distortion sine wave
output.

It is intended for applications
where AC power is unavailable or for
use in tandem with existing battery
supplies to provide uninterrupted
power to critical loads. Uses include
powering process control instrumen-
tation, data acquisition equipment,
SCDA systems, computers and emer-
gency lighting. Output voltage regu-
lation is plus/minus 1 percent from no
load to full load; frequency regulation
is plus/minus .5 percent. It can supply
loads with a power factor of 0.7 lead to
0.7 lag. Weight is 37 lbs. Suggested
retail price is $1105.
Reader Service #212

Schlumberger's New
Workstation

e SI 1220 is a fully integrated
workstation for dynamic signal
analysis. It can perform FFT

analysis, sine swept frequency, loga-
rithmic frequency and octave
analyses. Coupled with an optional
generator it can stimulate passive de-
vices in frequency and time domains
using ten preprogrammed or user -

programmed waveforms.
The SI 1220 comes in two or four-

channel configurations and can ana-
lyze four channels to 50 kHz with 500
line resolution. With built-in pre -amp
and ICP supplies for all channels, the
interfaceable workstation connects
directly with transducers. The 1220's
data-processing features include 3-D
and greyscale waterfall displays, a
1M sample memory, a large CRT ca-
pable of displaying up to four results
and a menu system with HELP pages.
Delivery time is 12 weeks. Suggested
retail price is $18,250.
Reader Service #213

Video Associates Labs
Intros Card

liAL's new MicroKey/Mark 10 is a
modular board for interactive
NTSC/PAL video development

and delivery. The card is claimed to be
the first plug-in modular board which
easily consolidates an IBM PC, Model
30 or IBM-compatible bus card in one
slot. It provides standard EGA graph-
ics with a 16 out of 4,096 palette and
an available graphics overlay of
videodisc/videotape. A videodisc con-
trol module is standard.

Optional modules available within
the single slot environment include
fade and analog RGB multi -standard
monitor support. No additional
graphics card or extra ports are re-
quired for videodisc control. Sug-
gested list price is $1295.
Reader Service #214

Lyon Lamb Announces
Real Time Interlace
Converter

The Lyon Lamb ILC interlace con-
verter uses high-speed sampling
and digital conversion of sam-



Where do you reach over 20,000 broadcast and
teleproduction engineers and engineeriig manage -s?

PROBABLY NOT WHERE YOU 11111K.

Where do you reach the highest conceitrahon
of technical and engineering management?

THE ANSWER MAY SURPRISE YOU.

Which magazine has teen refocused and reclesicned
based on telephone interviews with 40C chief engineers?

STILL NOT SURE?

TAKE
ANOTHER LOOK.

THE NEW BilE.

The new BME is the magazine engineering
managers have been asking for. In addition to offer-

ing great reach, it also has the lowest CPM for broal-

cast and teleproduction engineers and engineering

managers.

For complete information on the new BME,
write Act III Publishing, 295 Madison Avenue.
New York, NY 10017. Or call your BME repre-
sentative. East Coast: Michael Dahle and Gene

Kinsella, (212) 685-5320. West Coast: Jay B.

Lewin or David M. Adrian at (818) 888-5288.
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pies to analog RGB to convert high-

resolution computer graphics from
60-70Hz non -interlace displays to
high -resolution 30Hz interlace format
RGB in real time. The ILC interfaces
to a wide range of non -interlace
graphics systems as input, and to all
30Hz display devices for output, in-
cluding multisync monitors and large
screen projection systems.
Reader Service #215

NEC Bows ENG Camera

The
SP -30 is NEC's new high -reso-

lution, low -light sensitive multi-
use ENG camera. Using the CCD

sensors already employed in the NEC
EP -3 studio camera, the SP -30 also of-
fers auto functions, monitoring, and
controlled adjustments. Other fea-
tures include f/6.2 sensitivity at 2000
lux, horizontal resolution of 700 TV

lines, S/N ration of 60 dB
and a built-in electronic

shutter with seven speeds
from 1/60-1/5000th of
a second.

The SP -30 lenses
are interchangeable

with the SP -3A ENG
lenses, and it is compatible with

all SP -3A adapters and acces-
sories. The SP -
30 camera may
be used as a
standalone
with cable

connection
through the

SC adapter to a VCR, combined di-
rectly with the Beta SP format
camcorder or through an MH adapter
to MII recorders. It can also be
genlocked to an onboard VTR and can
generate its own NTSC signal from
within the camera head. Suggested
retail price is $25,000.
Reader Service #216

Telepak Bows New
Recorder Bag

lepak has added a recorder bag
for the Panasonic 7400 to its
range of custom -designed packs

and covers. Featuring a lifetime guar-
antee, the 7400 Recorder Pak is made
from a durable water and stain -repel-
lent nylon fabric and extensive pad-
ding. Suggested list price is $175. The
7400 Recorder Pak is available now.
Reader Service #217

Digital Color Corrector
from Thomson

The Colorado is Thomson Video
Equipment's new fully digital
color corrector. In addition to

color correction and grading, it can be
used for mastering, post -production
effects and general manipulation. It
also offers time code and memory ca-
pability. The Colorado operates on
masters, gains, gammas and satura-
tion RGB. It is compatible with other
Thomson 4:2:2 digital studio compo-
nent equipment.
Reader Service #218

Shure Debuts Gooseneck
Mike

Shure has introduced the model
SM 99 miniature condenser mi-
crophone for gooseneck mount

applications. Designed for sound re-
inforcement applications requiring
wide frequency response, the system
features a one centimeter precision
condenser element and on -board pre-
amplifier with a supercardioid polar
pattern.

The unit is fitted with a pop filter
suitable for speech and music. The
mic features wide dynamic range, low
distortion and RF protection. Sug-
gested retail price is $240.
Reader Service #219
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Radiation Systems
Introduces Uplink

Radiation Systems Inc. has intro-
duced the 240AT self-contained
air transportable satellite

uplink trailer system. Featuring a
240KV 2.4 -meter antenna with a
trailer requiring a standard Class 3
towing hitch, the 240AT Ku -band sat-
ellite uplink can go over -the -road or,
via trailer, air shipped overnight by
conventional carrier. Radiation Sys-
tems designs, manufactures and in-
stalls a broad range of antenna sys-
tems for applications including
satellite earth stations.
Reader Service #220

Lighting Control from
Electronics Diversified

console from Electronics Diversi-
ed provides 72 channels to con-

trol up to 960 dimmers with 900 full-
size cues, proportional soft patch with
programmable non -dims and ten indi-
vidual dimmer curves assignable to
any dimmer. This manual or memory
console also features auto linking and
multiple step cues, two simultaneous
operating special effects, and 72 over-
lapping, pile -on submasters with indi-
vidual timers. A 3.5 -inch disk drives
stores recorded information. The con-
sole supports AMX-192, DMX-512,
Colortran and Fiber -Link protocol.
Reader Service #221

Heitz Adds to Gitzo Line

Karl Heitz has announced four
additions to the Gitzo line of
camera support equipment.

These include two giant monopods-a
four -section unit rising to eight feet
and a six -section model with a maxi-
mum height of 12 feet. The others are
the Inter Pro Studex tripod, a light-
weight, heavy-duty unit for cameras
up to 30 pounds, and a new tilt attach-
ment for the Gitzo 480, 580 and 680
fluid heads. These provide over 90 de-
grees front and rear tilt.
Reader Service #222

E7L
BROADCAST PHONO PREAIVIPLJFIER

REQUIREMENTS
 Musicality
 Serviceability
 Low Distortion
 Balanced XLR Outputs
 27dBm RMS 600 ohms balanced
 Cartridge load adjustment
 High Overload Threshold
 Linear Frequency Response

 Reliability
 Low Noise

1 Space Rack Mountable
 Accurate RIAA (±.05dB)
 21dBm RMS 600 ohms unbalanced
 Non -reactive Phono Stage
 Fully Discrete Gain Blocks
 Drive Loads as low as 300 ohms

SOLUTION

BRYSTON BP -1

(BP -5 also available with 3 switchable high level inputs)

In the United States: In Canada:

LtE713-12C_OD] VERMONT MARKETING LTD.
RfD #4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602 57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
(802) 223-6159 (416) 746-0300

Circle 145 on Reader Service Card Page 75

*NEW:
AVCOM PSA-37D PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

AVCOM INTRODUCES THE NEW PSA-37D PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER WITH DIGITAL
FREQUENCY READOUT. AVCOM'S NEW PSA-37D Portable Spectrum Analyzer has a 4 digit front
panel frequency readout and is controlled by a rotary frequency adjustment control. Frequency
ranges that the PSA -37D cover are 0 to 500 MHz. 500 to 1000 MHz, 950 to 1450 MHz, 125010 1750
MHz and 3.7 to 4.2 GHz. The PSA-37D Portable Spectrum Analyzer is lightweight, portable, battery
operated, ideal for field test situations. A built-in DC block with a .18 VDC powers LNAs and BDCs
with the flip of a switch. All other performance characteristics and features are the same as the
PSA-35A which has become an industry standard for satellite communications work. $2475

AVCOM INTRODUCES A FULLY AGILE SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER DEMODULATOR,
THE SCPC-3000E, FOR VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL RECEPTION OF SCPC SIGNALS. The
SCPC-3000E Demodulator features a high-performance synthesized 50-90 MHz tuning module for
maximum system versatility. Frequencies are tunable in 800 steps of 50 KHz each. Standard
expansions are 3:1 and 2:1, other expander formats are available. Deemphasis is switchable between
0, 25, 50, and 75 micro -seconds. Selectable low-pass 15, 7.5, and 5 KHz audio filters are standard.
AVCOM can customize the SCPC-3000E Agile SCPC Demodulator to suit specific receiver needs,
contact AVCOM with your requirements. $1378

AVCOM 500 SCUTHLAKE BOULEVARD, RICHMOND, VA 23236
Tel. (804) 794-2500 FAX (804) 794-8284 Telex 701-545
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

Aflurry of sales and
installations were
recently reported
by Panasonic
Broadcast Sys-
tems. Raleigh, NC's
WRAL-TV has re-
portedly become the
first station in the

world to use Panasonic's M.A.R.C. II
automation system in actual on -air
operations...The Christian Broadcast-
ing Network (CBN) has logged an or-
der for a new 1200 -cassette M.A.R.C.
II, as well as orders for MII AU -650
studio VTRs and AU -620 studio play-
ers. The equipment will be delivered
in late 1988 when the network begins
conversion from one -inch to MII...
WSBT-TV, South Bend, IN's CBS
affiliate, and the nation's oldest UHF
station, has purchased a 475 -cassette
M.A.R.C. II. According to WSBT CE
Robert Bell, "One of the reasons we
picked the Panasonic cart machine
is because it can be used with stan-
dard AU -650s. Most cart manufac-
turers require special VTRs for their

systems."...Knight-Ridder station,
WPRI-TV, Providence, RI, a previous
convert to MII for recording and play-
back of satellite programming, now
plans to convert its entire ENG/EFP
operation to the half -inch format.
Equipment purchased for the change
includes AU -650 studio VTRs, AU -
500 portable VTRs, AU -550 field edit
recorders, AU -400 cameras, AK -400
CCD cameras, and AU -630 playback
VTRs...NBC affiliate KTSM-TV, El
Paso, TX, is planning a conversion
to MII to the tune of $1 mil-
lion...Rainbow Network Com-
munications, Floral Park, NY, too,
has just purchased MII playback
equipment.

Fidelipac Corp. is offering a bit of
purchasing incentive for internation-
ally minded customers. Purchasers
of a one-recorder/three reproducer.
Dynamax cart machine package be-
tween July 1 and DeCember 31 will
qualify for a free five-day trip to the
European AES in Hamburg, Ger-
many. According to VP -marketing

Art Constantine, "We've done ex-
tremely well in the export market,
and, in considering several promo-
tional possibilities, we said 'Why not
show our customers how we do busi-
ness overseas and give them an oppor-
tunity to learn about broadcasting
outside the U.S.' "...Recent installa-
tions of Neve V series consoles in-
clude North Hollywood's Devonshire
Studios and New York's Chung King
House of Metal...NCGA has an-
nounced a call for entries for its fourth
annual International Computer Ani-
mation Competition; 1-800-225-
NCGA for more information

Jeff Blackden has been named VP -
manufacturing at Pinnacle Sys-
tems...Murray Shields is Audi-
tronics' new director of sales...
Switchcraft has tapped Richard
E. Livengood as its new component
division plant manager...Vinten
Equipment, Inc., has appointed Rob-
ert Getchell marketing development
engineer for the company's Microswift
line. 

A New England Digital
Synclavier digital audio system
now graces the studios of Gannett
affiliate KIIS-FM in Los Angeles.
Slated for double duty with both
on -air and production chores, the
machine was put to use almost
immediately by (left to right) Paul
Donahue, Gannett director of en-
gineering; Jonas Olmstead, NED
digital product manager; and
Mark Driscoll, KIIS-FM produc-
tion manager, to produce on -air
promo announcements.

Another recent installation of
NED equipment includes the pur-
chase of a "tapeless" studio pack-
age (a Synclavier and Direct -to -
Disk recorder) by Ambassador
Television, Pasadena, CA.
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JUNIOR CADDY
Dispenses multiple 5" to 18"
diameter rolls of wire or cable
easily. Economy size, easy
knock down for travel or

ir $189"storage.

PORTLAND
CABLE WORK S
CA: 818-500-0137
NA: 800-621-5640

AT TONE -778563
Dealer inquiries welcome.

SALES OFFICES

Eastern States
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212-685-5320
Telex: 64-4001
Michael Dahie
Gene Kinsella

295 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10017 Telex 64-4001

Western States
21777 Ventura Blvd. Suite 237
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
(818)888.5288
Jay B. Lewin
David M. Adrian

Europe/United Kingcom
33A Station Road
North Harrow
Middlesex HA2 7SU England
(01) 427 9000
Telex: 21289
Ric Bessford

Japan/Far East
2-14-20, Minami-Aoyama.
Minato-Ku. Tokyo 107 Japan
(03) 405 5118
Telex: 2427388
Fax: (03) 401-5864
K. Yamamoto
Y. Yozaki

PRODUCT MANAGER
Systems Equipment
Major Electronics Company has an immediate opening for a Product

Manager - Systems Equipment. Position entails managing our Switchers,
Digital Video Effects, and Still Stores product lines. You will be expected
to plan product objectives, develop performance specifications, interface
with engineering and sales force, and provide demonstrations and train-
ing to our sales force and clients. Position is based in the Northeast, but
frequent travel is required.

We seek a dynamic individual who thrives in a fast paced environment.
Five years experience with a high end Broadcast or Post Production facility
will have given you a solid grasp of systems, components and their in-
tegration. A prior product management position would be a plus. A BSEE
or equivalent preferred.

For confidential consideration, send your resume, salary history and
requirements to: BOX GKP-688, 12TH FLOOR, 360 LEXINGTON
AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10017. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HN.



CURRENTS
A GUEST EDITORIAL

Station Trading: A
Fatal Dose?

By Andy Butler

Eirhe following sounds like a tirade,
but it really isn't. It is simply a pas-
sionate plea to save an old friend. I
have spent 25 years serving an in-
dustry that I love. That industry is
headed down a dangerous road. I
hope we see the cliff before it is too
late to avoid taking the plunge.

Station trading is an opiate. It
seems as innocent -as marijuana, but it is as addic-
tive as cocaine and as debilitating as heroin. Those
are strong words, but I've seen both sicknesses in
action, and the results are distressingly the same.

Since the FCC suspended the three-year holding
role, there has been an explosion in station prices
fueled by an enormous rush to acquire as many of
these limited franchises as possible before they are
priced completely out of reason. Many of these ac-
quisitions are financed by highly complicated
leveraging arrangements that require enormous
amounts of time to negotiate and consummate.
Since the final outcome of this deal -making can
have a major impact on their personal wealth, it is
understandable that many CEOs of major broad-
cast groups spend a majority of their time concen-
trating on these efforts.

While this practice is proper, the "trickle -down"
effect can be disastrous. People are people, and com-
pany culture is just people at work, so whatever is
most important to the top manager in a company
becomes priority to those working for them. They
quickly realize that the people who are achieving
positive visibility are those who are helping handle
the myriad details that each acquisition or disposal
includes. As the number of deals increases and they

become more complicated, the web expands.
Station -level management becomes involved as
station managers win praise for helping with pre -
acquisition surveys and planning for operational
takeovers. Program management becomes involv-
ed in evaluating the new markets and advising the
group programmer on strategies and alternatives.
Promotion directors are planning TV buys and
designing logos for other markets. Engineering
managers find themselves called upon to evaluate
the technical strengths and weaknesses of potential
acquisitions. Those who are concentrating on their
own stations start to feel left out and unimportant.

The pressure on broadcasting is tremendous.
New technologies are giving people attractive
alternatives to traditional broadcast offerings.
Responding to this challenge takes tremendous
drive and innovative thinking. Unfortunately,
more and more of broadcasting's "best and
brightest" are devoting the prime energies of
themselves and their best people to acquiring and
trading. Operating properties isn't as glamorous or
profitable as buying and selling them, but it must
be done. No matter how clever a trader you become,
you can't achieve long-term profitability if the pro-
perties aren't sound operating entities. With this in
mind, a heartfelt plea to those in charge: It's getting
pretty scary down here where the work gets done.
We need your drive and innovation in the boiler
room. Hope you can join us before the fire goes
out! 

Butler is director of engineering at WFAN-AM, New York
City. He also serves as executive director of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers.

More and more of broadcasting's
"best and brightest" are devoting
their prime energies to acquiring

and trading.
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WHY DIDN'T SOMEONE THINK OF
THIS BEFORE?

A FAST -PACED PRODUCTION CONSOLE

THE WHEATSTONE SP -6 AUDIO CONSOLE
lets production people quickly accomplish

8 and 16 -track work, yet easily handle routine
transfers and dubbing operations. With its
unique track monitor section it can facilitate
simultaneous stereo mixdown during the multi-
track bed session - almost halving typical pro-
duction time cycles. Input chcnnels are laid out
just like an air console, win machine starts
below the channel fader, so 3taff familiar with
on -air consoles can quickly become comfort-
able in the production environment.

For those interested in more advanced tech-
niques, the SP -6 employs a powerful talent
monitor section designed to rapidly call up live
mic and track combinations, making difficult
punch -ins a breeze. Standard SP -6 input chan-
nel equalizers are more comprehensive than

those supplied as optional items cr ccmpet-
ing products, allowing much grecret creative
freedom. Input channel auxiliary send sections
are designed to be the most versaile in the
industry, providing 4 different auxilicr/ buses to
allow digital celay, reverb, talent foldbaci, and
mix -minus feed5 Stereo input charnels can
provide eithe- nono or stereo effects sends.
Even more, the SP -6 has 4 auxil cry effects
return inputs Ifict allow effects to be recorded
onto the multi-oak or sent to the mor Mr buses.

VVheatrtone Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Pc,
Circle 150 on Reader Service Card Page 75

The SP -6 provides independent headphone
contrcl room and studio monitor feeds, as well
as stereo cue,solo Control room and studio
mute and tally functions are independently
dipsw tch selectable on individual input chan-
nels. Additional studio modules may be ordered
to accommodate larger, multi -studio installa-
tions. The SP -6 may be configured with any
combliation of mono and stereo input mod-
ules, in mainframe sizes ranging from 16 to
32 or more inp.rts. The console is available
in either an 8 -track production format or a 4
stereo subgroup TV master control configura-
ticn. So why not profit from Wheatstone 's
experience and reputation? Call us today and
learn snore.

TEL 315-455-7740 FAX 315-454-8104
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